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Eioret Institute has been engaged in extensive research activities in the area
of multidisciplinary modeling and simulation of aerospace vehicles that are
relevant to NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. This effort involved
theoretical development, computer coding, and debugging of the STARS
code. New solution procedures were developed in such areas as structures,
CFD, and graphics, among others. Furthermore, systems-oriented codes
were developed for rendering the code truly multidisciplinary and rather
automated in nature. Also, work was performed in pre- and post-
processing of engineering analysis data.
A..__. STARS CFD RESEARCH
A novel accelerated Euler solution technique and a resulting code were
developed that proved to be rather efficient as convergence was achieved at
a much faster rate than the usual Euler solution. This code was based on a
double-precision version of the STARS Euler solution module and involves
implementation of the acceleration of solution convergence for each degree
of freedom. The resulting code can now routinely solve large order NASA
CFD problems, effecting savings of more than 50% in solution time. This
accelerated solution module is now an integral part of the STARS program,
being extensively used for solution of day-to-day NASA problems.
B___. STARS SYSTEM MODULE DEVELOPMENT
Over the past few years, Eloret Institute performed continuous and exten-
sive research as follows:
I. Development of a "shell" system code for integrating all submodules
in the STARS-SOLIDS program. Also, an enhanced version of the shell
has recently been successfully introduced that enables effortless implemen-
tation of a versatile, nonlinear analysis capability in the following two
aspects:
(a) geometric nonlinearity that includes large displacement and
rotation effects in a structure, and
--._- 1

(b) materialnonlinearity, including elasto-plasticity.
II. Maintenance of the STARS program. This involved continuous im-
provement of program performance from a systems point of view.
III. Graphics. Much effort has been devoted to the development of a
pre-processor that involves automated generation of 2D- and 3-D finite ele-
ment grids for subsequent structural and CFD analyses. Research activities
were performed in this area to optimize mesh generation time. For ex-
ample, in the CFD area, a new discretization technique was developed that
reduces generation time of the tetrahedral elements by approximately a fac-
tor of eight (8). These modules are now an integral part of the STARS
code and are routinely used for the solution of practical NASA problems.
At the other end of the analysis spectrum, a STARS post-processor module
was developed for IBM as well as DEC computer systems, to enable effec-
tive color post-processing of solution results. These were developed for
both SOLIDS and CFD modules. Further development has been initiated
for post-processing of linear aerodynamic and controls engineering
problems.
C. STARS _HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS
Some effort was expended toward the development of a heat transfer
analysis module of the STARS code for solution of steady-state as well as
transient problems. Some nonlinear effects, such as radiation boundary
conditions, were also incorporated in the computer program, which be-





A number of publications resulted from this research activity, including:
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2. STARS-SOLIDS PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
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A multidisciplinary, finite element based and highly graphics oriented analysis capability that
includes such disciplines as su'ucmres, heat u'ansfer, CFD, aerodynamics and conu'ols engineering,
among others, has been achieved by integrating several new modules in the original STARS G,S.Tructual
Analysis Routine_ computer program (ref. 1). Each individual analysis module is general-purpose in
nature; which are also effectively integrated to yield aeroelastic and aeroservoelastic (ASE) solution of
complex engineering problems. Examples of advanced NASA-DFRF projects analyzed by the code in
re.cent years include X-29A, F18 HARV/TVCS, B-52/Pegasus, Generic Hypersonics, NASP, SR-
71/Halo, and the high speed civil transport (HSCT), among others. Extensive graphics capabilities exist
for convenient model development as weU as postprocessing of analysis results.
The program iswrittenin modular form instandardFORTRAN language torun on a varietyof
computers such as theIBM RISC/6000, DEC, and Cray Y-MP; associatedgraphicscodes utilize
standardPHIGS as wellas theIBM/graPHIGS language forcolordepiction.
1. INTRODUCTION
The highly-integrated digital computer program, STARS, has been designed as an efficient tool for
analyzing practical engineering problems, as well as for supporting relevant research and development
activities; it has also proved to be an effective teaching aid, all such activities being mutually enhancing
and interrelated (fig. I). Each individual module (fig. 2) of the program is general-purpose in nature,
being capable of solving a wide array of problems. Such finite element analysis modules are also
appropriately combined to yield unique multidisciplinary modeling and simulation capabilities of
complex engineering problems.
The STRU_S (SOLIDS) module is capable of analyzing static, stability, vibration and
dynamic response problems of all types of structures including spinning ones subjected to mechanical as
well as thermal loading. The element library consists of a number of 1-, 2-, and 3-D elements with
general material properties that also includes composite and sandwich elements. Structural as well as
viscous damping may be included in the analysis. Figure 3 provides an overview of the SOLIDS link.
The heat conduction analysis capability in the program is effected through the HEAT TRANSFER
module. Both steady state as well as transient analyses may be performed, that also include nonlinear
solution of problems with radiation boundary conditions. The element library consists of fine, shell, and
solid elements, including composites.
A schematic of the associated aeroelastic and aeroservoelastic (ASE) analyses is depicted in figure 4.
Thus, once the frequencies and mode shapes of the structure are derived from finite element analysis
employing the STARS-SOLIDS module, the STARS-AERO module is next utilized to compute the
unsteady aerodynamic forces on the structure. An alternative option enables input of measured modal
data in lieu of calculated data. A flutter solution is then achieved using the k and/or p-k methods. The
user has to input details of the aerodynamic paneling to achieve the aeroelastic analysis.
Subsequent ASE analysis may be achieved by fu'st employing the STARS-CONTROLS-PADI_
submodule. The user provides essential data to perform a polynomial curve fitting of unsteady
aerodynamic forces resulting in the state-space matrices. For an alternative open-loop flutter analysis,
such data consist of information on polynomial tension coefficients, previously calculated generalized
masses, and damping and modal characteristics as well as a set of velocity values. Additional data, in
lieu of velocity values, relating to coordinate transformations from earth- to body-centered coordinate
systems and also sensor locations, are needed for the subsequent ASE analysis for frequency response
calculations and also for determination of damping and frequency values. This is achieved by the
STARS-CONTROLS-FRESP submodule in which the primary data input relates to analog and/or digital
conu'oller blocks connectivity, associated transfer function polynomial descriptions as well as gain input,
specifications for system output and input, and also connection details between the plant and the blocks.
This ASE analysis procedure may also be effectively utilized as the third flutter solution option. The
CONTROLS module also has a control law design capability based on the Eigensmacture Assignment
procedure.
The CFD (computational fluid dynamics) module of the program, that employs unstructured grids
for domain discretizaion, may be effectively employed for the solution of fluid flow problems. Related
nonlinear aeroelastic and aeroservoelastic analysis capability has also been implemented in the program.
Associated PROPULSION module essentially employs CFD techniques for simulation of flow mixing






Figure 1. Structural synthesis.
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Figure 3. STARS-SOLIDS overview.
The NUMERICAL ANALYSIS module contains a number of efficient solution procedures for large
sparse roan'ix linear equations as well as ¢igenvalue problems. "/'busa block Lanczos procedure is
available for solution of fr_ vibration problems of nonspinning and spinning structures as well as the
quadratic matrix eigenvalue problem associated with a finite dynamic element formulation. An
alternative procedure, based on a combined Sturm sequence and inverse iteration technique, is also
available that enables extraction of roots, as well as associated vectors lying within any specified bound.
A separate preprocessor routine, PREPROC, has been developed for automated generation of nodal,
element, and other associated input data for any continuum. It is capable of generating complex
structural forms through duplication, mirror-imaging, and cross-sectioning of modular representative
structures. A fully automated 3-D mesh generation capability is also an important feature of this
module. The STARS postprocessor program, POSTPLOT, on the other hand, is utilized for extensive
color plotting of various structual, heat transf_" and CFD related solution results.
Section 2 provides a concise description of the STARS-SOLIDS module of the program as well as
highlights of some of its important features, and section 3 depicts the data input procedure. Section 4
provides summaries of input data and analysis results for a number of sample test cases relevant to this
module. Section 5 describes the various features of the aeroelastic (AERO) and ASE analyses
capabilities, whereas section 6 provides data input details of various related submodules. A
representative, integrated aero-structural-control sample problem is worked out in detail in section 7.
Some details of CFD analysis as well as nonlinear aeroelasdcity and acroservoelasticity (ASE) are


















































2. STARS-SOLIDS PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The structure to be analyzed by STARS may be composed of"any suitable combination of one-, two-,
and three-dimensional (1-, 2-, and 3-D) elements. The general features of the STARS-SOLIDS module
include the following:
1. A general-purpose, compact, finite element program.
2. Elements: bars, rods, beams, 3-D line elements, rigid bars, membrane, triangular and
quadrilateral plane, plate, shells, as well as sandwich panels and composite
elements, tetrahedral and hexahedral solids.
3. Geometry: any relevant structure formed by a suitable combination of the elements in (2).
4. Material: general, isotropic, orthotropic, and anisou'opic material.
5. Analysis: natural frequencies and mode shapes of nonrotating and rotating structures with or
without structural damping, viscous damping, or both, including initial load (prestress) effect; stability
(buckling) analysis; dynamic-response analysis of nonrotating and rotating structures; and static analysis
for multiple sets of mechanical and thermal loading. Also steady-state and transient heat transfer
analysis including non-linear radiation boundary conditions.
Special features of the STARS program include the following:
I. Random data input within a subset.
2. Matrix bandwidth minimization.
3. Automatic node and element generation.
4. General nodal deflection boundary conditions.
5. Multiple sets of static load input.
6. Preprocessor and postprocessor.
7. Plot of initial geometry.
8. Plots of mode shapes, nodal deformations, and element su'esses as a function of time,
as required.
Structural geometry is described in terms of the global and/or the local-giobal coordinate system
(GCS/LXSCS) having a right-handed Cartesian set of X-, Y-, and Z-coordinate axes. Each structural
node is assumed to have six degrees of freedom (DOF) consisting of three mmslations, UX, UY, UZ,
and three rotations, UXR, UYR, UZR, which are the undetermined quantities in the associated solution
process. Details of some important features of the program are summarized below.
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2.1 Nodal and Element Data Generation
The STARS program provides simple linearinterpolationschemes thatenable automaticgeneration
of nodal and element data. Generation of nodal dataisdependent on theoccun'encc of such featuresas
nodes lyingon straightlinesand common nodal displacementboundary conditions,whereas generation
of element dataispossibleifthefinitelement mesh isrepetitivein naturewith elements possessing
common basicproperties.The program enablesinputof dataemploying a number of rectangularlocal-
globalcoordinatesystems (1.,GCS)relevanttovarioussubstructures.
A separate preprocessor routine, PREPROC, has been developed for automated generation of nodal,
element, and other associated input data for any continuum. The preprocessor is an interactive graphics
structures modeling program. It is capable of generating complex structures through duplication, mirror-
imaging, and cross-sectioning of modular representative structures.
2.2 Matrix Bandwidth Minimization
This featureenableseffectivebandwidth minimizationof the stiffness,inertia,and allotherrelevant
system matricesby reorderinginputnodal numbers, takingintoconsiderationfn'st-orderas well as
second-ordernodal connectivityconditions.With referencetofigure5,the existingnodal numbering
may be modified (ref.2) tominimize bandwidth of associatedmatrices.Therefore,any node with
minimum fast-orderconnectivitymay be chosen as thestartingnode. Accordingly, any one of nodes I,
4,7, 10, 13,and 16,allof which have a minimum first-ordernodal connectivityof two, may be selected
asthe firstnode to starthe nodal numbering scheme. However, nodes I,4, I0,and 13 possessa higher
second-orderconnectivityconditionthando nodes 7 and 16. For example, nodes connected tonode I
(namely nodes 2 and 18) are, in turn, connected to a total of seven nodes, whereas such a connectivity
number for either node 7 or 16 happens to be only six. As such, either node 7 or 16 may be chosen as
the starting node for the renumbering scheme. A revised nodal numbering that minimizes matrix band-
width is shown in parentheses in figure 5. The present minimization scheme also takes into considera-



















Figure 5. Bandwidth minimization scheme.
2.3 Deflection Boundary Conditions
The nodal displacement relationships may be classified as zero, finite, and interdependent deflection
boundary conditions (ZDBC, FDBC, and IDBC). Details of such a formulation are provided in sec-
tion 3.4. Thus, in addition to prescribed zero and finite displacements, the motion of any node in a par-
ticular degree of freedom can be related in any desired manner to the motion of the same or any other
combination of nodes in any set of specified directions.
2.4 Prescribed Loads
A swacture may be subjected to any combination of mechanical and thermal loadings. The loads in
the mechanical category may be either concentrated at nodes or distributed. Thus, uniform pressure may
be applied along the length of line elements acting in the direction of the local y- and z-axes. Such
uniform surface loads are assumed to act in the direction of the local z-axis of the shell and solid
elements, acting respectively on the shell and solid base surfaces.
The effect of thermal loading can be incorporated by the appropriate input of data pertaining to
uniform element temperathre increases, as well as thermal gradients.
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2.5 StaticAnalysis








= system elastic stiffness matrix
= nodal displacement vector
= external nodal load vector
= integer designating problem type (defined in section 3.1)
A multiple set of load vectors is represented by the matrix P incorporating effects of both mechanical
and thermal loading. The equations are solved once, initially by Gaussian elimination, and solutions
pertaining to multiple nodal load cases are obtained by simple back substitution.
2.6 Elastic Buckling Analysis
A buckling analysis is performed by solving the eigenvalue problem
(KE +¥Ko)U =0 (2)
inwhich K E and K(; areelasticstiffnessand geometric stiffnessmatrices,respectively;U representsthe
buckled mode shapes and 7 isthe buckling load. This isachieved by settingIPROB = 9.
2.7 Free Vibration Analysis
The matrix equation of free vibration for the general case of a spinning structure with viscous and
structural damping isexpressed (ref.3) as
[KE(I + i'g)+ K G + K']U + (C C + CD)IJ + MO=0
inwhich a dot indicatesdifferentiationwithrespecttotime;the previouslyundefined terms arc de-
scribedas follows:
K' = centrifugalforcematrix
C C = Coriolisman,ix
C D = viscousdamping matrix
M = inertiamatrix
g = structmaldamping parameter
i* = imaginary number, -J"L'T
(3)
Such a structure may have individual nonrotating and also rotating components spinning with different
spin rates along arbitrary axes.
Various reduced sets of equations pertaining to specific cases of free vibration are given as follows:
1. Free, undamped vibration of nonspinning structures (IPROB = 1):
KEU + MU = 0
2. Free, undamped vibration of spinning structures (IPROB ffi 2):
with K=KE +KG +K'.
KU + CcU + MU = 0
3. Free, damped vibration of spinning structures (IPROB = 4, 5), def'med by equation (3).
4. Free, damped vibration of nonspinning structures (IPROB ffi 6, 7):
K E (1 + i*g)U + CDU + MU = 0
The eigenvalue problems pertaining to the IPROB ffi I and 9 cases axe real in nature, but the rest of the
above problems involve complex-conjugate roots and vectors. In the special case of a prestressed
structure, the matrix K G is automatically included in equation (6).
In addition, STARS solves the quadratic matrix eigenvalue problem (IPROB = 3) associated with a
dynamic element formulation (ref. 4),
(4)
[KE - _2M- _.4(M2 - K4)]U =0
which is quadratic in terms of the eigenvalues X = _.2 and where both M 2 and K4 are the higher order
dynamic correction matrices, _. being the natural frequencies. This option is currently being updated to




Structures prestressed by initial loads may also be analyzed; in which cases the relevant eigenvalue
problem for undamped structures has the form
K E + K G - X2M)U :: 0
in which the geometrical stiffness matrix K G is a function of initial stresses; similar formulations are
obtained for structures with various forms of damping.
(8)
2.8 Dynamic Response Analysis
The modal superposifion method is employed for the dynamic response analysis following the com-
putation of structural frequencies and modes. As an example, for a nonrotafing, undamped structure, the
associated eigenvalue problem of equation (4) is first solved to obtain the fu-st few eigenvectors • and
I0
-.._..
also the eigenvalues. The vectors may consist of a set of rigid body modes _r and a number of elastic
modes _e which are next mass-orthonormalized so that the matrix product
• TM_) = [I] (9)
is a unit matrix. A transformation relationship
u = (10)
is substituted in the dynamic equation
MU + KU = P(t) (II)
and when premultipliedby _T, yieldsa setof uncoupled equations
_r - OrTP(t) (12)
and
_e + _2rle = _eTP(t) (13)
incorporating rigid body and elastic mode effects, respectively; P(t) is the externally applied, time-
dependent forcing function, and f_2 is a diagonal matrix, with _ being the natural frequencies.
Solutions of equations (12) and (13) can be expressed in terms of Duhamers integrals, which, in turn,
may be evaluated by standard procedures (ref. 5). In the present analysis, the externally applied, time-
dependent forcing function must be applied to the smacmre in appropriate small, incremental steps of
rectangular pulses. The forcing function may be either load or acceleration vectors; the program also
allows application of initial displacement and velocity vectors to the structure. For spinning and damped
structures, identified as IPROB = 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, _T is replaced by its transjugate _T in the relevant
dynamic response formulation.
2.9 ShiftSynthesis
The program provides specialeigenvalueswitchingprovisionsin theanalysistoensure num-
cricalstability.Such a problem may be encounteredintheanalysisof aerospace structures,which
aredesigned tobe strongand lightweight.For example, the elements of themass matrix of equa-
tion(4)may have numericalvaluesmuch smallerthan thoseof the stiffnessmatrix. In such cases,the
effectof themass matrix inthe (K - _.2M)y = 0 formulationmay be insignificant.Such a problem also
occursinthe presenceof rigidbody modes characterizedby "zero"frequencies.An eigenvalueshift
strategyhas been developed to accommodate such situations.
Thus, the eigenvalue problem pertaining to equation (4) representing the problem defined as
LPROB = 1 may be written as
(K - _.2M)y = 0 (14)
11
in which _. is the natural frequency of free vibration, and y is the ¢igenvector. The stiffness and mass
matrices must be suitably perturbed to handle rigid body modes and to maintain numerical stability by
negating effects of rounding error. Thus, equation (14) is rearranged as
or
in which
[K + 41Vl-(_.+ 4)M]y = 0 (15)











where IKi.i I and IMLil typically denote the norms of the diagonal elements and the number 10 7 relates to
the computational accuracy of the VAX 11 computer. Once the eigenvalue problem defined by equa-
tion (16) is solved, the natural frequencies are simply obtained as
A similarprocedure isadopted forthe analysisof freevibrationproblems def'medby IPROB = 6 and 7,
aswell as forthebuckling analysis(IPROB ='9). :
In the case of spinning structures, a somewhat similar strategy is used in perturbing appropriate
matt'ices to ensure effective computation of rigid body modes, as well as numerical stability.
2.10 Formulation for Nodal Centrifugal Forces in F'mite Elements
The STARS program can perform dynamic analysesof su'ucmreswith nor.rotatingand rotatingparts
having differentspinrates.A generalderivationforthein-planecentrifugalforcesgeneratedinvarious
elements due tothearbitraryspinrate,along with relatedformulationof the associatednormal compo-
12
nents, is given in detail in reference 6. Reference 7 provides details of a block Lanczos algorithm devel-
oped for efficient, free vibration analysis of spinning structures.
Once the nodal centrifugal forces have been derived, as previously mentioned, and stored in array P,
the element stresses in the structure caused by these forces are simply obtained by solving equation (1)
(repeated here for convenience),
KU=P
The stresses are next utilized to derive the structural geometrical stiffness matrix K G required for
solving the free vibration problems defined in section 2.7.
2.11 Material Properties
The structural material may be general in nature. Thus, the finite element material properties may be
isotropic, orthotropic, or anisotropic. In the most general case of solid elements having anisotropic
material properties, defined as material type 3, the stress-strain matrix is expressed as
= F,e (23)
with Ei,j being elements of the general material matrix of order 6 by 6, defining the relationship between
the stress vector 5 and the strain vector ¢. The elements of the upper symmetric half of the E matrix, as
well as coefficients of thermal expansion and material density consisting of 28 coefficients, are the re-
quired data input for the pertinent material type. In this connection, it may be noted that the material
data input is designed in such a way as to be quite general; the user may easily incorporate effects of
various related features, such as varying material axes orientation, by appropriately calculating the ele-
ments of the material matrix. If the material is orthotropic, the input scheme remains the same as for the
anisotropic case.
Material type 2 pertains to thin shell elements displaying anisotropic or orthotropic material proper-
ties; it requires an input of 13 coefficients. For isotropie material classified as material type 1, only four
coefficients constitute the required input data. The isotropic case for sandwich shell elements is
designated as material type 4, whereas type 5 pertains to the corresponding orthotropic-anisotropic case.
For the heat transfer case, material types 6, 7 and 8 refer to isotropic line, isotropic shell and orthotropic-
anisotropic shell element, respectively.
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2.12 Heat Transfer Analysis
A heatconduction analysiscapabilityfor solidshas been incorporatedin the STARS program.
Figure 6 depictsa typicalheattransferproblem ina flue,c-dimensionalanisotropicsolidsolutiondomain,
D, bounded by a surface,S. The correspondingthermalenergy equationisderived from the law of
conservationof energy and Fourier'slaw,and theresultingparabolicheatconduction equationissolved
subjecttoan initialconditionand boundary conditionson allpo_ons of the surface.A finitelement









Figure 6. 3-D general heat conduction.
The following analysis types are relevant to the current heat transfer solution effort:
Linear steady-stateanalysis
[[K c]+ [K h ]],IT} = {RQ} + {Rq } + {R h } (24)
in which the element conductance matrix has contributions from conduction and convection, and the
heat load vector has contributions from internal heat generation, surface heating and surface convection.





[C]{'_'(t)} +[[Kc ] + [Kh(t)]]{T(t)} = {RQ(t)} + {Rq (t)} + {Rh(t)} (25)
in which the element capacitance matrices are also required, element convection matrices and heat load
vectors are time dependent, and a solution of the equations by a time-marching scheme is required.
Nonlinear steady-stateanalysis
[[Kc(T)]+ [K h(T)]+ [Kr (T)]]{T} = {RQ (T)}+ {Rq (T)}+ {R h(T)}+ {Rr (T)} (26)
in which theelement matricesand heatloadvectorshave contributionsfrom radiation,and the matrices
and vectorsare temperaturedependent; thusthe equationsarenonlinearand requiresolutionby an
iterativescheme.
Nonlineartransientanalysis
[C(T)]{T} + [[Kc(T) ]+ [Kh (%01 + [Kr (T)I]{T(t)} =
{RQ (T,t)} + {Rq(T,t)} + {Rh(T,t) } + {Rr (T, t) } (27)
inwhich theelement matricesand heatloadvectorsare both temperatureand time dependent,and
solutionby an itcrative,time-marching scheme isrequired.In general,nonlinearitiesarecaused by
temperaturedependent anisotropicmaterialpropertiesand convectioncoefficientsas well asnonlinear
radiationboundary conditions.
The following definitions pertain to the above numerical formulations and figure 6:
C
Zc, Kh, Kr





= element conductance matricesrelatedtoconduction,convection,
and radiation,respectively.
= Heat loadvectorsarisingfrom specifiednodal temperatures,
internalheat generation,specified surfaceheating,surface
convection,and incidentsurfaceradiantheating,respectively.
= specifiedsurfaceand incidentradiantheatflow rates/unitarea,
respectively.
= directioncosinesof theoutward normal to thesurface.
2.13 Output of Analysis Results
A dynamic response analysis,ingeneral,yieldsan outputof nodal deformations and element
stressesas appropriatefunctionsof dine. Additionalprintoutsprovide summaries of maximum defor-
mations and su'esscs/loads,as appropriate,as wellas principalstressesand relevantangles. For line
clcments,member cndloads and moments constitutetheusualoutputof results.In thecaseof thinshell
elements,the stressest3xx,ayy,and arxyarecalculatedatthecentroidof theelement and atboth itstop
and bottom surfaces.For solidelements,allsixcomponents of stresses(axx,_yy, (_,--,¢_xy,¢_yz,Crzx)
arc computed atthecenterof thevolume of theelement. Since freevibrationanalysisconstitutesa vital
preliminaryforthedynamic response analysis,the naturalfrequenciesand associatedmodes are corn-
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puted by the program and printed out, as desired. Similar results are obtained for elastic buckling
analysis. For static problems, the nodal displacements and element stresses arc computed for multiple-
load cases. A heat transfer analysis yields unknown nodal temperatures as the solution.
Special printout options make possible a selective output of analysis results. Thus, such computed
data as stiffness and inertia matrices may be printed out, as desired. Initially, the program automatically
prints out the generated nodal coordinates, element data, and other relevant input data. The POSTPLOT
program may be effectively used for color graphics depiction of solution results.
2.14 Discussion
Additional analysis features such as finite, dynamic element discretizations, improved dynamic anal-
ysis capabilities, and various efficient numerical techniques are continuously being implemented in the
program. A nonlinear analysis capability is also being developed in parallel. Improved preprocessing
and postprocessing of data, using IBM RISC, F_./SPS 390, DEC-VT, CIT, Tektronix, or other graphics
terminals, are being used to permit efficient modeling and analysis, as well as display, of the results
pertaining to practical structural problems.
An automatic data conversion program has also been developed to convert NASTRAN (ref. 10)
program data into STARS format.
V
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3. DATA INPUT PROCEDURE (STARS-SOLIDS)
3.1 Basic Data
3.1.1 PRIMARY JOB TITLE
Format (FREE)
3.1.1.1 ADDITIONAL JOB DETAIl,S
Format (A 1, FREE)
1. Description: Various job-related descriptions, any number of input lines.
2. Notes:
First line input is required, and subsequent lines of input must have a C in the In'st column;
up to 80 characters per line are accepted.
3.1.2 NN, NEL, NMAT, NMECN, NEP, NET, NLGCS, NMANGL, NSTACK, MAXLEL
Format (FREE)
1. Description: Basic data parameters (structural).
2. Notes:
NN - total number of nodes
NEE - total number of elements
NMAT = total number of element material types
NMECN : number of material elastic or heat uansfer constants, a maximum of numbers,
as follows:
: 4, for isotropic material
: 13, for orthotropic-anisotropie material for 2-D shell elements (types 2, 3, 6,
and 7)
= 10,forisotropicsandwich panel materialforshellelements (types2 & 3)
= 25, fororthotropic-anisotropicsandwich panel materialforshellelements
(types 2 & 3)
= 28, for orthotropic-anisotropic material for 3-D solid elements (types 4 & 5)
- 11, for isotropic heat transfer problem pertaining to line elements (type 1)
-- 3 I, for isotropic heat transfer problem pertaining to shcU elements (types 2, 3,
6, and 7)
= 34, for orthotropic-anisotropic heat tr:.nsfer problem pertaining to shell
elements (types 2, 3, 6, and 7)
NEP = total number of line element property types (type 1)
NET = total number of shell element thickness types (types 2 & 3)
NLGCS = total number of local-global coordinate systems (LGCS)
NMANGL = total number of material angle types
NSTACK - total number of composite shell element stack types
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MAXLEL = maximum number of layers in a composite shell element
3.1.3 NTMP, NPR, NSPIN, NC, NBUN, NLSEC, NCNTRL, NOUT, NEXP
Format (FREE)
I. Description: Basic data parameters Ooads and displacements).
2. Notes:
NTMP = total number of element temperaum: types
NPR = total number of element uniform pressure types
NSPIN = total number of different element spin types
NC = number of sets of nodal loads for IPROB ffi 8, 10
= 0, for IPROB = 1 through 7
= 1, for IPROB = 9, 10
= NITS, for NITS _ 0
N-BUN ffi total number of interdependent and finite nodal displacement connectivity
conditions (includes IDBC and FDBC in section 2.3, being equal to number
of lines of input)





total number of line element special end conditions excluding commonly
occurring cases of purely rigid or hinged ends
total number of control surface rigid body modes used for ASE analyses;
may also be utilized for generating perfect rigid body modes
total number of output nodes where direct modal interpolation is effected; to
be set to 0 for alternative interpolation scheme effected by GRIDCHG
submodule
NEXP = total number of uniform external in-plane pressures for membranes
3.1.4 IPROB, IEIG, IDRS, IBAN, IPLUMP, IMLUMP, INMM, IINTP
Format (FREE)
1. Description: Data defining nature of required solution.
2. Notes:
IPROB = index for problem type, to be set as follows:
= 1, undamped, free vibration analysis of nonsp.inning structures
= 2, undamped, free vibration analysis of spmnmg structures
= 3, quadratic matrix eigenproblem option for DEM (dynamic element
method) analysis




= 5, as for IPROB ffi4 with structural damping
= 6, free vibration analysis of nonspinning structures with general viscous
damping
= 7, as for IPROB = 6 with structm'al damping
= 8, static analysis of smJctures with thermal and multiple mechanical load
cases
= 9, elastic buckling analysis
= 10, heat transfer analysis
IEIG ffi integer defining eigenproblem solution type
= 0, for solution based on a modified, combined Sturm sequence and inverse
iteration method
= 1, for an alternative solution technique based on a block Lanczos procedure
(recommended for computation of first few roots and vectors when the lower
bound PL = 0 for cases IPROB = 1, 2, 3, and 9)
IDRS = index for dynamic response analysis
= O, no response analysis Z_luired
= l, performs response analysis
IBAN = bandwidth minimization option
= 0, performs minimization
= 1, minimization not required
= - 1, option to perform minimization only and exit
IPLUMP = index for nodal external loads
= 0, no load input
= 1, concenn'ated nodal load input for IPROB = 8 and 9, as well as for
IPROB = 1 through 7 for presuessed strucntres
IMLUMP = index for nodal lumped scalar mass
= 0, no lumped mass
= I, lumped nodal mass input (IPROB = 1 through 7)
INMM
IINTP
= index fornodal 6 by 6 mass matrix
= 0,no mass matrix
= 1, nodal mass roan'ix input (IPROB = 1 through 7)
= integer defining modal data for direct interpolation
= 0, no interpolation required
= I, performs interpolationon STARS calculatedmodal data
= 2,performs interpolationon externallysuppliedmodal data;for example,
GVS results
3. Additionalnotes:
A dynamic response analysisisachieved by specifyingappropriatevaluesfor IPROB and
IDRS; attheend of problem solution,extensiveoptionsare availableforplottingnodal
deformations,mode shapes,and element stressesby utilizingthepostprocessorroutine,
POSTPLOT.
Initial static load (prestress) effect: in the case of dynamic problems, the presence of nonzero





Mass matrix: nodal lumped mass matrix is added to consistent mass matrix to evolve the
final mass matrix.
IPREC, IPLOT, IPRINT, INDATA, IERCHK, INCFOR
Format (FREE)
Description: Additional basic data.
Notes:
IPREC = specification for solution precision
= 1, single precision
= 2, double precision
[PLOT = index for graphics display
= 0, no plotting needed
= 1, performs display of input geometry; if satisfactory, a restart option enables
continuation of current analysis
IPRINT = output print option
= 0, prinm finalresults output only
= 1, prints global stiffness (K), mass (M), damping or Coriolis (C) matrices, as
well as detailed output on deformations, stresses, and root convergence
characteristics
= 2, prints output as in IPRINT = I, but omits K, M, and C matrices
= 3, output as in [PRINT = 0, but omits eigenvector printouts
INDATA = input data option
= 0, basic matrices are automatically computed
= 1, to read upper symmetric banded half of basic mau-ices K, M, and C from
user input files, row-wise
IERCttK = integer defining level of error checks in input data specified by user
= 0, usual level of error checkouts
--- 1, additional extensive data checkouts
INCFOR = integer defining input data format
= O, basic format
- 1, alternative format





Data specifications for eigenpmblem solution.
(Required if IDRS = 1
with IPROB # 8)
= indicator for number of eigenvalues and vectors to be computed
= 1, computes NR smallest roots (and vectors) lying within bounds PU, PL













= number of roots to be computed (any arbitrary root number input for
INDEX = 2)
= index for vector normalization; any desired vector row number
= 0, normalizes with respect to a scalar of displacement vector Y having
largest modulus
ffi - 1, normalizes with respect to a scalar of Y or YD (velocity) vector having
largest modulus
= upper bound of roots
= lower bound of roots
- tolerancefactor(eq.(21))
= 0,defaultsto 25.0E + 08
= X, defaultstoX (X = 1.0E÷ 07 may be useful forcomputation)
IUV, IDDI, NITS, NDELT
Format (TREE)







(Required ff IDRS = 1)
IUV = index for initial displacement CO) and velocity (V) input
= 0, no initial data
= 1, either initial displacement or velocity or both are nonzero vectors
IDDI = index for dynamic data input
= 1, nodal load input
= 2, nodal acceleration input
NTTS = total number of sets of load or acceleration data input
NDELT = number of sets of uniform time increments for response calculation
G (Required if IPROB = 5 or 7)
Format (FREE)
Structural damping in formulation [K = K(1 + i*G)].
= structural damping parameter
= imaginary number,
= system stiffness roan'ix
3.1.9 Mll
Format (FREE)
1. Description: Half-bandwidth of K, M, or C.
(Required if INDATA = 1)
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3.1.10 ((B(Ij), I ffiI, N), J = I, NC)
Format (6EI0.4)
I. Description: Load matrix of order N = NN x 6.
3.1.11 ((K(Ij), J = I, MII ),I= I,N)
Format (6E10.4)
1. Description: Stiffness matrix.
(Required if INDATA = 1 and IPROB = 8'
(Required if INDATA = I
and IPROB = 1 through 8)
3.1.12 ((M(IJ), J = I,M!I ),If I,N)
Format (6EI0.4)
I. Description: Mass matrix.
3.1.13 ((C(I,J), J = I, MII ),I= I,N)
Format (6EI0.4)
(Required ifINDATA = I
and IPROB = Ithrough 7)
(Required ifINDATA = I
and IPROB = 2 through 5)
1. Description: Cori01is (IPROB = 2, 4, 5) or dynamic correction (IPROB = 3) matrix.
3.1.14 ((CD('IJ0, J = 1, Mll ),I= 1, N) (Required ifINDATA = 1
Format (6EI0.4) and IPROB = 4 through7)
I. Description: Viscous damping matrix.
2. General note:
Each setof datainputinsucceeding sectionsispreceded with a relevantcomment statement
having a dollarsign($)atthe fhstcolumn, followed by optionaldescriptivewords.
3. Note:









i. Description: NN sets of nodal data input in GCS/LGCS, at random; table I provides a
descriptionof the inputdata.




Nodal --to displac_smt ¢¢z_im_
1 2 3 4 5 6




a. A right-handedCartesiancoordinatesystem (X, Y, Z) istobe chosen todefinetheglobal
coordinatesystem (GCS).
b. The asterisk(*)indicatesrequireddatainputinGCSA.GCS.
C° Each structural node is assumed to have six degrees of freedom (DOID consisting of three
u'anslations, UX, UY, UZ, and three rotations, UXR, UYR, UZR, usually labeled as
displacement degrees of freedom 1, 2, 3, and 4, 5, 6, respectively.
d° For nodal zero displacement boundary conditions (ZDBC) def'med in coordinate system
referred to as IZDRCS, set value to
= 0, for free motion,
-- 1, for constrained motion.
e, For node generationby increment,setRNC
= 0, forno increment,
= I,toincrement node number of previousinputby Iuntilcurrentnode number is
attained;coordinatesof intermediatenodes are linearlyinterpolated.
f. In automatic node generation (note (e)), all relevant data of generated intermediate nodes
pertain to that of the last data set of the sequence.
g* Third-point nodes for line elements are assumed to lie on element local x-y plane and
may be chosen as any existing active node or dummy nodes with UX through UZR set
to 1.
h. Finaldataare automaticallyformed inincreasingsequence of node numbers.
3. Additional notes:
ILGCS = integer specifying local-global coordinate system number (set to 0 if data is in
GCS), defining nodal data
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3.2.5
IZDRCS = integer defining zero displacement Ix)undary condition reference coordinate
system (set to 0 for data in GCS or an ILGCS number)
$ LOCAL-GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM DATA
ILGCS, IDMOD
Format (215)
(Requh'_ if NLGCS _ 0)
XOR, YOR, ZOR, X2, Y2, Z2,
X3, Y3, Z3
or
XOR, YOR, ZOR, DI1, D12, D13,
D21, D22, D23, D31, D32, D33





NLGCS sets of local-global coordinate system (LGCS) definition data,
at random.
IDMOD = integer specifying nature of input data
- 1, input involves global coordinates of the origin of the LGCS (XOR, YOR,
ZOR) and two data points (X2 through Z3, portaining to two points located on
LGCS X-axis and X-Y plane, respectively) in GCS
= 2, involves input of origin of LGCS (XOR, YOR, ZOR) and elements of
direction cosine matrix of the LGCS
3. Special note:
If IINTP = 2, no further data input is required until 3.5.7.
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3.3. Element Data
General note: Element data input may be at random within each data group.
3.3.I $ ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY
3.3.2 liT, liN, ND1, ND2, ND3, NIM, ND5, ND6, ND7, ND8, IMPP, IEPP/rrHTH, ITMPP,
IPRR, IST, INC
Format (1615)
1. Description: NEL sets of element data input; definition of input data is given in table 2.







_Elemeat Node number for ve_.icm IEPP/
number l 2 3 4 $ 6 7 8 IMPP ITHTH 1TMPP IPRR
(tEN) fNDt)(ND2)(ND3)(N_) (NDS)(ND6)(NDT) ea3s)











































= data as defined; under element type 8, individual rigid elements are
characterized by appropriate data entry
= third point node for element types 1 and 8
IECI = integer defining line element end condition pertaining to end I
= 0, rigid-ended
= I, pin-ended in three rotational degrees of freedom
--- J, denoting special end condition number, to be set greater than I; for scalar
springs, set IECI to a negative value less than -I
IMPP = integer defining material property type number
IEPP(x) = integer defining line element property type
H'KrH(t) = integer defining shell element thickness type
ITMPP = integer defining element temperature type
IPRR = integer defining element pressure type
IST = integer defining element spin type
INC = integer for element generation by increment
= 0, no increment
= J, increments node numbers of previous elements by J until current element
nodal numbers are reached
• = R.GCS, integer defining LGCS associated with a zero-length scalar spring
element; defaults to GCS
• = IMANG, integer defining material angle type number, suitable for layered
elements
• = ISTACK, stack type number, used for integrated composite elements (types 6
and 7)
• = dependent degree of freedom at ND 1 to be rigidly connected to all six degrees
of freedom at ND2; rules concerning interdependence of nodes and degrees of
freedom aredefined in section 3.4.4
= - 1, if all six degrees of freedom at ND l are involved
= 0, for pin-ended rigid bar elements
• = integer defining prestress type
Rigid elements may be specified to span any length, including 0. Rigid pin-ended bar elements
may be simulatedby settingIECI = IEC2 = I.
In automatic element generation (see INC, above), the generated intermediate elements
acquire the same properties as the last element in current sequence. Also, a special option
enables repetitive use of an element with an input format (I3, I2, 15I-5); the integer IET is
then replaced by NELN0 and lET, where NELN0 is the total number of similar elements
connecting the specified nodes.
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Sandwich shell elements may be generated by individual inputs of membrane, bending, and
transverse shear effects. Furthermore, the composite shell elements consisting of layered
composites can be formed for varying stacks of materials.
For element type 8, defined by two nodes, if the flu'st node has some ZDBC constraints, the
latter should also be applied to the second node.
3. Element description:
.
The various elements and associated degrees of freedom are depicted in figure 7. The global
coordinate system (GCS) is represented by X, Y, Z, whereas x, y, z relates to local coordinate
system (LCS).
Notes:
a. A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) is to be chosen to define any element
local coordinate system (LCS).
b. Any node may be chosen as the first vertex of an element, the local x-axis being along the
line connecting vertices 1 and 2.
c. For line elements, the local x-y plane is defined as the plane contained by vertices 1, 2,
and the specified third-point node.
d° The vertices of thin shell elements are usually numbered in a counter-clockwise sequence
when observed from any point along the local positive z-axis; they are also utilized as
plane and plate-bending elements, as appropriate. For highly ill-conditioned problems,
alternative elements 22 and 33 may yield better results than the preferred element types 2
and 3, respectively.
e, For solid elements, the y-axis lies in the plane formed by vertices 1-2-3 and 1-2-3-4 for
the tetrahedral and hexahedral elements, respectively; the z-axis is perpendicular to the x-
y-plane, heading toward the fourth node for the tetrahedron element, and toward the plane
containing the other four nodes for the hexahedral element.
f. The vertices of the solid elements are also numbered in a counter-clockwise sequence
when viewed from any point on the positive z-axis lying above the plane under
consideration; the fifth vertex of the hexahedron is to be chosen as the node directly
above vertex 1.
g. For layered composite shell element types 6 and 7, the layering sequence starts with the
layer that has maximum -z coordinate expressed in element LCS.
h° For element type 7, for heat transfer analysis, the element also caters to radiation and
surface heat flow on all five surfaces. The averaged internal heat generation rate may be





(a) Line element (b) Quadrilateral shellelement (c) Triangular shell element
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Since each node is assumed to possess six displacement degrees of freedom, any individual
structural form may be simply represented by suppressing appropriate displacement terms.
The following rules may be adopted:
Truss structures: to allow only two nodal translational deformations in the plane of
the structure; to use line elements.
Plane frame: all three in-plane displacements, namely, two translations and one
rotation, are retained in the formulation; to use line elements.
Plane stress/strain: displacement boundary conditions are similar to truss structures,
to use shell elements.
Plate bending: only the three out-of-plane displacements consisting of one translation
and two rotations are considered for the analysis; to use shell elements.
Solid structures: the three translational degrees of freedom are retained in the
analysis; to use solid elements.
Shell, space frame: all six degrees of freedom are to be retained in the solution
process; to use shell and line elements, respectively.
Heat transfer analysis: Only first two nodal degrees of freedom are used for two-
dimensional or linear gradient in three dimensional heat transfer analysis. If different
temperature gradients in Z direction are desired, the number of degrees of freedom
can be increased accordingly. It can have a maximum of six degrees of freedom and
five different temperature gradients through the thickness.
Suppression of derived nodal motion may be achieved by using zero and interdependent
displacement boundary conditions (ZBDC, IDBC) defined in sections 3.2 and 3.4,
respectively.
$ COMPOSITE SHELL ELEMENT STACK DESCRIFFION DATA (Required for
composite shell elements (types 6 and 7), and only if NSTACK ;_ 0)
ISTACK, NLAYER, NSUBST, SBTINL, SBTRNL, SBT3NL, SBT4NL, SBTSNL
Format (815)
(IM TC(I), THCL_, IMANGC(1), I = 1, NLAYER)
Format (I5, El0.4, 15)
Description: NSTACK sets of composite shell element data; layers to be read from bottom of
element.
Notes:
ISTACK = stack number
NLAYER = total number of layers in the stack
NSUBST = number of substacks in the stack (heat transfer case only, a maximum of 5)
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SBTINL through
SBT5NL = number of layersin theIthsubstack;any number of layersallowed withina
substack (requiredforheattransfercase only)
IMATC(I) = materialtypenumber forthecomposite layer
THCL(1) = thickness of the composite layer
IMANGC(1) = integer specifying material angle type number (IMANG)
Since the program allows a maximum of 5 substacks, six temperatures at a node are the usual
























= I,involvesinputofelements of directioncosinematrixof materialaxes with
respecttoLGCS/GCS (setILGCS = 0 fordatain GCS)
= 2,requiresinputof materialaxisangle (THETA) with shellelement local
x-axis
11.GCS = integerspecifyinglocal-globalcoordinatesystem number (setto 0 ifdataisin
GC.S)
THETA = material axis angle with respect to shell element local x-axis
$ LINE ELEMENT BASIC PROPERTIES
IEPP, A, J-X, rY, IZ, sFY, SFZ
Format (I5, 6E10.4)
(Required for line elements only)
1. Description:
2. Notes:
NEP sets of line element basic property data in element local coordinate system
(LCS.).
ITcPP = integerdenoting lineelement propertytype
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A = area of CROSSscc_on
JX = torsional moment of inertia about element x-axis
= (P, perimeter for IPROB = I0)
IX = moment of inertia about element y-axis
IZ = moment of inertia about element z-axis
SFY = A/ASY, shear area (ASY) factor along y-axis
SFZ = A/ASZ, shear area (ASZ) factor along z-axis
For no shear area effect, SFY and SFZ arc to be set at 0.0. Also for heat transfer problems
(IPROB -- 10), only A and P are the required input.
3.3.11
3.3.12
$ LINE ELEMENT SPECIAL END CONDITIONS
I].,SEC, (k(1),I - I, 6)
Format (15,6EI0.4)
(Required for line elements only
ff NLSEC ;_0)
1. Description: NLSEC sets of line element special end conditions data in LCS.
2. Notes:
ILSEC = element end condition type (to be set greater than 1), referring to members
attached at the nodes by flexible connections, or members with free end
degrees of freedom in LCS (corresponds to IEC1 and IEC2)
= set to a negative value, less than - 1, for scalar springs connecting two nodes
(corresponds to IEC 1)
k(1) = additional spring stiffness along Ith wanslational (x-, y-, and z-direction)
degree of freedom and actual rotational Ith spring stiffness (x, y, and z
rotational constraint)
= -2, for rigid rotational Ith constraint
= - 1, for release of corresponding member end degree of freedom, relevant also
to ILSEC value set greater than 1
= stiffness values for scalar springs associated with a negative ILSEC value less
than -2
Such elements may have 0 or any finite length.
To simulate only specified end condition, set Young's modulus E -- 0 for the corresponding
materialtype, IMPP.
3.3.13 $ SHELL ELEMENT THICKNESS (Requiredforshellelements
(types2,22 and 3,33)only)
3.3.14 ITHTH, TM, TB, TS
Format (I5, 3E10.4)
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I. Description: NET sets of element thickness data.
2. Notes:
ITHTH = element thickness type
TM = membrane element thickness
TB = bending element thickness
TS - transverse shear element thickness
Above shell thickness pertains to sandwich elements; in the absence of data for TB and TS,
the shell element thickness T is taken as TM.
For consistent mass matrix formulation, shell thickness T is taken as TM.
$ ELEMENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES
3.3.16 IMPP, MT
Format (215)
3.3.17 E, MU, ALP, RHO (material _ 1); or
E11, El2, El4, E22, E24, F.,44, E55,
E56, E66, ALPX, ALPY, ALPXY, R/-IO (material type 2); or
Ell, El2, El3, El4, El5, El6, E22,
E23, E24, E25, F..26, E33, E34, E35,
E36, E44, E45, E46, E55, E56, E66,
ALPI, ALP2, ALP3, ALP4, ALP5, ALP6, RHO (material type 3); or
EM, EB, ES, MUM, M UB, MUS,
ALPM, ALPB, ALPS, RHO (material type 4); or
E11M, EI2M, E14M, E22M, E24M, E44M,
E11B, EI2B, E14B, E22B, E24B, E44B,
E55S, E56S, E66S, ALPXM, ALPYM, ALPXYM,
ALPXB, ALPYB, AI..PXYB, ALPXS, ALPYS, ALPXYS,
RHO (material type 5); or
KL, H, Q, QS, TE, QR, STB,
EMS, SABS, CP, RHO (material type 6); or
KS, HI, H2, H3, H4, t-IT, IIB,
Q,QS1, QS2, QS3, QS4, QST, QSB,
TI, 'I'2, '1"3, "I'4, Tr, TB, QRI,
QR.2, QR3, QR4, QRT, QRB, STBI, STB2,
STB3, STB4, STBT, STBB, EMS1, EMS2, EMS3,
EMS4, EMST, EMSB,SABS, CP, RHO (material type 7); or
KSll, KS12, KS22, KS66, HI, H2, H3,
H4, HT, liB, Q, QS 1, QS2, QS3,
QS4,QST, QSB, T1, T2, 13, T4,
.j
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TT, TB, QR1, QR2, QR3, QR4, QRT,
QRB, STB 1, STB2, STB3, S'FB4, STBT, STBB,






NMAT setsof element materialpropertydata;theindividualmaterialmatricesare






= 4, isotropic,sandwich shellelements incorporatingindividualmembrane,
bending, and transversesheareffects





E = Young's modulus
ELI = elementsof materialstress-strainmatrix(I= I,6 ;J = I,6)
MU = Poisson'sratio




ALP6 = coefficientsof thermalexpansion,solidelements
RI-IO = mass per unitvolume
For sandwich elements (materialtypes4 and 5),relevantnotationsdefiningsuch properties
utilizea postscriptofM, B, or S formembrane, bending,or transverseshear stiffness,
respectively.





= relevantelements of symmetric conductivitytensor(I= I,2,6;J = 1,2, 6)
•= convectiveheattransfercoefficientforlineelement and
quadrilateral/triangularshellelement,as pertainingtothe edges and the top
and bottom surfaces,respectively(I= 1-4 and T and B)










specified surface heat flow, for line and other elements, defined as above
specified incident surface radiant heat flow, for line and other elements,
defined as above
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, for line and other elements, defined as above
surface emissivity, for line and other elements, defined as above




For radiation problems, in the absence of specified temperature, an initial temperature input
is needed on the radiating surface.
3.3.18 $ ELEMENT TEMPERATURE DATA/INFFIAL NODAL TEMPERATURE DATA
(Required if NTMP _ 0)




(If IPROB = 10)
1. Description: NTMP number of element temperature types; table 3 shows compatible input data.















= element temperature increase type
= uniform temperature increase; relates to all elements
= temperature gradient along element local y-axis; relates to fine elements only
= temperature gradient along element local z-axis; relates to line and shell
elements










$ ELEMENT PRESSURE DATA
IPRR, PR
Format (5(I5,E 10.4))
Description: NPR sets of element pressure data.
Notes:
(Required if NPR _ O)
IPRR = element pressure type
PR = uniform pressure
Pressure directions for line elements: uniform pressure is allowed in local y- and z-dir_tions
only, and the program calculates as input both end loads and moments; while pressure corre-
sponding to a first nodal input pertains to y-direction, a subsequent input for the same node
signifies pressure acting in the z-direction.
Pressure directions for shell elements: uniform pressure is allowed in local z-direction only;
the program computes nodal load input.
Pressuredirectionsforsolidelements: uniform pressureisaUowcd on base surfacesdefined
by nodes I-2-3-4and I-2-3forhcxahedraland tvtrahedralelements,respectively,actingin
localz-direction;theprogram computes nodal loadinputdata.
$ PRESTRESSED RECTANGULAR MEMBRANE ELEMENT DATA







NEXP setsof prestressedmembrane stressdam.
= integerdefiningstresscombination type
= membrane stressesin theclement x-and y-directions,respectively
3.4 Data in Global or Local-Global Coordinate System
General note: Data input may be at random within each data group.
3.4.1 $ ELEMENT SPIN RATE DATA
3.4.2 IST, SPX, SPY, SPZ, ILGCS
Format (I5, 3E10.4, I5)
(Rccluiredif NSPIN _ 0)








$ DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITION DATA
INI, IDOFJ, INIP, IDOFJP, CONFCT, IDRCS, NDBCON










J and J' vary between 1 and 6.
are the required input.
= spin type
= components of element spin rate in global/local-global X-, Y-, and
Z-directions, respectively
= local-global coordinate system number, as defined in section 3.2.2
(Required if NBUN ;_ 0)
NBUN sets of nodal interdependent displacement boundary condition flDBC) data.
3. Additional notes:
= node number I
= Jth DOF associated with node I
= node number r
= J'th DOF associated with node F
= connectivity factor
= displacement boundary condition reference coordinate system
= integer defining displacement boundary condition increment
= 0, no increment
= an integer, to increment IDOFJ and IDOFJP by 1 until IDOFJ reaches
NDBCON value
For IPROB = 10, only INI and CONFCT (nodal temperature)
The nodal displacement boundary conditions relationship is expressed as
Ui, j = am,nUm, n
= ai,jUi, j + ai,.]Ui,,] +...




Node iDOF Node DOF
1 2
i j i' j'
i j i j."
i j i j
in which






i, i' = node numbers,










aid,ai'd' = connectivity coefficients.
IDBC, FDBC, and ZDBC arc, respectively, the interdependent, f'mite, and zero displacement
boundary conditions. The ZDBC may also be conveniently implemented by following the
rules given in table 1, which is generally recommended for such eases. It should be noted
that the dependent degrees of freedom appearing in columns 1 and 2 may not appear
subsequentlyin columns 3 and 4 asindependentdegrees of freedom. However, the
independentdegrees of freedom may be subsequentlyrelated.
$ NODAL LOAD DATA
IN, IDOF, P, IDOFE, ILGCS
Format (215, El0.4, 215)
1. Description:
2. Notes:
(Required if IPLUMP # 0)
1. Descripdon:
2. Notes:
NC sets of nodal force data.
IN = node number
IDOF and IDOFE are,respectively,the start and end degrees of freedom assignedwith the
same P value;defaultvalue forIDOFE isIDOF.
P = nodal load
Each data set is to be terminated by setting a negative value for IN.
$ NODAL MASS DATA
IN, IDOF, M, IDOFE, IZ,GCS
Format (215, El0.4, 215)
Nodal lumped mass data.
(Required if IMLUMP _ 0)
M = nodal mass














Description: User inputof 6 by 6 nodal mass matrix.
Notes:
(Required if INMM _ 01
The user may input data for only the upper symmetric elements; numbers in lower half may
be set to zero as the program automatically symmetrizes the matrix.
For data in GCS, set R.GCS = 0.
Each data set is to be terminated by setting a negative value for IN.
$ NODAL INFrlAL DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITY DATA
IN, IDOF, UI, VI
Format (215,2E 15.5)
Description: Initial displacements and velocities data.
Notes:
IN = node number
IDOF = degree of freedom
UI = initial displacement value
VI = initial velocity value
Data set is terminated if IN is read as - 1.
(Required if I-JV = I
and IDRS = I)
$ NODAL FORCE ACCELERATION DATA/ELEMENT HEAT TRANSFER DATA
(Requizcd if NTI'S _ 0 and IDRS = 1)
(If IPROB _ I0 )
3.4.14
(If IPROB = 10)
3.4.15 TZ
Format (E15.5)
3.4.16 IN, IDOF, PZ
Format (215,E15.5)
IEN, ISURF,.Q, QS, TI
Format(215,3E 15.5)





TZ = time-durationof loadapplication
PZ = nodal forceor accelerationdata
IEN = element number
ISURF = element surfaceindicator(Fig.7, f.l)
Each data set is terminated by setting IN value to -1; other definitions are as given in sec-
tion 3.3.17 and 3.4.6.
$ INCREMENTAL TIME DATA FOR RESPONSE CALCULATION (Required if







NDELT sets of uniform incremental time input data for dynamic response
calculations.
= uniform incremental time step





3.5 Additional Basic Data
$ VISCOUS DAMPING DATA
( C (I,D,I = I, N )
Format (6EI0.4)
Description: User input of diagonal viscous damping matrix.
Notes:
C = diagonal viscous damping matrix
N = order of matrix
$ COEFFICIENTS FOR PROPORTIONAL VISCOUS DAMPING
(Required if IPROB = 4 or 5)
ALPHA, BETA
Format (2E10.4)
1. Description: Proportional viscous damping formulation C = ALPHA*K + BETA*M
(Required if













ALPHA and BETA are damping parameters.
K and M are system stiffness and mass matrices.
$ USER INPUT OPTION FOR VISCOUS DAMPING MATRIX (Required if IPROB = 6
or 7 and ALPHA and BETA set to 0)
((C(IJ),J= 1, MI1),I= 1,6)
Format (6E 10.4)
NN sets of user input of banded viscous damping matrix C(N,M11) in blocks of six
rows of bandwidth Mll, one row at a time (N = 6xNN).
Data ftle must conform to IDBC, FDBC, and ZDBC, inherent in the problem.
$ MEASURED MODAL DATA INPUT
(INODM(I), (DISPLMfI,J), $ = 1, 6 ), I = 1, NN )
Format (I5, 6E10.4)
Description: Measured modal displacement data input, NR sets of data.
Notes:
(Required if IINTP = 2)
Each data set to be terminated by setting INODM(I) value to -1.
$ OUTPUT POINTS SPECIFICATION FOR DIRECT INTERPOLATION OF MODAL
DATA (Required if NOUT ;_ 0)
( IOUTP(D, (ICONP(I,J), J = 1, 6 ), I = 1, NOUT)
Format (715)





the deflection value at the interpolation point
$ RIGID CONTROL MODES DATA INPUT
INS, IDOF, DISP, INE, ININC
Format (215, El0.4, 215)
Modal displacement data for NCNTRL number of modes.
= output points on AERO interpolation lines
= STARS finite element nodes whose deflections will be averaged to calculate







= start and end node numbers; default value for INE is INS
= degree of freedom, a value between I and 6
= associated displacement
= integer defining nodal incremental value; to increment INS by INTNC until
INE is attained




This section provides the input data as well as relevant outputsof several typical test casesinvolving
static, stability, free vibration, and dynamic response analyses of rep.resentative structures. The input
data is prepared in accordance with the procedures described in secuon 3. Details of such analyses are
in the descriptions that follow in which each structural geometry is described in a right-handed, rectan-
gular coordinate system, and the associated input data are defined in consistent unit form.
4.1 Space Truss: Static Analysis
The static analysis of the space tauss depicted in figure 8 (ref. 11) was peffom_ to yield nodal de-
formations and element forces. A load of 300 lb acts at node 7 along the axial direction of the member
connecting nodes 7 and 9; another load of 500 Ib is applied at node 10 in the direction of the structural
• base centerline. Also, the three members in the upper tier of the structure are subjected to a uniform
temperature increase of 100 °. Two rigid elements arc, however, inuxxtuced between nodes 5 and 8 and
nodes 7 and 9.
Important data parameters:





v _,4_-_\-I--/_s,s st ..x
- ','2".X I.""
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1 0.0 72.0 $.ql 1 1 1. O O O
2 o.o -_.o O.Q 1 1 1 o o |
3 124.68 O.O o.o 1 1 1 O $ o
4 13.116 411.4 72.g
S 13.86 -44,0 72.0
5 96.972 0.0 72.0
7 27.708 24.0 144.0
| 27.708 -24.0 1_.0
9 69.276 O.O 144.0
10 41._ 0.O 21E.O
11 144.0 36.0 O.O 1 1 1 1 1 1
S ELEMEWrCOI_ECTZ_Z'rY
1 1 1 4 11 1 1 $ 0 0 1 1
1 2 2 4 13. 1 1 1 1
1 3 2 S 11 1 I 1 1
1 4 3 s 11 1 1 1 1
1 s 3 6 11 1 1 1 1
1 6 3 4 11 1 1 1 1
1 7 4 S 11 1 1 1 1
1 8 S 6 11 1 1 1 1
1 9 6 4 11 1 1 1 1
1 lO 4 7 11 1 1 1 1
1 11 S 7 11 1 I 1 1
8 12 S 8 11 -1
1 13 6 8 1.1 1 1. 1 1
1 14 6 9 11 1 1 1 1
1 1S 6 ? 11 1 1 1 1
1 16 ? II 11 1 1 1 1
1 17 8 9 11 1 1 1 1
8 18 9 7 11 1 1
1 19 ? lo 11 1 1 1 1 1
1 _ II 10 11 1 1 1 1 1
1 21 9 10 l.t 1 1 1 1 1
S LINE ELEMENTBASIC PROF_RTIES
1 O.01389










STARS analysis r_sults - nodal deformations and clement stresses:
LOA0 CkSE NO. 1
p_(X
t_ INT X-0I_L. Y°OISI_. Z-0I_. X-_. YoNOTH. Z-_.
1 1 0._ e._ e._ e._ 0._ 0._
2 2 0._ 0._ 0._ 0._ e._ 0._
3 3 o.oeeoooE44e O.ONOe_44Q o.gloeoooE44e o.ooooe_.o4e o.oooooeE,o40 O.ONO0_,o, O0
4 4 -0.34ROTSE44e 0.233_-0.331_ 0._ 0._ 0._
5 S -o._ O.233737E_40-0._7_ -O.533_E-01 -0.97_-01 -O._
6 6 -O.3Ml_ 0._ e.S_ 0._ O._ e._
7 7 -0.16_1 O.S_lO_ -4.3_5S_SE44e o._ o._ o,_
8 8 -o._1_1 o.5_ _._ -0.533_25E-el -O.9?_E-Ol -e._
9 9 -0.14_t1_1 0.N_ O._ 0._ 0._ 0,_
10 10 o0._1 0.91_ 0.Ul_ O._ 0._ O._
11 11 0._ 0._ O._ e._ 0._ 0.1_




ELEI_NT £N01 ENO?.EN03 EN04
NO.































































































































































































































































































4.2 Space Frame: Static Analysis
A space frame with rigid connections, shown in figure 9 (ref. 12), is subjected to nodal forces and
moments. Results of such an analysis are presented below.
2000 51b/_ 4000 lb
,00_) l_'m
X






















S e.e 2.ze. •
s le.o lo.o
S [L[)qENT COmECTZVlTY
1 1 2 2 6 O 0
2 Z Z 3 4 e o
1 3 3 4 6 O 0
1 4 3 $ $ l II
S Like [LEN[NT I_LSZC PItOP[RTIES
1 25.13 125.7 62.83










ooe 1 1 1 1 1 1
12o.o o o e o o o
12e.o o o e • o o
121).0 1 1 1 i 1 1
12e.e 1 1 1 I 2 1







L0_D CASE X0. 1






ELEMENTEN01 EN_ ENO_ END4 PX]JPX2 1_/'2,/Pq_ PZ1/PZ2 IdXlaq4_ NY1,/NY2 MZ1/14Z2
NO. SXT SYT SXYT SXB SYll SX_ll





-O.lZ41.)gE¢49 -O.S31iMMIIE,o43 0._1767_¢44 -0.417"_1JE_6 -0.1._315_.o416 -0.711S4_E.a,,IS
0.124139E¢48 0.S31GI_Ec4G -O.2617S71E¢4)4 0.427_lE_4G -.0.12t1_,o4_ -O.332_G1JE_45
-O. IHl_13£,d8 0.2323_F_15 -O. _,293_4 O. 234_:.4E,,4S 0. _7457E,o45 o. 2SS969E_4S
0.6gUl._qB -0.23235F_,o49 0.1253_+04 *0.2348:._R_4S 0.11552_.',06 0.22_51E,e4
-e._M,_ql3 4.S_lP_R¢4B -4.9444S._£_13 0._IE_4,_ _.43P'IZ_4S #.Z3434,R,_IS
O.¢S4]NME_ -0.52317_E¢43 O.N0_E_I3 -O.]GSSSIE_4M O.7"5_GG4E_IS O.3_)3472E_4G
O.G54_E_410 0.131J421E_4 0.Z49337_,o44 -1._SS51E_4 4.1G473¢R_IG 0.ITNSa,,J4S
..O._S431M_,a4B -0. _,31JMI_M. -O. Z493371[,o4MI o. 34SS51J[_4M. -0.13447S_16 o. ?11_21E_S
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4.3 Plate Bending: Vibration Analysis
A square cantilever plate was analyzed to yield the natural frequencies and associated mode















Figure 10. Square candlevcr plate.
Impotxant data parameters:
Young's modulus, E = 10 x 106
Side length, t = 10
Plate thickness, t = 0.1
Poisson's ratio, g = 0.3
Mass density, p = 0.259 x 10-3
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STARS input data:
4 BY 4 PLtTE NONSPINXING STRUCTURE
2S, 16, 1, 4, e, 1, O, O, 0, 0
t, t, O, 1, t, O, O, O, 0
1. 1. 0, 1, O, t, O. 0
2, O, 2, O, 1, O













2 1 2 2 T 6 O O O O 2 1 • O O
2 4 4 S 10 9 O • 0 O 1 I 0 O 0 I
2 S 6 7 12 11 0 • • 0 1 1 0 0 0
2 | 9 10 1.5 24 O • O O 2 1 O O • 1
2 9 12 12 17 16 • 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
2 12 24 ]5 _ 19 • • O O 1 1 O e O 1
2 13 18 17 22 21 • O O O 1 1 O 0 O
2 16 ll _ Z5 24 O O O O 2 1 O O O 1
$ SHELL ELEM[NT Tt4ZCXJ4ESSES
1 0.1
$ ELE_NT IMTI[N._L PRGI:q[RTIES
1 1
1.0(47 0.30 i.i i.2SN-3
e.e 1 1 1 1 I 1 O e O
e.e 1 1 1 1 1 1 o e 1
o.o • o • o o o o o o
o.o o e o o o o o o 1
o.o o e • o o o o • o
0.0 0 • • • O 0 0 0 1
o.e o • o • o o o o o
O.O O • O O O O O O 1
O.O • O O O • O O • O
O.O O O O O • e o e I
STARS output summary - The output summary is presented in table 5.






















= plate flexttral rigidity




4.4 General Shell: Vibration Analysis
A cantilevered circular cylindrical shell is shown in figure l I in which quadrilateral shell elements
are used for structural discretizadon to perform a free vibration analysis.
Figure 11. Finite element model of cylindrical shell.
Important data parameters:











= 0.733 x I0-3
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STARS input data:
SHELL |LENENT II 8Y 8 C_MEO SI4ELL
81, 64, 1, 4, e, 1, i, e, e_ e
o, o, o, 1, o, e, o, e, •
2, 1, o, 1, o, o, o, o
2, o, 2, o, 1, o
1, 6, e, 9coco.o, e.g.o.e
S NOOALOATA
2 0.0 O.0 0.O
2 2.25 O.O o.e
9 10.0 e.o o.o
10 0.0 2.2S 0. 2803;_4
11 1.25 1.25 O. 2803;_4
lJ 10.0 2.25 0.2803734
1.5) e.O 2.5 e. 4;,12_
_..Z5 2.5 O. 47UlJ
27 1O.O 2.5 O.471_1J
2S o.e 3.75 0.5959e_

















1.ZS S.O e. 63sN33
lo.o s.o o. 63sN33
e.e 6.2s o.sssNz6
1.25 6.ZS e. 595N26











2 1 1 2 21 10 •
2 I 8 9 1.8 17 O
2 9 10 11 20 lS •
2 16 17 18 27 21 O
2 17 1.9 20 29 28 O
2 24 26 27 34 35 O
2 25 28 25 30 37 O
2 32 3S 34 45 44 O
2 33 37 38 47 46 •
2 44) 44 45 54 53 o
2 41 46 47 56 SS O
2 44 53 54 63 G2 •
2 49 SS 56 6S 64 •
z 54 62 63 72 72 O
2 57 64 (15 74 73 •
2 64 72 72 81 8e •
S SHELL ELEMENTTHICKNESSES
1 0.1




1 1 I 1 1 1 e o o
o o o o o • e o o
e • • o o o • o 1
1 1 i 1 1 1 o • e
• • • • o o o o •
o • o o o o o • 1
1 1 1 1 I 1 o o o
O O • O O • O O •
• O • • O O O • 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 O O •
• • O • O O • • •
O • O O • O O O 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 •
• O • • • O O O O
0 0 O • • 0 0 O 1
I 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
O O O • O • O O O
O O O • O • O O 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 • 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 1
1 1 I 1 1 1 O 0 0
O O O O O O • • •
O O O O O • O • 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 O O 0
• • • O • 0 0 0 0
• • 0 0 0 O 0 • 1
0 • 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 • 1
• 0 • 1 1
• • • 1 1 0 • 0 I
• O • 1 1
• • 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
O O O 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 e 0 0 I
O O O 1 1
O O O 1 1 O O • 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 O • • 1
• • 0 1 1
• • 0 1 1 0 0 • 2
O 0 O 1 I
• • • 1 1 0 0 • 1
STARS output summary - The output summary is presented in table 6.

























4.5 General Solid: VibrationAnalysis
A cube idealizedby hexahedral solidelements isshown infigure12. The nodes lyinginthe














- 2.349 x 10 -4
, 51
STARS input data:
















10 ee.0 oe.e 5.0
11 s.o oe.o s.o
12 10.0 oe.e s,o
13 10.0 s.o 5,e
14 10.0 lo.o s.o
15 s.o 10.0 s.o
16 oo.o 10.0 s.o
17 O0.O S.0 S.O
111 S.O S.O 5.0
N.O N.O 1.0.0
21) 5.0 00.O 10.0
21 10.0 0e.0 10.0
22 10.0 S.0 10,0
10.0 1O.O 10.0
24 S.0 le.o lo.o
25 oo.o lo.o Io.o
26 0O.O S.O 10.0
27 S.0 S.0 10.0
S ELEMENTCCMIECTZVTTY
0O.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
00.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
N,0 I 1 1 1 1 I
ee.O 1 1 1 1 1 1
oe.o I 1 1 1 1 1
w,O 1 1 1 1 1 t
N.O 1 1 1 1 1 1
N.O 1 1 1 1 1 1



















4 1 1 2 9 8 I0 11 18 17 1
4 2 Z 3 4 9 11 12 13 18 1
4 3 9 4 S G 18 13 14 15 1
4 4 8 9 6 7 17 14 15 16 1
4 S 10 11 18 17 19 20 27 26 1
4 6 11 12 13 14 ZO 21 22 27 1
4 ? 111 13 14 1.5 27 22 23 24 1
4 8 27 1JI 1S 16 Z6 Z7 Z4 25 1
S [LEI4ENT bttTEIUAL PN:P_RTIES
1.OE.7 0.3 O,O 2.34(_-4
STARS output summary -The output summary ispresentedintable7.
Table 7. Naturalfrcxlucnciesof a solidcube.
Natural frequency parameter
&:a)l_, tadIsec
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4.6 Cantilever Beam (Spinning and Nonspinning Cases): Vibration Analysis





Figure 13. Spinning cantilever beam.
Important data parameters - The structure is assumed to possess both viscous and structural damping.
Young's modulus, E -- 30 x 106
Cross-sectional area, A ,- 1.0
Moment of inertia:
About Y-axis = 1/12
About Z-axis = 1/24
Element length, t = 6
Nodal translational mass = 1
Nodal mass moment of inertia = 1/35
Scalar viscous damping = 0.628318
Structural damping coefficient = 0.01
Spin rate, Hz = 0.1
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STARS input data:








1 o.e o.o o.o 1 I I 1
2 6.0 O.O O.O O • O 0
3 _2.0 O.0 0.0 O • 0 0
4 18.0 (I.O O.O O O O O
5 24.0 e.O O,O • O • e
6 30.0 O.0 O.0 • • 0 0
7 34.0 O.O 0.0 • 0 • O
| ,dk?..O O.O O.O O O • O
9 414.0 O.O O.O O • • •
10 54.0 O.O O.O O O • O
11 U.0 O.0 0.0 0 0 O 0
S [L[NEI(r CONNECTZVZTY
1 1 1 Z 12 0 0 O O o 1
I. 10 _0 U 12 0 o 0 0 o 1
$ LINE [LEI_KI" 8ASZC PROffKTZES
2 1.0 e. 12S4140.143333330.04141_i67
S |L[HENT IMTEIUAL PSI0PEIITI[5
1 1
30.qR44_ 0.30
S ELENENT SPIN RAT[ DATA

































3 4 O. 128S7_4
4 4 0.1_85714
5 4 o. IR8S7_4
E 4 O.qRSS?14
7 4 O. i21J5714
J 4 o. g_lnS;_.4
9 4 0.1128S7_4
10 4 o. eZ857_.4
11 4 o. e28STt4
-1
$ Y_ZSCOUSOddrfZNG_tTA
e. II00E_4N.0iI_IN. I010[_IN. 014_00I. O0NE444Q.0000( 440
t. tRI321110.62J31Jlllle. 4RI3111il. tRL1UIIOI.IRI3UII0. IRI31110
O. tR831Jlim0.62831JleeO 4R83UIIl10.4R831N00. IRI3UNIO. 628318N













1 • o 1
1 o o 1
i. (Rill J411. RUN. GI311Ul. IRI31Jlll. IRLtlllll. I_IL3UII
e. 6_831_1080._1J444. _831JI000. IR83UI411. IRI3_II00. e_ql3
e. 62831JI400. _83111111. G28311N0. IR831JJ0N.IRI31JJ411.6283_JJ00
i. 6_l]lJllll. IRI3UIIII. _13UIlll. IRLtllUl. IRL'llJlll. _13 _lll
t. 628.3 lJllJ_l. Rl3_1401 . R831JJ400. _P8311110. IR8311410. _1J33_10
I. rl_13_14J_. (R83ZI4181. _RI3 IJJlJll. _IL3 _llll. 11_8111110. _II3ZIII0




STARS output summary - The output summary is presented in table 8.



































Notes: Natural frequencies for various problem types are due to a spin rate iq = 0.1 Hz (0.6283 rad/sec).
i*= 4"27.
Additionally, table 9 provides a parametric study of vibration analysis of the nonspinning beam
using both the IPROB = 1 and 3 (dynamic element) cases using consistent mass formulation (density p
= 0.1666).
















































"" -3".... _..69_""- "3"f8Y'" i &9{9-"" _.g.?,if6-" _6.9ff "" g_,._W
...1. .... .2..625....3.78_2....16.260....23...697...46..926... 66.333
3 2.675 3.782 16.759 23.696 46.914 66.317
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4.7 Spinning Cantilever Plate: Vibration Analysis
The cantilever plate model described in section 4.3 is chosen for this sample problem. The plate is
spun along the Z-axis with a uniform spin rate aZ = 0.8 x col, coin being the first natural frequency
of vibration of the nonrotating plate. Table 10 provides the first few natural frequencies of the plate
in nondimensional form, co being the natural frequencies. Also presented in the table are the results of
the free vibration analysis of the plate rotating along an arbitrary axis, the spin rate being




















2 1 1 2 7
2 4 4 S 10
2 S 6 7 12 11
2 8 9 10 1S 14
2 9 _,1 12 17 16
2 12 14 1_ 20 19
2 13 16 17 22 21






$ ELEMENTSPIN PATE DATA
1 •. •.
SPINNING STRUCTURE
O.O O.O 1 1 1 1 1 1 O O •
O.O 1 1 1 1 1 1 O 0 1
O.O • • O O O O O O O
0.4" • • O O O 0 O O 1
O.O • • O O O O O O O
• .O • • • O O O O • 1
O.O O • • • O O O • •
O.O • O O O O O • • 1
O.O • O • O O O 0 O •
O.O • • O O • O 0 O 1
6 o • o o 1 1 0 o 1
9 • O O 0 1 1 O O 1 1
• • O O 1 1 • • 1
• • O • 1 1 0 O 1 1
• • • • 1 1 • O 1
o • o o 1 1 • o 1 1
O • O 0 1 1 O O 1
o • o • 1 1 O o 1 1
O. 2S9£-3
IO0.O









Table 10. Naturalfrequencyparametersof a
spinningsquarecantileverplate.
































4.8 Helicopter Structure: Vibration Analysis
A coupled helicopter rotor-fuselage system is shown in figure 14 (ref. 14) along with relevant stiff-
ness and mass distributions, which are suitably approximated for the discrete element modeling of the
structure. Numerical free vibration analysis was performed for the structure with the rotor spinning at








18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 0




-20 -10 0 l0
Length,ft
2O







-20 -10 0 10 20
(c) Structural stiffness distribution.
•Figure 14. Coupled helicopter rotor-fuselage system.
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STARS input data:







I -25. oeeee 1.o e.e e e 1
$ -3.12¢.Je 1.o e.o e e 1
9 o.oeeee 1.o o.o o e 1
10 3.12500 1.0 O.O O e 1
17 ZS.Oooee 1.0 O.O • e 1
18 -2e.ooeee e.o o.e e • 1
z.3 -3.33333 e.e e.e e • 1
24 o.oeeee e.e e.e • t 1
3.333]3 e.e e.e • e 1
34) 20. OOe_ O.O O.O O O 1
31 10. oeeeQ o.s o.o 1 1 1
S ELENENTCONNECTI_[TY
1 1 1 2 24
1 16 16 17 24
1 17 18 19 9
1 14 19 20 9
1 19 _l 21 9
1 2e 21 22 9
1 21 22 23 9
1 22 Z3 24 9
1 23 24 Z43 9
1 24 25 Z6 9
1 25 26 27 9
1 26 27 28 9
1 27 28 _J 9
1 28 25 3e 9
1 Z9 9 24 31
$ LINE ELEMENTBASIC PROPERTIES
1 1. 1. 1. 1.
2 lee. 1. 1. 1.
$ ELEMENTi4tTERIAL PROPERTIES
1 1
2.NSS 0.3 O. 0.3
2 1
1.53E06 0.3 e, 1.23
3 1
2,E(kS 0.3 O. 1.23
4 1
4.aE_ 0.3 0. 8.6
S I
7.8E06 O. 3 e. 16.
6 1
11. E_ e. 3 O. 16.
7 1
Z.EM e.3 e. O.
$ ELEMENTSPIN RATE [ItTA
1 o.e lo.o o.o
$ N(XItL _lkSS DATA





























O O O 1
O O
o o
o o o 1
o •
• O • 1
o •
o •
o o • 1
1 o
• • 1 •
• O 1 1
STARS output summary - The output summary is pr¢scntcd in table 11.






























Rotor 2nd anfisymmcmc bending
Rotor 2nd symmetric bending
Rotor 3rd antisymmetric bending
OI_K21NAL PAGIE P3
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4.9 Rocket Structure: Dynamic Response Analysis
A rocket idealized simply by four line elements, as shown in figure 15 (ref. 5), is subjected to a pulse










/_PI = PI(t) tO
r
t
(a) Rocket swacmre. (b) Pulse loading.
Figure 15. Rocket subjectedtodynamic loading.
Important data parameters - Arbitrary element and material prol:_rfies data are assumed for the anal-
ysis to correlate results with available ones expressed in parametric torm.
Young's modulus, E - I00
Poisson'sratio,Ix = 0.3
Cross-sectionalarea,A = 1.0
Mass density,p = 1.0
Length of an element, 1 = 2.5
Pulse loadintensity,P0 = I0.0
Duration of load,s_ = 1.0
Total time period for
response evaluation = 2.0
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STARS input data:












1 1 1 Z 6 • e
1 4 4 5 6 • •
$ LINE ELEMENTBASIC PI_f_ERTIES
1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
$ ELEMENTNkTERXALPl_OP_RTIES
1 1
1N.0 0.3 0.0 1.0




S INCRIEMENTALTZME DATA F_t OYNM_C RESPONSE_LYSIS
0.10 11)
0.20 5
O.O • 1 1 1 1 1
• .O O 1 1 1 1 1 • • 1
o.o 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1 • O • 1
STARS analysis results at a typical time step:
E_9_m$(ICNESP0NSE AT TZJE - 0.7MOE,o,O0
NOOE
EXT INT X-OISPL. Y-OISPL. Z-OISPL. X-ROTN. Y-ROTN. Z-ROTN.
1 1 0.6445322E,_0 0.0008D_440 0.O0000_+M O.00O000E,o40 0.(INOe0E*0O 0.00000_,o40
2 2 0.4M99gE,Mm 0.qIue$0E,_40 0.OO000K*0$ 0.MeOOOE*M 0,•00M_440 O.0NOO0(._0
3 3 0.191S62E,o40 O.OO00OOE$OO •.OOO$O0(._O 0.000000E440 O.O0000OE.,,O0 •.•N00_441g
4 4 -0.1•2M,_0•2 0._ 0._ 0._ 0.0ONNE_ 0._
5 5 -0.4_-01 O._ O._ O._ O.0OO0QOE_ O._
6 6 O._ O._ O.•0•NQE_ O.•O000OE_ O._ o.•eeoeoE_
ELEMENTSTRESSES
ELEMENTEND2 END2 EN03 EI_4 PX1/P_ PY1/P'Y'2 PZ1/PZ2 Iqx1/MX2 _ MZ1/MZ2
NO. SXT SYT _ SX8 SY8 SXYIJ





O.G2128gE,o41 (J. 08e00_._0 0,00$N_+00 0.00000_440 •.0N_*0_ 0.0O0OO0E,dle
-0.62128gE,_4JI •.O0N0_+$0 0.0$0NOE,o4$ 0. $0O000E,t,N 0.0NOO_*•_ 0. oeoo$0_,_Je
• . U,gTF_,dZ i. N0000( die O. N00g0(dll •.00N00_# e.00000Hd0 •.N00g_#
*O. 1,.1.q775E,e_. 0.000000E,_Ie 0, 0_U0E,_41_ O.00000_+00 o. 000e0_,o.00 0.0e_000_,o40
O. T_41 qJ.O00000E,040 0.00_440 •. O00000E,040 O.O0_JO • ,O00000E_40
-0.77_41 •.O_O O.O00000E.o4$ O.O00000E,o,O0 O.•O000$E +O0 •.OMMOE_IO
0. l.q3913_e01 •. 0000e_ .AI$ O, 000000E,_J$ 0.000000E,o4_ 0.0_000E,o41_ 0.00e_*00









0 .2T .41" .6T .ST
l_rne
1.0T










F ,, Maximum element force (Px1 " 6.264)
0 2T .4T .6T .8T 1.0T
Time
Figure 17. Rocket element force as a function of time, element 4.
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4.10 Plate, Beam, and Truss Structures: Buckling Analysis
4.10.1 Simply supported square plate
A buckling analysis was performed for a simply-supported square plate model, described in section
4.3, subjected to a uniform unit stress acting along the two edges parallel to the y-axis; relevant input
data and analysis results are as follows.
STARS input data:







1 -S.N O.O O.O 0 • 1 • • 2 • (J •
2 -2.SO O.O O.O O • 1 O O 2 • O O
3 O.O O.O O.O '1 O 1 0 1, 1 • O O
4 2.54 O.O O,O O O 1 • • 2 • • •
5 S.N O.O O.O O 4 1 (I • 2 • O O
G -S.N 2.50 O.O O O 1 O O 1 0 0 O
7 -2.50 2,50 O,O O 0 O O 0 2 O O 0
8 O.O 2.5 O.O 1 O O • 1 1 O • 4
9 2.Se 2,541 O,O O O O O 0 1 O O O
10 S.OO 2.S4 O.O" O • t O O 1 • • •
LL -S.N $.00 O.O O 1 2 1 0 1 • O O
-Z.S4 S.O0 O.O O '1 O 3. • 1 O • O
1.3 O.O $.N O.O 2 1 O ]. 1 Z O • 0
14 2.50 S.N O.O • 1 0 1 O 1. • O O
5.00 S.N e.O • 1 Z ! • Z 0 • •
16 -S.N ?.54 O.O O O 1 0 0 'L 0 O 0
_,7 -2.54 ?.54 O.O O 0 O 0 O 1 O • 0
3.8 O.O ?.5 O.O 1 • O O 1 1 O O O
1.9 2.50 7.,_1 O.O O O O O 0 2 • O 4
20 S.O0 7.50 O.O 0 • 2 0 • 1 • • O
21 -S.O0 1Q.Qe O.O • O 1 O • 1 O 0 •
22 -2.50 20.80 0.0 O • 1 O O 1 • O O
Z3 O.O 10.0 0.0 1 O 1 O 1 l • O 0
24 _'.50 tO.OQ 4.0 O O 1 4 O Z • 0 O
ZS S.O0 10.00 O.O 0 0 1 O • 1 • O •
S Ei.EI,ENT C_NECTIVITY
2 1 1 2 7 6 O O O 0 % 1 O • O
2 4 4 S LO 9 O • • O L 1 o O • ].
2 $ 6 ? 12. 11 • • • o 1 1 • 0 O
2 8 9 lO 15 14 o • • • 1 1 • • O 1
2 9 12 12 L7 16 o o O o 1 ]. o • O
2 1.2 14 15 20 Lq 0 O O O 3. 1 O O O %
2 1.3 16 1_ 22 21 O o O • ]. 1 O 0 •


















STARS analytical results - The analytical results pertaining to the buckling load are presented in
table 12.
Table 12. Critical load of a simply supported square plate.
Buckling load parameter for Mode 1
STARS solution
4 by 4 8 by 8 14 by 14
Exact
solution
3530.695 3552.620 3570.558 3615.240
4.10.2 Cantilever beam
The cantilever beam described in section 4.6 is the subject of a buckling analysis; the relevant details
are given below.
STARS input data:
c_rZLEVER _ - IO-ELENENT I[}[tl.IZtrI(ll - OAKI(LXI_ _L'I3IS
C








1 O.O O.O O.O 1 1 1 1 1 1
Z 6.0 e.O o.o • e x 1 I o
3 12.0 e.o o.o • • 1 1 t O
4 _n.o o.o o.o • • 1 1 1 o
5 24.0 e.o e.e • • 1 1 t e
6 30.0 e.o e.o o e x 1 1 O
? 36.0 O.O O.O 0 0 1 1 i O
8 42.0 o.o e.o o o t 1 t o
9 44.0 O.O O.O e o 1 1 1 •
1o 54.0 o.e o.o e e 1 1 1 •
u eo.e o.e e.e e 1 1 1 t •
12 25.e 1.5.e o.o 1 1 1 1 1 1
$ ELENENT COOmECTIVrI'Y
1 1 1 2 12 O • • • • 1 2 1 e
1 10 10 11 12 O O • • O 1 1 1 •
$ Lille [LENENT 8_IC Pltaq[RT_|$











STARS analytical results - The analytical results are presented m table 13.








The simple mass of figure 18 (ref. 5) is also analyzed to determine the critical loads. The associated









Figure 18. Truss structure.
STARS input data:












1 1 3 1 4 1
1 2 2 1 4 1








O.0 O O 1 1 1 1
e.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
O.O 1 1 1 1 1 1
O.O 1 1 2 1 1 1
1 O O • 1 1
1 O • O 1 1
STARS analyticalresults-The analyticalresultsam presentedintable14.









4.11 Composite Plate Bending: Vibration Analysis
To illustrate the use of multiple material angle (as in layered elements) and the diverse coordinate
system capabilities, a square composite plate (fig. 19) similar to that in section 4.3 is considered for




2 3 4 15
V
x2







Side length, f = 10
Plate thickness, t = 0.063
Mass density, p = 0.259 x 10"3
Material properties - anisotropic, as shown in input data.
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STARSinput data:
TRIANGULAR4 BY 4 pLATE / CO_ITE LAIRS / ILlS TEST CASE / N_GL TEST CASE
2S, 32, 1, 13, e, e, 2, 8, le, 2
1, O, e, o, e, o, o, o, o
1, 1, e, 1, o, o, o, e
2, o, 2, o, 1, e














-10.0 -S.O O.O O.O -1.0 O.O
1.0 O.O O.O O.O e.o 1.o
2 1
-IO,O -IO.O O,O -1.5.0 -10.1) O.O
"lc'.O -1".0 O.O
I ELEMEPCT¢OW_I_CT'/VIT'r
? 1 1 2 ? O O O O I 1 e 1 O •
? 4 4 S 10 • O O O 1 1 O 1 O • 1
? S 6 7 12 O O • • 2 1 e 1 O •
? 8 9 10 15 • O O O 2 1 e 1 • • 1
7 9 11 12 17 O O 0 O 3 1 O 1 O •
7 10 12 13 1.8 O 4)" O • _J 1 IJ 1 O O
7 11 13 14 1.9 • e • • 4 1 e 1 • O
7 12. 14 15 20 O 0 0 O 4 I O 1 • O
? 13 16 I? 22 O 0 O O S 1 e 1 O O
7 16 19 20 25 O O • O 5 1 e 1 O O 1
7 17 7 6 1 O O O O 6 1 e 1 O O
7 2Q 10 9 4 e O O • 6 1 O 1 • e 1
7 21 12 11 6 O e • • 7 1 O 1 • O
7 24 15 14 9 O e O • ? 1 O 1 • g 1
7 25 17 16 11 O O O • 8 1 O 1 O O
? 26 11 17 12 0 O • O I 1 O 1 O O
7 27 19 111 13 e o o • 9 1 O 1 • •
? Z8 L_) 19 14 O O • • 9 1 O 1 0 O
? LxJ 22 21 16 O O O • 10 1 O 1 O O
7 32 25 24 19 O O O O 10 1 O 1 O O 1































O.O 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 O •
O.O 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 O 1
O.O O O O O O O 2 O O
O.O O O • O O • 2 O 1
O.O • e o o o O 1 • •
e.o O O • O e o 1 e 1
O.O O • e • • O O e o
O.O O • O O O O O O 1
e.e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • •
e.o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 e I
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$ ELEMENT MATERIAL la'RO_KT'ZES
1 Z
• ;,9r_47 .r,4L_E44S o.e ._,er
o.o . Le42E_47 . 3Se-S . L14e-4




STARS output summary -The resultsare printedintable15.




















4.12 Thermal Prestress Free-Free Vibrar/on of Rectangular Plate
To illustratehethermal prestressvibrationanalysiscapability,a flee-freerectangularplate(fig.20)
subjectedtovarying temperatureloadingand having varyingmaterialpropertieshas been analyzed to
obtainnaturalfrequenciesand modes.
1_ 176
2 177 _--3 178
4! t_9 12/
51 ..... 180 [
t.181
71 ._ _.[ 182 X
"750
Important data parameters:
Rectangular Plate = 12 x 50









54" x 12" Aluminum Plate; N(_-UNIF_N HEAT; Fml-froe
1112, 150, 1.5, 4, O, 1, O, O, 0, •
15, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, e
1, e, 0, 0, 0, I, 0, 0
2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0
1, Z0, O, _OO.O, O.O, 1.0t_
$ N()0AL DATA
1 0.M 12.000e 0.qlN0 • • • 0 • 0 0 0 O
7 0.0eN o.oeeo o.Noe • • • o o o o • 1
8 2,000e 17..NO0 O.OOO0 • O e O O O O O O
14 2.0ae o.oao o.eeeo o • • o o o o 0 I
13 4.0ae 12.0ooo o.oeeo o o o o o o o o o
zl 4.0ue o.oooo o.oeoo o o o o o o o o 1
• _' 6._ 12.0M0 O._ O • O • O O O O O
28 6.liNe O.0M0 O.M00 • • O O • • O O 1
8._ _._ O._ O O • • • • O O O
3S 8.MeO O.OOM O.OOOO • O O • O • O O 1
M 10.O00e 12.0eoe o.ooeo o • o o • o o o •
42 10.MOe 0. qlUe 0.I000 0 0 0 O • 0 0 O 1
43 1_. IInMg 12.0U0 0.O010 • O • O O • • O 0
49 12.0M0 0.M00 0.qlm0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 1
M 14.llm0 12.0000 0.0M0 0 0 0 0 0 O O • •
M 14.MM O.4N0 o.oe0e o o o o o o o o 1
57 _.6.0800 12.0000 O.OOOO O O O e • O O • •
43 24.qlM0 0.MM O.0Me 0 0 0 0 • O O O 1
44 ll.0M0 12.MM 0.0M0 0 O 0 0 • 0 • • 0
711 UI.M00 0.0Me 0.0Me 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 O 1
P'I 20._ _._ O._" O O O O O O O O •
?7 Z0.00M O.O0M o.oae o o • o o o • o 1
z2.eo_ 12.oMo o.ooN o • • o o o o • o
114 :"_.0U0 O.I_0 0.0N0 0 0 • 0 0 0 O 0 I
IS 24._ 12.0000 o.leeo o o • o o o o o o
91 24.Ne0 0.0Ie0 0.11Ue 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
92 26.0Ue 12.oleo o.q_e e • 0 o o o o 0 o
M Z6.0Me 0.qleM 0.ql_e O O O • O • 0 0 1
90 28.OOM 12.0NO O.MeO O • O O O O O O O
145 28. OOO0 O.IIO0 O,M O • O O O • O O 1
1M 34.M00 12. qlNe 0.N0e • • O 0 0 O 0 0 0
132 30. IlU0 0.IlUe O.IIN0 0 • • 0 • 0 0 0 1
119 32.0eM O.MO0 O.OOO0 • • 0 O O • O • O
1211 34.0Ue 12.M0e 0.gM0 O • 0 0 0 • 0 0 1
126 34.0Ue O.OOO0 O.OOO0 O O O • O O O O O
12T 36.0Me 12.q_e 0.Me0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
133 36.N_ 0.q_e 0.e010 0 O 0 0 • • • • 0
134 38.eMe 12.Mm 0.0IN 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 • 1
144 3,8,_ O._ O._ O O O O O O O O •
141 4e. gO00 12.NN O.IIUe O O O O O O O O 1
147 44D.IIIN 0.0Ug 0.01_ 0 O • O O 0 0 O •
1411 42.0M0 12.00ee o.oNo o o o o 0 • o • 1
42._ O._ O._ O • O O • 0 O O O
135 _.0Ne 12.0M0 O.00M O O O O O O • • 1
1112 _S.00M 12.0_0 0.0M0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
IM _.M O.e0M 0.0_e 0 • 0 0 0 0 O O 1
IH _I.MM 12.0M0 O.q_e 0 • 0 0 0 0 O • O
175 _8.eeoo o.oeoo O.0_0 • 0 0 0 o O 0 • ).
).76 M.OMO 12.00M O.OOeO • O • O O O O O O
UI2 50.NM 0.0000 0.NM • 0 • • 0 • O • 1
S ELENENT C01qNECT_ZTY CONoFrzQNS
Z 1 1 2 9 8 • • • • 1 1 1 0 0 0
I, $ 6 7 14 13 • • • 0 1 1 1 O O 1
2 7 8 9 16 )3 0 0 0 O 1 1 1 0 0 0
Z 12 13 14 21 2t) 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 O • 1
Z 13 ]3 1tt 23 22 • • 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 •
2 111 211 21 28 27 • 0 O O 1 1 1 • O 1
Z 19 22 Z3 M 29 0 0 • O Z 1 2 0 O 0
Z Z4 Z7 21J 3S 34 O 0 0 • 2 1 Z • • 1
2 ;5 29 34 17 M • 0 • • 3 I ] • • 0
2 30 34 3S 42 41 0 • 0 • 3 1 ] 0 0 1
Z 31 3_ 37 44 43 0 0 • • 4 1 4 0 e •
2 34 41 42 45) 44 • • • • 4 1 4 O • 1
2 37 43 44 51 M • O O O S 1 5 O • o
2 42 44 49 54 SS O O O O S 1 S O O 1
Z 43 $4 51 $4 57 • • • • 6 1 6 0 0 0
2 44 55 _ 63 62 0 O • • 6 1 6 0 0 1
2 49 57 $8 6S 64 O O O O qJ 1 6 O O O
2 $4 _Z _3 71 69 O O 0 O 6 1 6 O O 1
Z SS 64 (iS 72 71 • O O O 6 1 6 O O O
2 M (l_ ?O 77 75 • O O O S 1 6 • O 1
2 61 71. 72 79 ;'11 O 0 0 • ;_ 1 7 • 0 O
2 64 ?6 77 84 83 0 0 0 0 ? 1 7 0 0 1
2 67 78 79 86 8S 0 0 0 0 ? 1 7 0 • 0
2 72 13 84 _1 M 0 O 0 0 7 1 7 O O 1
2 ;'3 8S 16 93 92 O O O e 8 1 8 • • O
2 711 9e 91 M 97 0 0 e 0 8 1 8 0 0 1
2 ?9 92 93 100 _ 0 0 • • 9 1 9 0 0 •
2 84 97 M lql_ 104 • • O • 9 1 9 0 • 1
70 of
2 8S 99 1N 107 106 O e 0 Q 9 1 9 e e e
2 90 104 105 112 111 e e e e 9 1 9 e e I
Z 91 106 107 114 113 e Q e • 10 1 10 0 0 0
2 96 111 112 119 118 O e 0 e 11 1 10 e e 1
2 97 113 114 221 120 • • O • 10 1 11) e • •
2 1t2 111 1.,19 126 125 • e o o lo 1 lo o o 1
2 103 12t 121 128 123' • • O O 10 1 10 O O O
2 1041 1.25 126 133 132 0 O • O 10 I 111 O O 1
2 109 127 1:8 135 134 O O O O 11 1 11 • O O
2 114 132 133 1441 139 0 O 0 0 11 1 11 0 O 1
2 _ 134 13I; 142 141 0 II O O 12 1 12 • (I II
2 12e 139 14e 1,17 146 II • O 0 12 1 12 0 (I 1
2 121 141 142 149 144 O O O 0 13 1 _.q 0 • 0
2 I26 146 147 154 153 (I • • II 13 1 13 • O 1
2 127 148 149 1.56 1SS O O e O 14 1 14 O 0 O
2 132 233 154 151 1641 • • O • 14 1 14 • 0 1
2 133 135 15_ 163 162 O O O O 15 1 15 0 O •
2 138 16e 161 164 167 0 0 O 0 1S 1 15 0 O 1
2 139 162 163 1_ 169 • e e O 15 1 33 O O •
2 144 167 168 I?S 174 O O • O ]5 1 15 O O 1
2 14S 169 17t 177 1?6 O 0 O O 15 1 15 • e O
2 _ 174 115 142 111 O O O • 15 1 15 O 0
$ SHELL [LEI(NT THTCIUIESSES







































$ MOOkL J4kSS IItTA
1 1 1..?_E-e4 3
4 I 1. ?32E-e4 3
7 I 1. ?_JZE-e4 3
345 i 1, ?_2E-e4 3
39 1 1.7_J2E-el 3
42 I 1. ;'gEE-e4 3
71 I 1. ;_32E-e4 3
74 1 1. ;'_ZE-14 3
77 1 1.7_.E-e4 3
106 1 _..792E-e4 3
log 1 I. 792144 |
112 1 1. _.E-e4 3
141 1 1. ;_32E-e4 3
144 1 1. ?g2E-e4 3
147 I I. 792E-t4 3
176 1 1. FJZE-e4 3
179 _. 1. 792E-e4 3




















O.O 8 ].n. 128e
O.O 10 1,13.244e
0.O 12 13S.4;2e










STARS outputsummary -The resultsare printedintable16.











Quad Element Triangular Element






























4.13Thermal PrestressFree-FreeVibrationof Composite Square Plate
A composite square plate (fig. 21) subjected to temperature varying along x-axis was analyzed to





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 11 12 13
L t 61
r" "-I













S_UJUtI[ 12-§Y-12 PLATE / C_OOSTI'[ LAYI[RS / t_peroture | cmr4.
1G9, 144, 1, 13, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 4
12, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, e
1, 1, o, 1, o, o, o, •
2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0
1, 12, 0, _e.e, o.e, e.o
S N(X)AL DATA
1 #.0eN e.Meo o.tlwe e • • e e • ql e qD
13 12.00N qD.0eM 0.0Ne 0 • 0 e • e o o 1
14 o.iNe 1.oNo O.ONO • • o • o • e g #
26 ]2.MM 1.Me0 0.11Ue 0 0 • • 0 0 O 0 1
27 0.OMO 2.OM0 0.0OO0 • • 0 0 0 O • • •
39 12.ira0 Z.qm0 0.0e00 • • • • O 0 • 0 1
44 O.Oe00 3.0000 O.0MO • • O • • O O • O
$2 12.1M4 3.e0M 0.0_e 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 1
53 O.OOee 4.oM0 0.M0e • 0 0 • • e 0 0 O
(iS ;2.ime 4.M00 O.MM • ql ql O O • O ql 1
M 0.N00 S.Moo 0.0Me • 0 e 0 • • • 0 0
12.oeeo S.Moe #.Meg • • • • • e 4 4 1
75 0.OO0O 4.MO0 0.ON0 O O • O • • 0 • 0
91 12,M00 6.0U0 0.M0e 0 0 0 0 0 • • • 1
92 0.N00 7.0M0 0.Mle • 0 e 0 0 0 • • e
I04 12.0eoe ?.Nee o.oNo o o o • • o • • 1
lOS o.Moo 8.0Mo 0.0Me 0 • O • 0 o O 0 O
117 12.0000 8.M0O 0.OMO • • O 0 0 • • • 1
11.8 O.OM0 9.Mge 0.0UO • O 0 0 0 • 0 O O
130 _.04N 9.11em 0.0M0 • 0 O • O 0 0 0 1
131 o.qme IO.MM O.4_0" • 0 e O 0 • 0 e 0
143 12.1M0 lo.qme o.oeN • o q) o • o • o 1
144 o.oooo 11.qme o.lleoe • • o • • i) • # e
154 12.00co 21.0Me o.0M0 0 O ql 0 • 0 e • 1
].5? 0.0000 12,1Me 0,00O0 0 • O O 0 0 0 • O
169 12.N0e 12.0U0 0.M00 0 • q) • 0 0 O O 1
S ELEl(m" COM_CTIVI"TY
6 1 1 2 1.5 14 O O • 1 1 O 1 • • O
6 2 2 3 li 1.5 0 • 0 1 1 0 2 • • O
E 3 3 4 17 1L e O O 1 1 0 3 0 0 O
6 4 4 5 18 17 0 O 0 1 1 • 4 0 • O
6 5 5 4 11) lJ • • O I I 0 5 ql • qt
6 6 6 ? 20 1.1) • • 0 1 2. • 6 • 0 e
4 ? 7 8 21 20 • • • 1 1 • 7 0 • •
6 8 8 9 22 21 • O • 1 1 0 8 0 • e
6 9 9 le 23 ;2 O • • 1 1 0 9 O 0 O
6 10 10 21 24 _1 0 0 • 1 2 0 10 0 • •
6 1.1 11 ].2 Z5 24 0 0 • 1 1 O 11 • • q)
6 12 12 13 L_i ;5 0 • 0 1 1 • 12 0 • q)
6 13 14 L_ 21 27 0 0 0 1 1 • 1 0 0 i
6 14 2S 16 _J 28 0 • ql 1 1_ • 2 0 O e
6 15 16 17 3e _J o • o 1 I o 3 o o t
6 16 1;' 111 31 ._ 4 • 4 1 2 e 4 ql ql (i
6 17 111 19 3Z 31 • 0 • 1 I • 5 0 0 •
6 lJ L9 21) ]13 32 • • • 1 2 • 4 • # •
6 19 _l 21 34 _L1 • • 0 1 1 0 T O O O
6 20 21 22 35 34 • 0 • 1 1 0 8 O • •
6 Zl ;2 23 )6 3S 0 • • 1 1 • 9 0 e O
6 22 Z3 24 )7 _N_ • • 0 1 1 • • 0 • II
6 LMJ 24 25 34 37 0 0 0 1 2 0 11 0 0 ql
6 24 :P_ 26 IS 318 0 0 0 2 1 0 12 0 0 qi
6 25 ;[7 28 41 44 O • O 1 2 " 0 1 • 0 •
6 26 28 2_ 4_ 41 • 0 • 1 2 0 :P 0 0 •
6 27' Z9 34 43 4_ 4 4 • 1 1 • 3 • 4 0
6 28 34 31 44 43 • O O 2 1 0 4 0 0 •
6 29 31 32 4.5 44 • • • 1 1 • S • • 0
(S 30 32 33 Mi _ 0 • • 1 1 0 6 O 0 0
6 31 33 34 47 44 0 • 0 I 1 e 7 • • O
6 32 34 35 M 47 O • O 1 1 O 8 O O O
6 33 3S )4 41) M 0 • 0 1 1 O 9 0 0 0
6 34 34 37 M 4t 0 0 0 1 I 0 10 0 0 0
6 35 37 M Sl M • 0 0 1 2 0 11 O 0 •
6 _S 38 3S S2 51 • 0 • 1 1 O 12 0 0 •
6 37 44 41 54 S3 0 0 • 2 1 q) 1_ O • 0
6 M 41 4Z SS 54 • • • 1[ 1 • Z t) • •
6 _ 4Z 43 M 55 O 0 0 1 1 • 3 0 O 0
6 44 43 44 57 S_ • • • 1 1 • 4 • • •
$ 41 44 4.5 _J ._7 O • 0 _, 1 O 5 0 O O
6 42 45 44 59 $4 O • 0 I 1 0 6 • • O
6 43 44 47 M 59 O • • 1 1 0 ? 0 0 0
6 44 47 44 61 M O O ql 1 I O 8 ql O •
6 45 4,11 49 (R 61 • 0 • 1 1 0 9 O 0 0
6 44 49 54) 63 62 O • • 1 1 0 10 0 0 0
6 47 50 51 64 63 0 • 0 1 1 0 11 0 O •
6 _J 51 52 GS 64 0 O 0 2 1 O 12 0 • 0
6 49 53 54 67 E4 O 0 0 1 1 O 1 0 O O
6 50 54 SS M 67 0 • O I 1 • 2 • 0 0
6 51 55 54 (4 M e e o 1 1 • 3 O O O
74
6 52 56 $7 71 69 O • O 1 1 0 4 O O O
6 53 57 58 71 70 0 O 0 1 1_ 0 5 0 O O
6 54 58 59 72 71 0 O O 1 1 O 6 0 O O
6 ';5 59 60 n 72 0 0 O 1 1 0 ? O O O
6 56 64 61 74 73 O O O 1 1 O 8 O O O
6 57 61 62 ?S 74 O O O 1 1 O 9 O O q)
6 58 62 63 76 75 O O O 1 1 O 10 O O O
6 59 63 &4 77 76 O O • 1 1 • 11 O • •
6 64 64 65 711 77 • • • I i • 12 e 0 4
G 61 66 67 lie 79 O O O 1 1 O I O O O
6 62 67 U 81 84 O O t 1 1 O 2 O O O
6 63 68 69 82 I1 e O • 1 1 O ] O O e
6 64 69 70 83 I12 O O O 1 1 O 4 O O O
6 (iS 70 71 84 It3 0 O O 1 1 O 5 O O O
6 q_ 71 72 85 84 O O O 1 1 0 6 O O O
6 67 72 73 86 85 O O O 1 1 O 7 O O O
6 68 ?3 74 IJ7 86 O O O 1 1 O 8 • 0 O
6 69 ;'4 75 88 87 O • • 1 1 O 9 • • O
6 70 9_ 76 09 NI O O O 1 1 O 10 O • O
6 71 76 77 90 89 O O O 1 1 O 11 • O O
6 92 77 78 91 90 q) O O 1 1 O 12 O O O
6 93 79 84 93 92 O O O 1 I O 1 • O •
6 74 8e 81 94 93 ql O O 1 1 O 2 O O 0
6 _ 81 82 95 94 • O • 1 1 O ) O • O
6 76 12 83 g6 95 e e • I 1 O 4 • e O
6 77 83 84 97 96 O • 0 ! 1 • 5 • O O
6 78 84 85 M 97 e O 0 I ! 0 6 O O •
6 79 8S 145 99 M O • O 1 1 O 7 • O O
6 8e 86 87 100 99 O • O 1 I O O O O O
6 81 8? U 101 l(le O O • 1 1 O 9 O O O
6 02 88 89 1.02 101 O O O 1 1 O 10 O • O
6 83 89 N 103 102 O O O 1 1 O 11 • O 0
6 84 ge 91 104 103 O O O 1 1 O 12 0 • O
6 115 92 93 106 105 q) O O 1 1 e I O O O
6 86 93 94 107 le6 q_ • O 1 1 O 2 O O O
6 8? 94 95 1(14 10_ e O • 1 1 O ) • O •
6 &ll 95 96 109 1M O • O I 1 O 4 • O O
E |9 g6 97 I10 I09 ql • 4 1 I O 5 • 4 •
6 ge 97 94 1.12 ),10 0 • • 1 1 O $ O • O
6 91 M 99 112 111 O O O 1 1 O 7 • O 0
6 R _ lOg 11J 122 I • • 1 1 I O O • g
6 93 100 101 114 113 e • O 1 1 O 9 • • •
6 04 101 102 11S 114 O O • 1 1 e 10 O • •
6 95 102 103 116 113 • O O 1 1 O 11 O O •
6 96 103 104 117 116 O O O 1 1 O 12 O O O
6 99' 105 106 119 1111 O • • 1 1 O 1 O • •
6 M 106 107 12e 119 O O O 1 I O 2 • O 0
6 99 107 IM 121 129 O O O 1 1 O 3 O O O
6 100 _M 109 122 121 qD O O 1 1 O 4 • O O
6 101 109 110 123 122 e O • 1 1 O S • • O
6 102 110 111 124 123 O O O 1 1 O $ O e O
6 10] 111 112 125 124 qD O O 1 1 O 7 O • O
6 104 112 113 126 125 O O O 1 1 e 8 O O O
6 lOS 11"3 114 127 126 O O • I I O 9 • O •
6 106 114 1 lr, 128 127 O O O 1 1 t 10 O O O
6 107' 1_ 116 129 128 qD • 0 1 1 O 11 O O O
6 1M 116 117 134 _ O • O 1 1 O 12 O • O
6 109 11_ 11.9 132 131 q) O • 1 1 O 1 • • O
6 110 119 120 133 132 O • O 1 1 0 2 O O •
6 111 120 121 134 133 O O O 1 1 O 3 • O O
6 112 121 122 135 134 • • • 1 1 O 4 • O •
6 113 122 123 136 _ O O O 1 1 O 5 O O O
6 114 123 124 137 136 q) O O I 1 O 6 O O •
6 1)3 124 125 138 137 e O • 1 1 O 7 • O O
E 1-1.6 125 126 139 138 qD O • 1 1 O 8 O O O
6 117 126 127 140 139 O • O 1 1 O 9 O O O
G 118 12;' 128 141 144 e O O 1 1 O le O O e
6 113 128 129 142 141 O • • 1 1 O 11 O O e
6 129 ).29 130 143 142 O • • 1 1 qD 12 O • •
6 121 131 _12 145 144 O • O 1 1 • 1 e • •
6 3.7.2 132 133 146 145 O O O 1 1 O 2 O • •
6 123 133 134 147 146 qD • • 1 1 • 3 O O O
6 124 1.34 135 1411 147 • • • 1 1 0 4 • O •
6 12_ 135 136 149 148 q) O • 1 1 O 5 e q) O
6 126 1.36 137 1.50 149 O O • 1 1 O 6 O • O
6 127 137 138 1.51 )50 O O • 1 1 O ? O • O
6 128 1M 139 _ 151 O • O 1 1 O O • • •
6 129 139 144 1.53 L_ O O O 1 1 0 g O O •
6 1._ 144 141 1.54 _ O O O 1 1 • 10 • O O
6 131 14! 142 135 _ q) O O 1 1 O 11 O O O
6 132 142 143 156 1.55 qD O O 1 1 O 12 O O •
6 1.33 144 145 1,_ 1r,7 e O O 1 1 0 1 O O O
6 134 145 146 ]59 1,58 e O • 1 1 • 2 e ql O
6 135 146 147 164 1C;9 e O O 1 1 0 3 O • O
6 1.36 147 148 161 160 O O O 1 1 O 4 • • O
6 13;' 14_ 149 162 161 O • • 1 1 • 5 • • 4
IS 1.38 149 1S4 163 162 O O O 1 1 O 6 O O O
6 139 154 151 164 163 O O O 1 1 O 7 O O O
6 14e 251 1.52 165 164 • O O 1 1 • 8 O O •
6 141 _ 11;3 166 165 O O e 1 1 O g O O O
6 142 153 _4 167 166 • O • 1 1 O 10 • O •
75
6 143 154 _S 1M 167 e e e 1 1 e 11 e











3e. 11GN 44JS,S6SS_ ,,SO.00O0q[*_02. GSeZC_u_4_, 000¢_ *0OT. 840ee _OS7. |_ _
o. NOeE4_OT. I_NIeE,',OS4I.Z4_eE-0Se. _R-_,0¢_OOO. 14751[otkt
$ ELEMENT TEIqDERATUREDATA
1 _._ o._ o._ 2 81._ O._ O._
3 _.4.L_TII o._ o._ 4 lS5._45 e._ O._
g _S._ O._ O._ 11) _4._ O._ O._
11 81.8tE_ O._ O,t 12 Zg. 1_78 O._ e.OIO0
O o
O o
STARS output summary - The results are printed in table 17.
Table 17. Natural frequencies of a free-free square composite plate
Natural Frequencies, rad/sec
Mode Quad Element Triangular Element





































4. SAMPLE PROBLEMS (cont.)
B. STARS-HEAT TRANSFER
In this section, the input data, as well as relevant outputs, of several typical heat transfer test cases
are provided in some detail. The input data are prepared in accordance with the procedures described in
section 3 and are defined in consistent unit form.
4.14 Cooling Fin: Convection Boundary Condition
A linear steady-state heat n'ansfer analysis of a cooling fin (fig. 22) was performed utilizing heat
transfer line dements. The results are given below.
Wail, T w
Tf, hf
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 --_ X
Figure 22. Cooling fin with convection
Important data parameters - Arbitrary available element and material properties data are utilized for the
analysis to correlate results with existing ones expressed in parametric form.
Coefficient of conductivity, k = 132.0
Convective heat transfer coefficient, hf = 1.6
Fluid temperature, Tf = 70
Wall temperature, Tw = 250
Length, L = 1
Area, A = 0.001365
Perimeter, P = 0.13091


















O.O O 1 1 1 1 1
O.O g 1 1 1 1 1
0.0 • 1 1 1 1 1
O.O O 1 1 1 I 1
O.O 1 1 1 1 1 1
O.O 0 1 1 1 I 1
O.O • 1 1 1 1 1
O.O 0 1 1 1 1 1
O.0 O 1 I 1 1 1












1 1 1 2 10 • O O • O 1 1 1
1 2 2 3 10 0 O • • O 1 I 1
1 3 3 4 10 O O • O • 1 1 1
1 4 4, 5 10 O 0 • O • 1 1 1
1 S 5 $ 10 O O • • O 1 1 1
1 4 6 7 10 0 O O O 0 I 1 1
1 T ? 8 10 O O • 0 O I 1 1
1 8 8 9 10 O O • O O 1 1 1
$ LINE ELEMENTBASIC PI_I_RTIES
1 O.N_ o. 131ml
S ELEMENTNATERIAL PROffRTIES
1 6
a_.Zt_ 1.6 e o.o _.o o.o
o.o o.o o o.o
S OL_.ACE_Iff/'I"I[14:q[RAI'UI_ IKXJOeARYCOUOITION DATA




EXT INT TEN-SUIR1 TEll-SIlL 2 TEI_SUlA 3 TEI4.-SUlt4 TEN-SUII S I"£11I-SUIt6
1 1 0._3 O._ O._ e,_ o._ o._
2 2 O._X_ o._ O._ O._ 0._ o._
3 3 0.21_ O._ o._ 0._ O._ o._
4 4 e._ o._ o._ e._ o._ o._
S 5 o._ O._ o._ 0._ 0._ o._
6 6 o.I_ 0.I_ o._ I._ 0.I_ 0.I_
T 7 O._M_ O.I_ O._ I._ O.I_ O.I_
,11 ,11 0.1_43 0._ o.ooooee(_ o._ o._ o._
g g O.I_TeOE_I3 O._ o.ooeeoeE_ e._ O.lleNeef._ O.(leOOO0(_




4.15 Three-Dimensional Box: Specified Nodal Temperature
Figure 23 depicts a 3-D box which is characterized by orthotropic material. The results of a linear























































1 O. 04N 0. 0444 O_ O O O O 1
2 O. SON O. 04N 00000 0 O O 0 1
3 1. 0N0 0. 00eQ 000N 0 0 0 0 1
4 O. OON O. $44e gone O O O O 1
5 0. 5eee 0. seeo ooeee o o o o 1
6 1. ooeo 0. 5OOe OOeO0 O O O O 1
7 0. OeeO 1. 0ee0 oeeee o o o o 1
8 o. 5Ne 1. oeoo ooeee o o o o 1
g 1. eeee 1. ooeo oooeo e o o o 1
$ ELEMENTCO_CTIVITY
7 1 1 2 5 0 0 0 0 1 I O
7 2 5 4 1 • 0 • 0 1 1 0
7 3 2 ) 6 O O • 0 1 1 •
7 4 6 5 2 • • • 0 1 1 O
7 5 4 5 8 O • 0 0 1 1 0
7 6 l ? 4 • • 0 • 1 1 O
? 7 5 6 9 • 0 0 • 1 1 0
7 8 9 8 S • • O 0 1 1 •
$ C014_OSITESHELL ELENENENT. STAOlS ._ESTACr_ 0EFINITION
1 6 3 3 1 2 0 e
2 .4Ne0 1
1 .3cue 1





$ ELENENT )itl"ERIAL Pq0PERTIES
1 8
3. 0. 1. 1.
0. e. 0. 0.
0. 0. O. 0.
0. O. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. O. e. O.
0. O.
2 8
1. 0. 3. 3.
I. 0. e. O.
0. O. e. O.
0. O. 0. O.
0. 0. O. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0.
S OISPLACEHEMTg_UN(M_ CO#OITIC# DATA
1 i 1 1 540.










































TEM-SA_ I TEM-SUR 2 TEN-SUR 3 TEN-SUN 4 TEN-SUR ._ TEN-.SUR6
0.5NU_443 O.22477_E_I3 0.212213E.43 0.2W333(_13 O.Oeeeeo(_lO O.NlUE_IO
O.Z6T_aE443 0.Z231_48 O._T_3_44B 0.1.9MSll443 O.00N0_440 O.0UU_Ie
0.Z_ME44B 0.211_4B 0.2qDI_E_43 0.LgMISM_43 0._40 o.oueoK_4e
O._SI44R_qB 0.ZI_lff_4B O.13M_SE_43 0.19_MIE_e3 e.oooeoo(_oo 0.NN0_+e0
0.1JIS2'_E_ O._4B 0.1M_p_,4r_ 0.L_01_e3 0.0_OO_4e 1.0OO00_40
e.11g_2_4B 0.Lf34f3E_B 0.1JS4T_43 0.1JM)41_43 o.oo_e_lO o.oouo_oo
o.ls3_Z[_ 0.11_e_43 0.1_12|_43 0.16_3E_03 o.oo_E_lO 0.eNe00_40
0.131341_4B 0.1JlNSE_ 0.1_e13I_43 0.14_3_E+O3 o.oeoee_go o.q_e_e(_4o
0.1J_lJE_48 0.1;'_5_R_43 0.1(_)qKR_43 0.e0N_E_40 o.oo_eo_4e o.oooeNE_4e
8O Ot_CUNAL PAG_ IS
Of POOR (_,UTY
4.16 Square Plate: Transient Heating
A heat transfer analysis of a square plate with transient internal heating, heat flow, and convective















Figure 24. Square plate with transient heating.
Important data parameters:
Coefficient of conductivity, k = 1.0
Internal heat generation rate, Q = 1.0
Surface heat flow rate, qs = 10.0
Convective heat transfer coefficient, ha = 3.0
Air temperature, Ta = 20
Edge temperature, Tedgc = 10
Length, L = 1
Thickness, t = 0.1
Time step, At = 0.05
Total time period for response = 4.0
81
STARS input dam:
































0._ e e 1 1 1 1 e e e
0._ • e 1 1 1 1 e e e
0._ e O 1 1 1 1 e e e
0._ O O 1 1 1 1 e e e
0._ O O 1 1 1 1 o O e
0.000 O • 1 1 1 1 • e e
0.N0 O O 1 1 1 1 e • e
0.eel O O 1 1 1 1 O O O
o.eee • • 1 1 1 1 e O O
O.t • • 1 1 1 1 O O O
O.ON O • 1 1 1 1 O O O
0.lee' O O 1 1 1 1 O O O
0.000 • O 1 1 1 1 • e e
O.i • O 1 1 1 1 e e O
O.l O O 1 I 1 1 e O •
O.Oee O • 1 1 1 1 O O O
O._ O O 1 1 1 1 O • O
o.eee O • 1 1 1 1 O • O
O.Oee O O 1 1 1 1 • O O
o.oee O O 1 1 1 1 O O O
0.0g0 O • 1 1 1 1 O • •
0.Ne O O 1 1 I 1 O O •
O.I O O 1 1 1 1 e • O
O.i • O 1 1 1 1 O • O
O.i • O 1 1 1 1 O O O
S ELEMENTC__ C_
7 1 1 7 6 O O • O 1 1 O O e O O
? 2 7 1 2 O • • I 1 1 O • e O O
7 3 2 8 7 O • • O 1 1 O O O O O
7 4 8 2 3 O • O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 S 3 9 8 O O O e 1 1 e O O O O
7 6 9 3 4 • O O • 1 1 O O O O O
7 7 4 10 9 O O O • 1 1 • O • O O
7 8 10 4 5 • O O O 1 1 O O O e O
7 9 6 12 11 O O O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 10 1: 6 7 O O O • 1 1 O O O O •
7 11 ? 13 1= • • O O 1 1 O O O O O
? 17 13 7 8 O O O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 1_ 8 14 1_ O O O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 14 14 8 9 O O e O 1 1 O O O O O
7 lS 9 _ 14 O O O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 16 15 9 10 O O O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 17 11 17 16 O O O e 1 1 e O e e O
7 18 17 11 12 O O O O 1 1 • O O O O
? 19 12 18 17 O O O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 20 18 12 13 O O O O 1 1 • • O O O
? 21 13 19 11 O O O O 1 1 • O O O O
7 22. 19 13 14 O O O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 Z3 14 20 19 0 O 0 O 1 1 0 0 O O 0
7 24 20 14 15 O O O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 _ 16 22 21 O O O O 2 1 O O O O O
7 26 22 16 17 e • O e 1 1 e e O e e
7 2T 17 23 == O O O • 2 1 O 0 O O O
7 28 23 17 Is O • • O 1 1 O O O O O
7 29 18 Z4 23 O • O • 2 1 O O O O O
7 34) 24 lm _ O • • O 1 1 O O O O O
7 31 19 _ 24 O O • • 2 1 O O O O O
7 _ 25 _ _ O O O O 1 1 O O O O O
$ CIX:IOSITE SHELL ELEMENENT
1 1 1 1 e e • e
1 t.li 1
2 1 1 1 • e e •
Z t. 1i 1
$ SPIECIFIC_TZON FOR IEtTERZ_d.kXlES ORIENTAT%ON
I 2 e
0.0
S ELE_ KATERIAL PROPERTIES
I 8
1. e. 1. 1. o. e. 0.
0. e. O. e. o. e. 0.
o. e. 0. e. 0. e. 0.
0. o. o. e. o. e. 0.
0. e. O. o. O. e. 0.
0. e. o. e. 0. e. 0.
1. 1.
2 8
1. O. 1. 1. O. 3. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. e. O. O. O. O. O.
82 Oll_NAt PAGE f$
OF POO (: AIJTY
O. O. O. 0.
O, O. O. O.
1. 1.
$ TEMPIEI_ATURE_UNOARY CONOITION DATA
1 1 1 1 10.
1 2 1 2 10.
2 1 2 1 10.
2 2 2 2 10.
3 1 3 1 le.
3 2 3 2 19.
4 1 4 1 10.
4 2 4 2 le.
5 1 5 1 le.
5 2 5 2 19.
$ NODALFORCEACCELERATION/ELEMENTHEATTRANSFERDATA
1.0
1 1 10. 0.0 0.0
2 1 10. O.e 0.0
3 1 10. 0.0 0.0
4 1 19. 0.0 0.0
5 1 10. 0.0 0.0
6 1 10. O.O O.O
? 1 19. O.O O.O
$ 3 10. 10.0 O.O
9 1 10. 0.0 0.0
10 1 19. 0.0 0.0
11 1 le. O.O O.O
1 10. 0.0 0.0
13 1 10. O.O O.O
14 1 10. 0.0 O.O
1.5 1 10. O.O O.O
16 3 10. 10.0 O.O
17 1 10. 0.0 0.0
18 1 10. 0.0 0.0
19 1 lO. o.o o.o
20 1 10. O.O O.O
21 1 10. O.O O.O
22 1 10. O.O O.O
23 1 10. O.O O.O
24 3 19. 10.0 0.0
2S 2 le. O.O 2e.O
26 1 10. O.O O.O
27 2 10. O.O 20.0
28 1 10. 0.0 0.0
2 le. O.O _.0
30 1 le. tl.O 0.0
31 2 10. 0.0 20.0















STARS output summary - The results are presented in table 18.


















































































4.17 CompositeSquarePlate: Transient Heating


















Figure 25. Composite square plate with transient heating.
Important data parameters:
Coefficient of conductivity, kx = 3.0
Coefficient of conductivity, ky = 1.0
Coefficient of conductivity, kz = 1.0
Internal heat generation rate, Q = 1.0
Heat flow rate, qs = 10.0
Convective heat transfer coefficient, ha = 3.0
Air temperature, Ta = 20
Edge temperature, T_ge = 10
Length, L = 1
Thickness, t of each layer = 0.0315
Time step, At = 0.05
Total time period for response = 4.0
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STARS input data:








1 -0.5 O.O O.i O • O O • i
5 0.5 O.O O.O O • O O O 0
6 -0.25 -1.0 O.O O • O O O O
10 -q).2S O.O O,e • O • O O O
11 *O.S 0.5 O.O • O 0 • O O
0.5 0.5 O.O • • O O O O
16 -0.25 O.O O.O O 0 O • O O
20 -e.2S -2.0 O.O 0 O O • • O
21 -O.S 2.0 O.O 0 O O • • O
25 0.5 1.0 O.O O 0 O O O O
S LOC_L-GL0_LL COOP_INATE SYSTEMDATA
1 2
-1.0 *0.5 O.O O.O -2.0 O.O
1.0 O.O O.O O.O O.O 1.0
2 1
-1.0 -1.0 O.O -2.5 -1.0 O.O
-1.S -2.S O.O
S EI.E_NT COI_CTIVITY CONOFI'IONS
;' 1 7 6 1 O O
? 2 1 2 7 g •
7 3 8 7 2 • O
;' 4 2 3 8 • •
7 5 9 8 3 • O
7 6 3 4 9 • •
7 ? 10 9 4 • •
7 II 4 5 10 • •
7 9 12 11 6 O O
7 10 G 7 12 • O
7' 11 13 12 7 o •
7 12 7 8 13 O O
7 3.3 14 13 8 • 0
7 14 J 9 14 4 •
7 _ lc_ 14 9 • o
7 16 9 10 1.5 O o
7' 17 17 16 11 O o
7 18 11 12 17 O O
7 19 18 17 12 O O
7 ZO 12 13 111 • •
7 21 19 18 13 • •
7 22 13 3.4 19 O •
? Z3 20 19 14 • o
7 24 14 1.5 20 O O
7 25 22 21 16 O O
7 26 16 17 22 O O
7 27 23 Z2 17 O O
7 28 17 18 Z$ O o
7 29 24 23 18 o o
7 30 18 19 24 o o
7 31 25 24 19 o O
7 32 19 2qt 25 • o
$ CONP_|TE SHELL ELENENENT
1 2 1 2 O O •
1 0.0315 3
I O.031S 1
2 2 1 2 O 0 0
1 0._5 3
1 O.03L5 3
3 Z 1 2 • • e
'I o.0315 4
1. o.031S 4
4 2 1 2 • • •
1 0.031.5 2
1 O.031S 2
5 2 1 Z • • •
2 o._ 1
2 O.0315 1


















































0 1 1 O O • O 0
O 1 1 O • • • O
O 1 1 O O • • O
O 1 I • O • O O
• 1 1 O O • 4 •
• 1 1 • • • O •
• 1 I O O O • •
• 1 1 O O O O O
• 2 1 O O O • •
• 2 I O O O O O
O 2 1 4 O 4 • O
O 2 1 O 0 O O O
O 2 1 O O O O O
O Z i 4 O (D 0 O
o 2 1 • o O o o
O 2 1 0 O O O O
O 3 1 e O O O O
• 3 1 O O O O •
• 3 1 O O O O O
• 3 1 O O e O O
O 4 1 • O O O O
O 4 1 O O • O O
O 4 1 • O O O O
O 4 1 O O O O O
• 5 1 • O O O O
• 6 1 O 0 O O O
O 5 1 O e O O O
O 6 1 O O O • O
O 5 1 O O O • O
O 6 1 O O O 0 O
O S 1 O O O O O
o 6 1 • o o • o
86
O. O. O. O. O,
O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O, O. O.
1. 1.
2 8
3. O. 1. 1. 3.
O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O, O. O.
O. O. O. O. O.
O, O. O. O. O,
O. O. O. O. O.
1. 1.
$ _TL_ IK)UNOARYC_DI_ _TA
1 1 1 1 _.
1 2 1 2 _.
2 1 2 1 10.
2 2 2 2 _-
3 1 3 1 _.
3 2 3 2 _.
4 1 4 1 _.
4 2 4 2 _.
S 1 S 1 _.
5 2 S 2 _.
$ NOOALF_CE ACCELE_OI4/ELE_ _ TRANSFER_TA
1.0
1 1 1.0 O.O O.O
2 1 1.0 O.O O.O
3 1 1.0 O.O O,O
4 1 1.0 O.O O.O
5 1 1.0 O.O O.O
6 1 1.0 O.O O.O
7 1 1.0 O.O 4.0
8 2 1.0 _.O O.O
9 1 1.0 O.O O.O
10 1 1.0 O.O O.O
1 1.0 O.O O.O
1 1.0 O.O O.O
1 1.0 O.O O.O
14 1 1.0 O.O O.O
1 1.0 O.O O.O
16 2 1.0 lO.O O.O
17 1 1.0 O.O O.O
18 1 1.0 O.O O.O
1 1.0 O.O O.O
1 1.o o.o o.o
21 1 1.0 O.O O.O
1 1.0 O.O O.O
1 1.0 O,O O.O
24 2 1.0 IO.O O.O
1 1.0 O.O _.O
Z6 1 1.0 O.O O.O
27 1 1.0 O.O _.O
28 1 1,0 O.O O.O
1 1,0 O.O _.O
1 1.o o.o O.O
31 1 1.0 O.O _.O






























Stars output summary - The results are presented in table 19
Table 19. Heat transfer analysis results of a composite squa.rc plate with transient heating
STARS Temperature
Node t - 1.0 t = 4.0
































































































































4.18 Cooling Fin: Radiation Boundary Condition
A non-linear steady state radiation analysis of a cooling fun (fig. 26) was performed utilizing heat






Figure 26. Cooling fin with radiation.
Important data parameters:




















1 i.O O.O O.O O 2 1 1 I _L
2 0.125 O.O 0.0 0 1 1 1 1 1
3 0.2511 O.O O.O O 1 1 1 1 1
4 0.3_ O.O O,O O 2 1 1 1 1
5 0.500 O.O O.O O 1 1 1 1 1
6 O,_ O.O O.O • 1 1 2 1 1
7 4.7S4 O.O O.O (l 2 1 1 1 1
8 0.875 O.O O,O • 1 1 1 1 1
9 1.000 0.0 O.O • 2 1 1 1 1
10 O.O Se.O O.O 1 1 1 1 1 1
S ELEMENTCONNECTZVZTY
1 1 1 2 111 O O • • • 1 1 1
1 2 2 3 10 O O O O O 1 1 1
1 3 3 4 10 • g • O • 1 1 1
1 4 4 S 10 • O 0 II O 1 2 1
1 5 5 6 10 O O O I O 1 1 1
1 6 6 7 10 O O O O O 1 1 1
1 7 7 8 10 • e • O • 1 1 1
1 8 e 9 10 • • • O O 1 1 1
S LINE ELEMENT8kSZC PR0PERTIES
1 e. NI..,_ O. 13o91
$ ELEMENT14kTERZALPI_O_ERTZES
1 6
10.5 O.O O O.O
0.6 O.O O o.e
$ DXSPLACEMENT/'rEI4_ERATI,E_ CONOZ"_ONDATA





EXT INT TEPi-._R 1
1 1 .1S0ee_44
2 2 .105441R _44
3 3 .115e315E44B





9 9 . S35gS3E443
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4.19 Three Dimensional Box: Radiation Boundary Condition
Figure 27 depicts a 3-D box which is characterized by orthotropic material. The results of a nonlinear
steady-state radiation heat transfer analysis of the problem are presented herein.
Z Y _ation
_Xv













thickness, t = 0.5
Material lI:













1 o.oeoo O.OOoo o.oeoo
2 2.00ee o.eeeo o.oeee
3 o.oNe 2.eeoc o.oeeo
4 2.oeeo 2.eeoo o.oooo o
S ELE_NT CONNECTZVI_
7 1 2 2 3 • 0 0
7 2 4 3 2 O O O
S COI4_SZTE SHELL ELENENENT




SPECIFICATION FOR _TEFLTAL AXES GP.ZENTAT;ON
O O O O 1 1 O 0 O
O O O O 1 1 • O O
O O O O 1 1 O O O
O O O 1 1 • O O
• 1 1 O e • O





10.5 O. 10.5 10.5 O.
O. O. O. O. e.
O. O. INC. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O.
O. e. O. O. e.
o. O. o. O. O.
o. e.
2 |
2.1 e. 2.1 2.1 e.
o. o. o. o. o.
o. e. o. o. o.
o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. o. o.
O, O. O. O. O.
O. O.
3 8
10.5 O. 10.5 IO.S O.
O, O. O. O, O.
O. O. O. O. O.
O. o. o. o. O.
O. O. O. O. O.
































TEN-SUR 2 TEN-SUR 3
•15646_.e4 . 151_44
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4.20 Composite Square Plate: Radiation Boundary Condition
A radiation heat transfer analysis of a composite square plate (fig. 28), with specified temperature, was





L V" _ V "_V / V / I
_[1_ _z] 1:_ _b/_ 13A _14 A _15
 =,oooI/':LT L rl
• 6 7 8 9 0
V..':;.':.':-'..::.'.'::.'::.':-'t:':-:-,'..".':'.:;:.':'.'::.:-:'.-'.'.iy2 x 1
_,_ _L insulated 4
x 2
Figure 28. Composite square plate with radiation.
Important data parameters:
Coefficient of conductivity, kx
Coefficient of conductivity, ky
Coefficient of conductivity, kz
Length, L
Thickness of each layer, t
Temperature, T
Emissivity,





























O.O O O e O O O 1 O O
go • O • O O O 1 O 1
O0 • • O O • O 2 • O
gO O • • O O O 2 O
O0 • • O O O 0 1 • O
O0 • 0 • O 0 • 1 • 1
O0 • O O O O 0 • O O
OO • O • O • O • • 2
(DO • 0 0 O O 0 1 0 O
OO • O O O 0 0 1 O 1
-1.0 *0.5 O.O O.O -1.0 O.O
1.0 O.O O,O O.O O.O 1.0
2 1
-1.0 -1.0 O.O -1.5 -1.0 O.O
-1.5 -1.5 O.O
S ELEI(NT COMIECTZVZTYCO_D_TZONS
? 1 2 7 6 • O O 0 1 1 • O O O •
7 2 7 1 2 O O O O 1 2 • O O O •
7 3 2 8 7 O O O O 2 1 O O e O •
7 4 II 2 3 O O O O 2 1 O O O O •
7 S 3 9 8 • • O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 6 9 3 4 O . O O O 1 1 O O O O O
7 7 4, 10 9 • O O O 1 2 • • • O O
7 8 20 4 S O O • O 2 1 • O • • O
? 9 6 12 11 O • • O 3 2 • O • O O
7 10 12 6 7 0 • O O 3 2 • ql • • O
7 11 7 13 12 • O • O 3 1 O O O • O
7 12 13 7 8 O O • • 3 1 O • • • O
? ],3 8 24 13 O O • O 3 ]. 0 O O • •
7 14 14 8 9 0 O O • 3 1 O O • O •
7 25 9 15 14 O O 0 • 3 1 O 0 • O •
7 16 15 9 10 0 O • • 4 1 0 O O O O
? 17 11 17 16 O O • • 5 1 O O O O O
7 18 17 1.1 12 O O • O 5 1 O O O O O
T 19 12 18 17 O O O O S 1 O O O O O
? 20 111 12 13 O O O O S ]. O O O O O
? 22 13 1.q 18 O O O • 6 1 O O O O O
7 22 19 13 14 O O O O 6 1 O O O O O
7 23 14 20 19 O O • 0 6 1 O O • O O
7 24 _ 14 15 • O O O 7 2 O O O O •
7 25 16 22 21 O O O • 8 1 O O O O •
7 26 22 16 27 O O O • 8 1 O O O O O
7 27 17 23 22 O O O O 8 1 O O • O •
? 28 23 17 28 O O O O 8 1 0 O O O O
7 Zg 18 24 23 e O • O 8 2 O O O O O
? 30 24 18 1.q O O O O 8 1 O O O O O
7 31 1.9 25 24 O O O O 8 1 O e O O O
? 32 2S 19 2e • O O O 9 1 O O O O O
S ¢OIA_SITE SHELL EZENENENT
1 2 1 2 O O O O
1 O.l1315 2
1 0.0313 7
2 Z 1 2 O • O O
2 0.0315 2
2 0.031.5 7
3 2 1 Z O • • O
1 0.0315 2
1 0.0333 2
4 2 1 2 O O O O
Z 0,0315 2
2 0.0315 2
S 2 1 2 • O O O
1 0.0315 3
1 O.0315 3
6 2 1 2 • • • •
1 0.0315 1
1 0.0315 1
7 2 1 2 O O O O
2 0.0315 i
2 0,0315 1
8 "Z 1 Z • • O •
1 0.0313 7
1 0.0315 7
9 2 1 2 O O O O
2 O.0315 7
2 0,0315 7

















































$ TEMPERA'rURE IOUHD_I_Y CONOn'ZON DATA
1 1 1 1 leeO
1 2 1 2 leee
$ 1 6 1 leee
6 2 6 2 leeO
11 1 11 1 lOee
11 2 1.1. 2 lOOe
16 1 16 1 leee
16 2 16 2 lOeO
21 1 21 1 leee






































STARS output summary - The results are presented in table 20.



















































































5. STARS-AEROAND ASEPROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The aeroclastic and aeroservoclastic modules (fig. 2) arc re.cent additions to the original STARS pro-
gram (ref.I)thatarccapable of predictingrelatedstabilityof such su'ucturesas aircraftand spacecraft.
Thus, once thevibrationanalysisisperformed utilizingthe STARS-SOLJDS module, the program con-
tinucsto determine flutterand divergence characteristicsa well as open- and close,d-loop stabilityanal-
yses,as desired.In thisconnection,a typicalfeedback controlsystem isshown in figure29. References
15 and 16 provide some detailsof the currentanalysistechniques.
Detailed numerical formulation in connection with the present acro-structural..control analysis is
given in section 5.1. The unsteady aerodynamic forces for supersonic flow arc computed by a constant
pressure method (CPM) (rcf. 17), whereas the doublet lattice method (DLM) (rcfs. 18,19) is utilized for
the subsonic case. Both k and p-k stability (flutter and divergence) solution procodures arc available to
theuser.
For theASE analysis,theaerostructuralproblem isrecastin theLaplace domain when the general-
izedaerodynamic forcesarecurve-fiRedusing Padd and leastsquaresapproximations,therebyyielding
thestate-spacematrices(ref.20). Such matricescan then bc augmented by analog elements such as
actuators,sensors,prcfilters,and notch filters,and alsotheanalog controller.The associatedequivalent
open-loop (loop-gain)or open-loop transferfunctionisobtainedby standardprocedure,whereas the
closed-loopformulationisderived similarlyby appropriatelytakingintoaccount the feedback exluation.
The system frequency responsesarc simply obtainedfrom theappropriatetransfermatrices.Associated
modal damping and frequency valuesmay alsobc derivedby solvingthecigenvalue problem of the
augmented state-spaceplantdynamics matrix.
In thecase of a digitalcontroller,a hybridequivalentopen-loop or closed-looptransferfunctionis
achieved by suitablycombining the controller,the open-loop u'ansferfunctionof the originalanalog
system of theplant,and otheranalog elements;frequencyresponsesarc thenobtained in a routineman-
ncr.The modal damping and frequency valuesareobtainedby firstwansfcrdng the augmented analog
state-spaceplantdynamics matrix from itsusualLaplace (s)tothedigitalz-plane,adding the same tothe
correspondingmatrix forthecontroller,and finallysolvingthe associatedeigenvaluc problem.
Furthermore, theopen-loop stabilityanalyses(flutterand divergence)may alsobc effcctedwith or
withoutthe controller(analogor digital).This isachieved by solvingcigenvalueproblems of the appro-
priatelyaugmented and transformed,as thecase may be,plantdynamics matrixfor a number of reduced
frequency valuesand notingthechange in signof therealpan of the eigenvalues.Such a solutionwith-
out a controllercan bc compared with the acroclasticanalysisusing the k and p-k methods, whereas the









Figure 29. Feedback control system.
5.1 Numerical Formulation for Aeroelastic and Aeroservoelastic Analysis
In the numerical formulation presented here, structural discretization is based on the finite
element method, whereas the panel methods are adopted for computation of unsteady aerodynamic
forces. The more specialized matrix equation of motion of such structures relevant to the current
analysis has the form
M/i + C/I + Kq + qAe(k) q = P(t)










dynamic pressureI/'2pV2,p and V beingtheairdensityand trueairspeed,respectively
k ---reducedfrequency_, toand b beingthenaturalfrequencyand wing semichord
length,respectively





A solution(ref.I) of therelatedfreevibrationproblem
(28)
Mci + kq = 0 (29)
yieldsthedesiredrootstoand vectors_. Next,applyinga transformation
98
q ---4,q (30)
to equation (28) and premultiplying both sides by _'r, the generalized equation of motion is derived as
lVli] + C/1 + l{rl + _Q(k)n = P(t) (31)
in which lVl = _TM@, etc., the modal matrix @ = [@r _e _8], and the generalized coordinate
11"- [fir tie riB] incorporate rigid body, elastic, and control surface motions, respectively.
Expressing the generalized aerodynamic force matrix Q(k) as Pad6 polynomials (ref. 15) in
i*k (--i*o_b/V - sb/V), equation (31) results in
i*k A3+ i*k
Q(k) = A0 + i*kA1 + (i*k)2A2 + i,k + 131 i,k+132 A4 + (32)
where 13j are the aerodynamic lag terms (assuming j = 1, 2), and
i*k k 2 i*kl3)
Further, separation of the real and imaginary parts in equation (32), yields
l_R(k ) ffi(QR(k)- A0)
k 2 k 2 "][ A2]
= 2+ 2 1 A3
-k2I k-_lI k _ ][A4J
= SR(k) ,
(_i(k) = QI(k...._) _ A 1
k
=[0 _1 I _2_2,,2 1][A23]
k +P2 .I[.A,j





A 0 = QR(kl) (34)
AI =__.._ A3 _ A..4.4 (34a)
k_ 13_ 132
Substituting equation (34a) in equation (33a), the unknown coefficients A3 and A4 can be determined;
however, the resulting solution will be sensitive to the choice of _j. On the other hand, if the elements of
the A1 matrix are replaced by measured damping coefficients without any lag terms, then the solution
will be insensitive to the [3j values.
Equations (33) and (33a), computed for an NF number of values of reduced frequencies ki, may be
combined as
or












yields the required coefficients A2, A3, and 6.4. This procedure may be easily extended for a larger
number of lag terms, if desired. Equation (31) may be rewritten as
-:s- ]]_[_+CTi+I{_+ A01]+A 1 +A2(_- J ?I+A3XI+A4X2+... = 0 (38)





I_TI+_I+_I_+qA3X 1 +qA4X 2 +...- 0
Xj= is srl
Equadons (40),(41),and (42)can be rewrittenas one setof man-ixequations
[iJ[l,_ o i 0..0-qA 3 -qA 4= 0 I -v[311 0I.l









M'X' = K'X' (44)
X'= (M')-IK'X" (45)
- RX'
Also, the state-space vector X' may be rearranged as
X"=[(rlr ne rlr tie Xl X2)(118 TlS)]
and equation (45) may be partitioned as
[:]rRiLRII,I RII,II
where the Ftrst set of matrix equations denotes the plant dynamics, and the second set represents the
dynamics of control modes. In the case of plant dynamics, the state-spacc equations become
101
:_ = _:_ + _u (48)
in which the relevant matrices and vectors are defined as
._ - plant dynamics matrix
= control surface influeace matrix
= generalized coordinates in inertial frame
u = control surface motion input into plant
and where the terms _,X and l)u represent for an aircraft, for example, the airplane dynamics and
forcing function on airplane due to control surface motion, respectively.
Coordinate Transformation
To incorporate control laws and feedback, it is necessary to transform equation (48) from the earth-
fixed (inertial) to the body-fixed coordinate system. Since no transformations are applied to elastic and





and so forth, T1 being the 12 by 12 coordinate transformation matrix, yields the required state-space
equation in the body-fixed coordinate system.
Determination of Sensor Oumuts
The structural nodal displacements are related to the generalized coordinates by equation (30), and
the related sensor motion can be expressed as
qs = TsOrl (50)
= COX
where CO= [Ts_ 0 0 0] and in which Ts is an interpolation matrix. Similar relations may be derived






IT:0 0:]C1 = Ts@
Equation (49) is next premultiplied by C1 to yield
CIX = CIAX + CIBU
= C2X + D2u
(52)
and adjoining equations (50) and (52), the following expression is obtained
Y= qs = X+ u
or
y = CX + Du (53)
which is the required sensor output relationship, the matrices C and D signifying output at sensor due to
body and control surface motions, respectively.
Augmentation of Analog Elements and Controller
The complete state-space formulation for an aircraft incorporating structural and aeroelastic effects
is represented by equations (49) and (53). To conduct an aeroservoelastic analysis, it is essential to
augment such a formulation with associated analog elements like actuators, sensors, notch filters, and
prefilters along with the controller. Thus the state-space equations of one such element can be expressed
as
x(i) = A(i)x(i) + B(i)u(i) (54)
y(i) = c(i)x(i)+D(i)u(i) (55)
these can be augmented to the original equations (49) and (53), as appropriate; typically, for the case of a
connection from plant output to the external input, the relevant formulation is as follows:
x(i) = B(i)c A(i) x(i) + B(i)D [u] (56)
or




y C 0 X D[:]=[:+
Y(i)- C(i)X(i)+ D(i)u (58)
which isthe new sensoroutputexpression.
Any analog element, includinga controller,can be augmented in a similarmanner. Figure 29 shows
a typicalfeedback controlsystem. For such a system,the threesetsof relevantmatrixequationsare
/_= AX + Bu (59)
y = CX + Du (5%)
u = r- Gy (59b)
where equation (59b) is the feedback equation.
(59a), and (59b) the following relationships are obtained:
Further, from equation (60)









and substitution of equation (61) into equation (60a), yields the required open-loop frequency response
relationship
y(s) = [C(sI- A)-IB + D]u(s)
= H(s)u(s)
(62)
H(s) being the equivalent open-loop (loop-gain) transfer function with the analog controller or the open-
loop transfer function without the controller. To obtain the closed-loop frequency response relationship,
equation (62) is first substituted in equation (60b), resulting in
u(s)= r(s)- G(s)H(s)u(s) (63)
or
I04
u(s) = [I + G(s)H(s)] -] r(s)
and again, substitution of equation (62) yields





in which I:I(s)is the desired closed-loop transfer function. The frequency responses plots can be simply
obtained from the transfer matrices H(s) or I_I(s), as the case may be. Associated damping and
frequency values for the system, for the loop-gain or ope. n-loop case, may also be calculated by solving
the eigenvalue problem of the relevant A matrix for various ki values, and observing the changes in sign
of the real part of an eigenvalue.
Inthe presence of a digitalcontroller,a hybridapproach (ref.15) isadopted forthe frequency
response solution.Thus, ffA', B', C', and D' are thestate-spacematricesassociatedwith the
controller,therelatedtransferfunctionissimply given by
G(z) = C'[zI- A']-IB" + D' (65)
and the frequency response relationship for the hybrid analog/digital system can be written as
[ H(s)[ZOH]) ..




H(s) is the open-loop transfer function for the plant and other analog elements
arid where H*(s) is now the equivalent open-loop (loop-gain) transfer function of the hybrid system.
The closed-loop frequency response relationship may be obtained as before by using equations (66a) and
(60b)




To compute the damping and frequencies, the analog plant dynamics matrix A is fh-st transformed into
the z-plane by the standard discrctization procedure which is next augmented to the A' matrix. The
appropriate eigenproblem solution of the final matrix yields the required results, as before.
The STARS program has been extended to include capabilities representative of formulations
presented in this section.
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6. DATA INPUT PROCEDURE (STARS-AERO AND ASE)
Figure 30 depicts the data input strategy for the entire ASE analysis procedure; such input for the
solids module is described in section 3. In the following, the data pertaining to the other related analyses
are given in the appropriate order, in which AERO module data input is compatible with the program







Data input to compute
generalized mass
PREPROCESSOR ]




Data input for _'_l ASE ]ASE analysis /
Data input to compute
frequency responses _ SP ]
Optional modal ._t IGRIDCHG























Generalized mass matrix generation data.
ISTMN - integer specifying starting mode number
NLVN = number of laterally vibrating nodes
GR = gravitational constant
$ LATERALLY MOVING NODAL NUMBERS DATA
Format (FREE)
(LN(1), I = 1, NLVN)
Format (15)




(Required ifNLVN > 0)
Input of a GR value is needed to convert generalized mass data into generalized weight
acceptable to AERO module.
If GRIDCHG is used, then the LN refers to STARS nodes (that is, the input vector, as
defined in section 3.2.2 of the STARS manual).
If direct STARS interpolation is used, then the LN refers to nodes as defined in STARS (that
is, the output vector, as defined in section 3.5. I0 of the STARS manual).
The data is to be stored in the file GENMASS.DAT.
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6.2 GRIDCHG Data (STARS-AERO-GRIDCHG)
6.2.1.1 $ JOB TITLE
Format (FREE)










= number of nodes eliminated from input vector
= number of output vector interpolation lines
0< NUNES <20
NOSURF = number of sets of input vector coordinates to be translated
IDELE = flag for deletion of interpolation elements
= 0, for no elimination of interpolation element(s)
= 1, to eliminate interpolation element(s)
NMOD = number of output points whose values are to be changed to a user-specified
value (for all modes)
NBLOCK = number of blocks of added deflections
IREAT = flag for reuse of deflections for different modes
= 0, for user to input all blocks for all output modes
= 1, to repeat first subset of block data for all subsequent modes
6.2.2.1 $ ELIMINATED INPUT NODES
Format (FREE)
(Required if NELN # 0)
6.2.2.2 (NODEL(I), I = 1, NELN )
Format (15)






NODEI.,(I) = node in input data that is not to be used in interpolation.
$ NUMBER OF POINTS ON OUTPUT VECTOR LINES
Format (FREE)
(NGP(I), I = 1, NLINES )
Format ([5)






= number of points that will be interpolated to on each line
0 < NGP(I) < 12
$ ENDPOINTS OF OUTPUT VECTOR LINES
Format (FREE)












= inboard coordinate:; of line I
= outboard coordinates of line I
= optional translations to be applied to line data in X- and
Y-directions
$ SPANWISE COORDINATES OF POINTS ON OUTPUT VECTOR LINES
Format (FREE)
( ( YGP(LD, J = 1, NGP(I) ), I - 1, NLINES )
Format (7EI0.4)









YGP(J,I) = spanwise coordinate of a point desired on an interpolation line, before any
translation; translation, as def'med in section 6.2.6.2, will automatically be
applied






Description: NOSURF subsets of input vector nodal data.
Notes:
(Required if NOSURF _ 0)
XTRAN
YTRAN
= value to be added to X-coordinate of input vector in set
= value to be added to Y-coordinate of input vector in set
ZTRAN - value to be added to Z-coordinate of input vector in set
NODNUM = index of node to be translated
A data set is terminated if NODNUM is read as -1; a node should not be referenced more
than once.








6.2.7.3.1 (YMESH(I), I = 1, NYPT )
Format (7E10.4)
1. Description: Streamwise and spanwise finite element interpolation boundaries.
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2. Notes:
NXPT = number of stations in X-direction for interpolation grid
2 <NXPT<20
XMESH(I) = actual X-coordinates of streamwise stations in interpolation grid, in
asc¢nding order
NYPT = number of stations in YMirection for interpolation grid
2 < NYPT < 20
YMESH(I) = actual Y-coordinates of spanwise stations in interpolation grid, in
ascending order
6.2.8.1 $ INTERPOLATION ELEMENT DELETION DATA
Format t'FREE)







(Required if IOPT = 1); or
(Required if IOPT = 2); or
(Required if IOPT = 3)
1. Description: Data for elimination of finite element interpolation elements.
2. Notes:
IOPT = typ¢ of elimination
= 0, to procet.,d to next set to be eliminated
= 1, to eliminate following element(s)
= 2, to eliminate following row of elements
= 3, to eliminate following column of elements
= 4, to quit all eliminations
NCOL = column of interpolation element(s)
NROW = row of interpolation dement(s)
6.2.9.1 $ OUTPUT VECTOR MODIFICATION DATA
Format (FREE)
i
6.2.9.2((NODE(I), DEFL(NODE(1))), I= I,NMOD )
Format (I5,EI0.4)
(RequiredifNMOD > 0)
1. Description: Sets a deflection to a user input value (for all output modes), where number of
output modes NTOTAL = NR + NCNTRL - ISTMN + I.
2. Notes:
NODE(I) = output point index













number of analytically calculated roots (from section 3.1.6)
number of rigid body control modes (from section 3.1.3)
integerspecifyingstartingmode numbers
$ BLOCK SPECIFICATION OF ADDITIONAL DEFLECT/ON DATA
Format (FREE)
((IBLOCK(I), NADD(I), IBFORE(I)), I -- 1, NBLOCK )
Format (315)
Description: NBLOCK sets of description of additional deflections to be added to output vector.
Notes:
= user's identification number of an added output block of output points
ffi number of points in block






$ DEFLECTION DATA SPECIFICATION FOR BLOCKS
Format (FREE)
Succeeding values of IBFORE should be greater than the previous ones.
(Required if N-BLOCK > 0)
((NNODE(J), DADD(J)), J = I,NADD(1) )
Format (I5,El0.4)
Description: Added deflection data for each block.
Notes:
NNODE(J) = index of added point in set
DADD(J) = deflection of added point in set
This is repeated for NTOTAL modes.
If IRPEAT = 1, the same deflections are reused for all modes.
6.2.12.1 $ EIGENVALUE SPECIFICATION FOR CONTROL MODES
Format (FREE)




(Required if NCNTRL > 0)
Description: Eigenvalues for rigid body control modes from STARS.
Notes:
EIGADD(I) -- user-input eigenvalues, in rad/sec, for rigid body control modes
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6.2.13 NOTES ON PROGRAM USAGE
GRIDCHG isa versatileinterpolationprogram thatmay be used as an alternativetothe preferreddi-
rectinterpolationoptiondefined insection3.1.4of theSTARS-SOLIDS module. Itisutilizedtointer-
polatedeflections,obtained by a finitelement code or ground vibrationsurvey,intothestraightlinein-
put pointsrequiredby the aerodynamic module. Options forseparateinterpolationof differentsurfaces
and formodificationby the userof both the inputand outputvectorsexist.
Input vector: The input vector is a calculated or measured vector with six degrees of freedom read
from the file FOR096 (if bandwidth minimization is used) or from FOR048 (ff bandwidth minimization
is not used). Both files are STARS binary files. GRIDCHG normally uses only the Z-component of the
vector for the interpolation. However, GRIDCHG does read the input file for the GENMASS program
as part of its input, and if the variable NLVN is nonzero in that file, then it reads from the file those
nodes of the input vector for which the Y-deflection is to be used (that is, a vertical surface). The
GENMASS.DAT file must always be present for GRIDCHG to run, even if NLVN is zero.
Discrete element interpolation: The user defines a set of rectangular elements used for the interpola-
tion. Each element uses the deflections within its boundaries for a surface fit, with the added stipulation
that adjacent elements have identical displacements and slopes at edges. The achievable quality of in-
terpolation is a function of number and distribution of input nodes. The output vector is obtained using a
surface fit within a particular element. Separate surfaces need to be individually interpolated, and this is
accomplished by letting the value of a row or column of interpolation elements or columns between the
surfaces to be set to zero. If the projection of the surfaces in the X-Y plane overlap, the user has the op-
tion of temporarily modifying the coordinates of input and output vectors to separate them, thereby al-
lowing their individual interpolation.
Output vector: The outputvectoroccasionallyneeds modification,and/oradditionaldam. This can
be implemented as required.
Eigenvalues: The STARS-SOLIDS module containsan optionwhich allowsadditionsof userinput






6.3 AERO Data (STARS-AERO)
JOB TITLE - 1:6 (six lines of tide cards)
Format (FREE)
(LC('I), I = I, 40 )
Format (IOI5)
Description: Basic data parameters.
Notes;
LC(1) = integer defining flutter and divergence solution algorithm
= - 1, p-k type of solution
= 0, pressure calculations only
= 1, k and state-space solutions
= 2, divergence analysis
LC(2) = maximum number of vibration modes to be used in analysis
0 < LC(2) < 50
LC(3) number of lifting surfaces
0 < LC(3) __.30, for doublet lattice method (DLM) or constant pressure method
(CPM)
LC(4) number of reduced velocities, VBO, used in analysis
If LC(1) = -I, set LC(4) = 6
If LC(1) flOor 1, set 1 < LC(4) <50
If LC(1) -- 2, set LC(4) -- 1
LC(4) and LC(13) apply to the reduced velocities described in section 6.3.4.2
and section 6.3.4.4
LC(5) number of air densities at which flutter and divergence solutions are to be
found
0 < LC(5) < 10
If LC(1) = 0, set LC(5) = 0
LC(6) = print option for tested aerodynamic forces used to check aerodynamic force
interpolation
= 1, print
= 0, no print
LC(7) = print option for aerodynamic pressures
= 1, print data
= 0, no print
LC(8) = print option for lift and moment coefficients
= 1, print data
= 0, no print
LC(9) = input frequency-independent additions to the aerodynamic matrix QBAR
= 1, make additions













= print option for full set of interpolated generalized forces when used in k
solutions
= 1, print data
= 0, no print
index of mode whose frequency is to be used in normalizing flutter
determinant
Frequency chosen must be nonzero
Suggested index isI
m
index defining flutter determinant formulation
1, for nonzero frequencies [D = K-1 (M + AE)]
0, in presence of zero frequencies [D = (M + AE)" 1 K]
K = generalized stiffness matrix
M = generalized mass matrix
AE = aerodynamic force matrix
IfLC(1) = 0, set LC(12) = 0
index defining interpolation of aerodynamic forces
0, no interpolation, to compute at each input VBO
1, to compute directly at only 6 VBOs, interpolate to others
If LC(1) = -1, set LC(13) = 1
If LC(1) = 0 or 2, set LC(13) =0
If LC(1) = 1, set LC(13) = 0 or 1, as desired
= not used. Set ffi0
= index defining velocity scale in flutter solution output
= I, use true airspe_, TAS
= 0, use equivalent airspeed, E.AS
= index defining addition of structural damping to complex stiffness matrix
= 1, add a single damping value to all modes
= - 1, add an individual damping value to each mode
= O, no damping added
= print option to display number of iterations required to find each root in a
p-k solution
= 1, print
= 0, no print
= option for root extrapolation in a p-k solution
= 1, use root values at two previous velocities for initial estimation of a root
= 0, use root value at previous velocity ,as root estimate
If LC(1) g -1, set LC(18) = 0
= option for ordering of roots after a p-k solution
= 1, to perform ordering
= O, no orderingrequired
IfLC(1) _ -l,setLC(19) = 0















= 0, no print
index foraerodynamics
I,use doubletlatticemethod or constantpressuremethod (subsonicand
supersonicMach numbers, respectively)
= index defininggenerationand storageof aerodynamic influencecoefficients
matrix
= O,compute and save
= I,read precomputed valuesfrom a file
= print option for input modal vector
= I, print
= 0, no print
= print option for interpolated deflections and slopes of aerodynamic elements
= 1, print
ffi 0, no print
= number of modal elimination cycles






0 < LC(26) < 20
index of mode whose frequency and stiffness is to be varied for the LC(26)
cycles
If LC(26) = 0, set LC(27) = 0
= print option for modal eigenvectors
= 1, print
= 0, no print
If LC(1) = -1, the eigenvectors for the critical flutter root in a user-chosen
velocity interval arc displayed
If LC(1) = 0 or 2, set LC(28) = 0
If LC(1) = 1, the eigenvectors for all roots between user chosen reduced
velocities, VBO, and real frequencies are displayed
= print option for physical vectors corresponding to modal eigenvectors
= 1, print
= O, no print
= print option for k solution flutter determinant matrix analysis
= 1, print
= 0, no print
If LC(1) = -1 or 0, set LC(30) = 0
= index defining revisions to generalized mass matrix and modal frequencies
= 1, revise
= 0, no change
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LC(32) = index defining revisions to generalized stiffness matrix
= 1, revise
= 0, no change
LC(33) = index defining type of aerodynamics
= I, steady state
= O, oscillatory
If LC(1) = 2, set LC(33) = I
LC(34) --- not used. Set = 0
LC(35) - notused.Set= 0
LC(36)
LC(37)
not used. Set = 0
= print option for aerodynamic element geometric data associated with doublet
lattice and constant pressure methods
- 1, print
= 0, no print
If LC(21) ¢ 1, set LC(37) = 0
LC(38) = tape unit for ASCII printout of generalized forces and associated information.
Suggest LC(38) = 99
LC(39) = not used. Set = 0
LC(40) = notused.Set= 0
6.3.3.1 INV
Format (15)





= integer defining location of input vectors, modal frequencies, and generalized
masses
ffi 1, STARS binary f'fle
ffi 2, this input file
(Required if INV = 2)
I. Description: Input vector degrees of freedom.
2. Notes:
NMDOF = total number of modal degrees of freedom used to define an input mode shape
0 _ NMDOF < 1000
6.3.3.1.2(QZ(1), I= I,NMDOF )
Format (TElO.O)










6.3.3.1.4 I, J, WWCI,J)
.
2.
LC(2) sets of NMDOF input deflections.
= principal out-of-plane deflection at point I of input vector
(Required if INV = 2)
Mass matrix specifications.
Number of nonzero generalized mass matrix elements
(Required if INV = 2)
Format (215, El0.0)
Description: NCARD sets of data specifying nonzero generalized mass matrix elements.
= row index of generalizedmass matrix











= modal frequency in properorder,HzOMG(I)
BR, FMACH
Format (2E 10.4)
Reference values for aerodynamics.








reference freestream Mach number
If FMACH < 1.0, doublet lattice method is used
If FMACH > 1.0, constant pressure method is used
6.3.4.2 (VBO(1), I = I, LC(4) )
Format (7F10.4)
LC(4) reduced velocities.1. Description:
(Required if INV = 2)
(Required if LC(1) = 1)
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2. Notes:
VBO(I) = reduced velocity (V/boa) for flutter-divergence analysis
If aerodynamic interpolation is chosen, then aerodynamic forces will be interpolated at each
of these VBO(1) values, using the values for RVBO input in section 6.3.4.4; if direct calcula-
tion is used, the aerodynamic forces will be calculated at each of these reduced velocities.
0 < LC(4) g 30
6.3.4.3 NV, V1, DV
Format (I5, 21:10.0)
(Requir_ if LC(1) = - 1)
1. Description: Airspeed velocity specification for p-k analysis.
2. Notes:
NV = number of velocities used in initial analysis, knots
1 <NV g 2O
V1 = lowest velocity from which to start analysis, knots
V 1 _ 200, suggested
DV = velocity increment to be summed to V 1 during initial analysis, knots
DV < 250, suggested
6.3.4.4 TOLI, (RVBO(I), I - 1, 6 )
Format (7El0.0)
(Required if LC(1) = -1 or LC(13) = 1)
1. Description: Aerodynamic forces interpolation data.
2. Notes:
TOLI = tolerance value used for testing the interpolation fit; a nominal value of
1.0E-03 is recommended
RVBO(D = reduced velocity at which aerodynamic forces will be computed, to be used as
part of the basis in interpolating forces at other reduced velocities
If aerodynamic interpolation is used, the RVBOs should span the entire range of VBOs of
section 6.3.4.2.
For LC(1) = -1, use the following approximations:
1. RVBO(I) < 1.69 x 12.0 x V1 / (BR x WMAX), where
WMAX = maximum modal frequency, rad/sec.
. RVBO(6) > 1.69 x 12.0 x VMAX /(BR x WMIN), where
VMAX = VI + (NV - I) x DV, and
WMIN = minimum modal frequency,rad/sec.
6.3.5.1 MADD, IADD, MSYM
Format (315)























number of changes to mass matrix
number of changes to modal frequencies
integer specifying symmetry of mass matrix modifications
0,changes atesymmetric
I,changes arenonsymmen-ic
(Required ifM.ADD > 0)
MADD changes to the mass matrix.
row index of mass matrix element
column index of mass matrix element
value to be substituted for existing element in mass matrix, Ibm
0, specify only changes to upper triangular elements.








IADD changes tomodal frequencies.
index of mode to be changed
new frequency to be substituted for old, Hz





(Required if LC(16) = 1)
A single value for hysteretic damping to be applied to all modes; the
imaginary term on the diagonal of the complex stiffness matrix will be
multiplied by the term GDD
I. Description: Integer specifying individual structural damping.




















= numbcr of individualmodes forwhich hystercticdamping willbe specifiod
(Required ifLC(16) = -I and NCD ;_0)
NCD individualstructuraldamping values.
= mode index
= hystercticdamping appliedtomode I
GMAX, GMIN, VMAX, FMAX
Format (4F I0.0)
Maximum and minimum scalesforV-g, V-f printplots.
= maximum value of damping scalesforV-g plots
= minimum value of damping scaleforV-g plots
MAX "-
FMAX =
6.3.7.1 (RHOR(I), I = 1, LC(5) )
Format (TF10.0)
(Rcquirod ifLC(1) ;_2)
maximum valueof velocityscaleforV-g and V-f plots,knots
maximum value of frequency scaleforV-f plots,Hz
(Required ifLC(1) ;_0)





RHOR(D = density ratio with respect to sea level
0 < RHOR(D < 10
A scparat_flutterand/ordivergence analysisisperformed at each densityratioinwhich the
aerodynamic forcematrixismultipliedby the squarerootof the densityratio.




NADDF ffinumber of followingadditionsto theflutter-determinantaerodynamic matrix
NSYM = index definingsymmetry,of additions
= 0,additionsarc symmemc. Inputonly upper triangularelements
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= 1, additions are not symmeu'ic







(Required if LC(9) = 1)
NADDF frequency-independent additions to aerodynamic matrix.
I = row index of additions
J = column index of additions
DETAD(I, J) = value of addition. DETAD(I,J) is a complex value
Additions to the aerodynamic matrix QBAR are done in the following manner:
QBAR = QBAR-f DETADREAL "* DETADIMAO
k2 +t k '
where k is the reduced frequency and i* =
NADDS, NSYM
Format (215)




6.3.8.2.1 I, J, B(I, J)
= number of following changes to the stiffness matrix
= index specifying symmetry of changes
= 0, changes are symmetric (B(Ij) = B(J,1))









(Required if LC(32) = 1)
Format (215, 2El0.0)
NADDS changes to stiffness matrix.
= row index of changes
= column index of changes
= new value of complex stiffness matrix element
If NSYM = 0, only the upper triangular elements are input.
RATOM(I)
Format (7El0.0)
(Required if LC(32) = 1)
(Required if LC(26) > 0)
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1. Description: LC(26) values of stiffness variations for an input mode.
2. Note:
RATOMfl) = ratio of modal frequency with respect to the original input value, OMG(D
6.3.8.3.1 NOTIR, (NINZ(J), J=l, NOTIR ) (Required if LC(25) ;_ 0)
Format (1015)











= number of deleted modes in a given modal elimination cycle
= index of individual deleted mode for a given cycle
It should be noted that the aero module always does an initial analysis without modal
deletions before doing any modal elimination analyses as defined in this section.





= lower bound of the range over which the eigenvectors are to be calculated
= upper bound of the range over which the eigenvectors are to be calculated
IfLC(1) = -I,the range isover velocity,V, knots
V








(Required if LC(28)= 1 and LC(1)= 1)
6.3.10.1 FL, ACAP
Format (2F10.0)
lower bound of the frequency range over which the eigenvectors are to be
displayed, Hz
upper bound of the frequency range over which the eigenvectors are to be
displayed, Hz
I. Description: Reference lengthand area.
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2. Notes:
FL = reference chord of model, in. (2.0 × BR, normally)
ACAP = reference area of the model, in 2
6.3.10.2 NDELT, NP, NB, NCORE, N3, N4, N7
Format (715)
1. Description: Doublet lattice and constant pressure methods geometrical paneling data.
2. Notes:
NDELT = index defining aerodynamic symmetry
= 1, aerodynamics are symmetrical about Y = 0
= -1, aerodynamics are antisymmetrical about Y = 0
= 0, no symmetry about Y = 0 (single surface only)
NP = total number of "panels" on all lifting surfaces
NB = body identification flag
= 0, no bodies of any kind
> 0, number of slender bodies used for doublet lattice analysis
= -1, constant pressure method body elements exist
0 _<NB < 20 for doublet lattice method
NCORE problem size, N x M, where
N = total number of aerodynamic elements, and
M = number of modes
N3
N4
= print option for pressure influence coefficients
= 1, print
= 0, no print
= print option for influence coefficients relating downwash on lifting surfaces to
body element pressures
= 1, print
= 0, no print
N7 = index specifying calculation of pressures and generalized forces
= 1, calculate
= 0, cease computations after influence coefficients are determined
If LC(1) = -1 or 1, set N'/= 1
6.3.11.1 IBOD1, IBOD2
Format (215)
(Required if NB = - 1)
1. Description: Aerodynamic elements defining contiguous panels which describe a supersonic
body for the constant pressure method.
2. Notes:






IBOD2 = last aerodynamic element on last panel (highest index)
6.3.12.I.1 to6.3.12.1.5are repeatedforN'P setsof surfacepaneling data.
XO, YO, ZO, GGMAS
Format (4F10.0)
XI, X2, X3, X4, YI, Y2
Format (61:10,0)
ZI, Z2, NEBS, NEBC, COEFF
Format (2FI0.0, IX, 213,3X, FI0.0)
(TH(I), I= l,NEBC )
Format (6FI0.0)




NP setsof datadefiningaerodynamic panelsand theircomponent aerodynamic
elements. Section6.3.12.1.1translatesand rotatespanels.Such coordinatesare in
the global(aircraft)system indicatingpositionof theoriginof the LCS foreach
panel. Section6.3.12.1.2containscoordinatesof pointsdefiningan aero-
dynamic panel,while section6.3.12.1.3definesboundaries of "aerodynamic ele-
ments" in thepanel. The panel isdividedintoa number of smallertrapezoids,
called"aerodynamic elements,"by linesof constantpercentpanel chord and of
constantpercentpanel span. Section6.3.12.1.4defineschordwise panel stations,





= wanslational value to be applied to x-coordinates, in.
= translational value to be applied to y-coordinates, in.
= u'anslationalvalue tobe appliedtoz-coordinates,in.
= panel dihedralor rotation,deg,about globalx-axis
GGMAS is in a right-handed coordinate system; an upright panel would require a positive







x-cz_ordinateof panelinboard leadingedge, in.
x-coordinateof panel inboardtrailingedge, in.




of panel outboard trailingedge, in.
of panel inboardedge, in.
of panel outboard edge, in.
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ZI = z-coordinateof panel inboard edge,in.
Z2 = z-coordinateof panel outboard edge,in.
Coordinates arc in the local coordinate system.
NEBS = number ofelement boundaries inthespanwisc direction
2 < NEBS < 50
NEBS must bc set = 2 for each body interference panel
NEBC = number ofelement boundariesinthe chordwisc direction
2 < NEBC < 50
COEFF = entered as 0.0
TH(I) =
TAU(I)
chordwisc element boundariesforthepanel in fractionof chord
0.0 < TH < 1.0
(TH(1) = 0.0, TH(NEBC) = 1.0 )
= spanwisc element boundariesforthe panel infracdon of span
0.0 < TAU _<1.0
(TAU(1) = 0.0,TAU(NEBS) = 1.0)
The dataisto bc repeatedNP times inthe followingsequence:
I. Verticalpanelsorplane of symmetry (y = 0).
2. Panelson othersurfaces.
3. Body interferencepanels. These panelsmust bc one element wide (thatis,
NEBS = 2).
There arc (NEBS - I) x (NEBC - I)aerodynamic elements on a primary or controlsurface.
Indicesforaerodynamic elements startatthe inboardleadingcdgc element,increasewhile
travelingaftdown a strip,thenoutward stripby strip,ending attheoutboard trailingedge
element.
6.3.13.1 6.3.13.1.1 to 6.3.13.1.4 are repeated for NrB sets of slender body data. (Required if NB > 0)
6.3.13.1.1 XBO, YBO, ZBO
Format (3FI0.0)
6.3.13.1.2 ZSC, YSC, NF, NZ, NY, COEFF, MRK1, MRK2
Format (2F10.0, 1X, 312, 3X, 1F10.0, 213)
6.3.13.1.3(F(1),I= 1,NF)
Format (6FI0.0)
6.3.13.1.4(RAD(I), I= I,NF )
Format (6FI0.0)
I. Description: NB setsof datadefiningsubsonicslenderbodiesand theircomponent elements.
Section6.3.13.1.1definesX, Y, and Z globalreferencecoordinates,and section
6.3.13.1.2definesslenderbody origin,elements,and any relatedinterference
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panels. Section 6.3.13.1.3 defines slender body element stations, while section
6.3.13.1.4 defines slender body radii.
2. Notes:
X B O = translationalvalue tobe added to X-coordinate,in.
Y B O = translationalvalue tobe added to Y-coordinate,in.
ZBO = translationalvalue tobe added to Z-coordinate,in.
ZSC = localz-coordinateof thebody axis,in.
YSC = localy-coordinateof thebody axis,in.
NF = number of slenderbody clement boundaries along itsaxis
2<NF<50
NZ = flagforbody vibrationinz-direction
= I,body vibrating
= O, body not vibrating
NY = flag for body vibration in y-direction
= 1, body vibrating
= O, body not vibrating
COEFF = entered as 0.0
MRK1 = index of the first aerodynamic element on the f'LrStinterference panel
associated with this slender body
MRK2 = index of the last aerodynamic element on the In'st interference panel
associated with this slender body
Ffl) = x-coordinateof body stationdefininga slenderbody element in local
coordinates,in. startingwith body nose and proceeding aft
RAD(1) = radiiof body elements atthestationsF(J),in.
NZ must never equal NY.
Verticallyvibratingbodies shouldbe inputbeforelaterallyvibratingones;ifboth verticaland
lateralbody vibrationsaredesiredina singlebody, two bodiesareinputatthe same location
with corresponding NZ and N'Y.
A slenderbody, as definedhere,isa frustum of a rightanglecone; thereare(NF - 1)slender
body elements.
6.3.14.1 NSTRIP, NPR1, JSPECS, NSV, NBV, NYAW
Format (615)




NSTRIP numberof chordwisestrips of panel elements on all panels.
For LC(8) = 0, set NSTRIP = 1
Printouts of lift and moment coefficients for the strips occur for NSTRIP > 1
Never set NSTRIP = 0
NPR1 = print option for pressures in subroutines QUAS or FUTSOL. Use only for
debugging
= 1, print
= 0, no print
JSPECS = index describing plane's aerodynamic symmetry about Z = 0
= 1, antisymmetrical aerodynamics about Z = 0 (biplane or jet effect)
= -1, symmetrical about Z = 0 (ground effec0
= 0, no symmetry about plane Z = 0
NSV = number of strips lying on all vertical panels on the symmetric plane Y - 0
NBV = number of elements on all vertical panels lying on the plane Y = 0
NYAW
-- symmetry flag
= 0, if NDELT - 1 (symmetric about Y -- 0)
= 1, if NDELT -- - 1 (antisymmetric about Y = 0)
= 0 or 1, if NDELT = 0 (asymmetric about Y = 0)
6.3.14.1.1 (LIM(I,1), LIM(I,2), LIM(I,3), I = 1, NSTRIP )
Format (313)
1. Description: NSTRIP sets of data defining chordwise strips for aerodynamic coefficient
calculations.
2. Notes:
LIM(I,1) = index of first element on each chordwise strip
LIM(I,2) = index of last element on each chordwise strip
LIMCI,3) - 0
For NSTRIP = 1, a blank card is used.
6.3.15.1 6.3.15.1.1 and 6.3.15.1.2 are repeated for LC(3) sets of primary surface data.
6.3.15.1.1 KSURF, NBOXS, NCS
Format (1L5, 215)
6.3.15.1.2 NLINES, NELAXS, NICH, NISP
Format (415)
6.3.15.2 6.3.15.2.1 and 6.3.15.2.2 are repeated for NLINES subsets of data.
6.3.15.2.1 NGP, XTERM1, YTERM1, XTERM2, YTERM2






(Required if NELAXS = 1)
6.3.15.3.2(Xl(I),YI(I),X2(D, Y2(D, I= I,NCS )
Format (4El0.0)
(Required if KSURF = T)
6.3.I5.3.3 NLINES, NELAXS, NICH, NISP
Format (415)
(Required ifKSURF --T)
6.3.15.4 6.3.15.4.I and 6.3.15.4.2arerepeatedforNLINES subsetsof data. (RequiredifKSURF - T)
6.3.15.4.1 NGP, XTERM1, YTERM1, XTERM2, YTERM2
Format (I5, 4El0.0)




(Required ifNELAXS = 1 and KSURF = T)
I. Description: LC(3) setsof inputmodal vectordata tobe appliedtointerpolationof deflections
forprimary and controlsurfaceaerodynamic elements.
2. Notes:
KSURF = flag indicating control surfaces on a primary surface
= T, this surface has one or more control surfaces with forward hinge fines
= F, this surface has no control surfaces
NBOXS = number of elements on this surface, including those on control surfaces
NCS = number of controlsurfaceson primary surface
0_;NCS <5
NLINES = number of tines along which input modal vector data are prescribed
1 < NLINES ':50
NELAXS = index defininginputvectorcomponents
= I,translationand pitchrotationare prescribedateach inputpoint
= 0,only translationisprescribed











NGP = number of points on an input vector line
2 _<NGP < 50
XTERM1 = X-coordinate specifying the inboard end of an input vector line in the local
coordinate system
YTERM 1 = Y-coordinate specifying the inboard end of an input vector line in the local
coordinate system
XTERM2 = X-coordinate specifying the outboard end of an input vector line in the local
coordinate system
YTERM2 = Y-coordinate specifying the outboard end of an input vector line in the local
coordinate system
YGP(1) = spanwise coordinate of a point along an input vector line, going inboard to
outboard in the local coordinate system
XI(I) = X-coordinate of the inboard terminus of the Ith control surface leading edge
in LCS
YI(I) = Y-coordinate of the inboard terminus of the Ith control surface leading edge
in LCS
X2(I) = X-coordinate of the outboard terminus of the lth control surface leading edge
in LCS
Y2(I) = Y-coordinate of the outboard terminus of the Ith control surface leading edge
in LCS
DIST = displacementreferencedistance
6.3.16.1 The following sets of data are repeated NB times. (Required ifNB > O)
6.3.16.1.1 NGP, NSTRIP, IPANEL
Format (315)
6.3.16.1.2 (XGP(I), I "- 1, NGP)
Format (6F10.0)
1. Description: NB sets of data describing input modal vector to be applied to slender body
aerodynamic elements deflection.
2. Notes:
NGP number of points on a slender body axis at which input vector data are
prescribed
2 < NGP < 50
NSTRIP = number of interference panels (or strips) associated with a slender body
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IPANEL = indexof thefirst such interference panel associated with a slender body
XGP(1) = streamwise coordinate of each point at which input modal data are prescribed,
in LCS
This data is not to be input for a constant pressure method model
6.3.17.1 KLUGLB
Format (I5)
1. Description: Print option for global geometry.
2. Notes:
KLUGLB
-- print option for aerodynamic elements in global coordinate system
- 1, print
= 0, no print
6.3.18 NOTES ON PROGRAM USAGE
Aerodynamic Modules
The STARS aerodynamic module consists of two unsteady, linear, inviscid, aerodynamic codes:
the doublet lattice method (DLM) for subsonic analyses, and the constant pressure method (CPM)
(ref. 17) for supersonic analyses. Flutter and divergence solutions may be obtained by k, p-k, or state-
space methods.
Aerodynamic Modelin2
The aerodynamic elements on lifting and interfering surfaces consist of trapezoidal elements parallel
to the free stream. The aspect ratio of an element should be, ideally, on the order of unity or less.
The number of elements required for accurate analysis varies with the model and the reduced
frequency values. Increasing the number of elements will increase the computational time. Higher
reduced frequencies require smaller and, therefore, more elements. A guide for element size in the
strearnwise direction is
k Ax < 0.04,
where k is reduced frequency, and/ix is element length.
Elements should be concentrated near wing tips, leading and trailing edges, control surface hinges,
and so forth. As a guide, a cosine distribution of elements over the wing's chord and full span may
be adopted.
The surface element may be thought of as having an unsteady horseshoe vortex bound along the
quarter chord of the element and trailing aft to infinity. The downwash from the unsteady vortices are
calculated at a control point located at the three-quarter chord of an element's centerline. Since the
induced downwash at the center of a vortex is infinite, no control point should ever lie on any vortex
line, such as along the extension of any element edge, either upstream or downstream.
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6.4 CONVERT Data
Purpose: Prepare CONVERT.DAT data file; selection of desired modes.
Description: Enables selection of desired modes.




1. Description: General data.
2. Note:
6.4.3
NM = total number of desired modes to form reduced generalized mau'ices










IOLD = old modal number
INEW - new modal number
Output is the reduced generalized force matrix and is stored in PD.DAT file for subsequent




















6.5 ASE PADI_ Data (STARS-ASE-PADI_)
Prepare PADE.DAT data file.











= number of rigid body modes
= number of elastic modes
= number of control modes
= number of gusts
= number of sensors
= number of sets of input data at discrete reduced frequencies
= order of Padd equation
0_NA
= relative aerodynamic density with respect to sea level
= true airspeed, ft/see
= reference chord, ft
= wind tunnel correction index
= O, uses formulation as in reference 16
I,uses wind tunneldatato modify aerodynamic generalizedforcematrixas in
reference16




(BETA(I), I -- 1, NA)
Format (FREE)





BETA(I) = tension coefficients
$ GENERALIZED MASSES
Format (FREE)














Generalized mass data, upper symmetric half, starting with diagonal element.
= total number of modes
= NRM + NEM + NCM
GMASS(I) = generalized mass of mode I, slugs
$ GENERALIZED DAMPING
Format (FREE)
(DAMP(I), I = 1, NM)
Format (FREE)
Description: Generalized damping data.
Note:
DAMP(I) - generalized damping applied to mode I
$ NATURAL FREQUENCIES
Format (FREE)
(OMEGA(I), I = 1, NM)
Format (FREE)
Description: Modal frequency data.
Note:
OMEGAfl) = naturalfrequency of mode I,tad/see








True airspeed data for flutter and divergence analyses, R/see..
2.
(Required if NQD > 1)
(Required if NQD > 0)






$ AIRCRAFT ANGLES, DEGREES OF FREEDOM
Format (FREE)
(RequiredifNQD = 0)
PHI, THETA, PSI, US, VS, WS, PS, QS, RS, PHID, THAI), PSID, NDOF























= body axes velocities
= angular rates
= Euler angle rates
= number of aircraft deuces of freedom; a negative sign indicates
antisymme_'ic case
(Required if NQD = 0 and NS > 0)














Sensor locationand orientation;NS setsof data.
(Required ifNQD = 0 and NS > 0)
XS = X-coordinate of sensor











direction cosine for accelerometer normal in X
direction cosine for accelerometer normal in Y
direction cosine for accelerometer nonnal in Z
direction cosine for pitch axis about X
direction cosine for pitch axis about Y
direction cosine for pitch axis about Z
For the case IF_I # 0, the user must modify file VEC_AND_COORDS.DAT by defining
appropriate sensor location. This is done by setting the fourth column of the relevant nodes
in the nodal coordinates section of the data file to the appropriate value of IFLSI.
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Prepare frequency response analysis data f'de.
$ .lOB TITLE
Format (FREE)















= number of states in the plant
= [2 x (NRM + NEM) + NA x (NRM + NEM + NCM)] (Refer to section 6.5)
= number of outputs from the plant
= (numbm" of rows of C matrix)
= (2xNS x3)
= number of inputs to the plant
= (2 xNCM)
number of external inputs to the system
= total number of continuous states (plant plus analog elements)
-- sample time for digital elements
= system time delay
= maximum number of block connectivity
= maximum polynomial order plus one








= number of analog and digital elements in the system including the summing
elements and excluding the plant
= NYTOV + NBTOU (See section 6.6.10.2 for definitions.)
additional rows of A due augmentation of control elements; appropriate
summation of orders of polynomial of all analog elements for open- as well as
closed-loop solutions to be derived from block connectivity input
= additional columns of B due augmentation of control elements
= additional rows of C due augmentation of control elements, equal to the






NLST = totalnumber of frequency range specificationsforfrequency response
computations
NDRESP = number of times the loops arebroken foropen-loop response evaluation
IRP = frequency response problem number to be evaluated




Analog blocks to precede digital blocks












-- integer defining block number
= connecting block numbers, up to 3
= integer defining external input number
= integer defining starting block of the closed-loop system
= integer defining closing block of the closed-loop system
A symbolic gain block indicating closing of loop is identified by presence of starting and
closing blocks.
$ TRANSFER FUNCTION DESCRIPTION, AS ORDER OF POLYNOMIALS, FOR EACH
BLOCK
Format (FREE)
The polynomial descriptionspertaintoeitheranalog or digitalelements,as appropriate.





= integer defining number of coefficients in the numerator polynomial
= integer defining number of coefficients in the denominator polynomial
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6.6.6.1 $ LISTING OF POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
Format (FREE)
6.6.6.2 IBN, (POLCON(I), I=I, MAXPO)
Format (I5, < MAXPO > (El0.4))
IBN, (POLCOD(I), I=l, MAXPO)
Format (I5, _MAXPO > (El0.4))
1. Notes:
1. The coefficients are to be listed in increasing order of polynomials.
2. The numerator coefficients (POt,CON) are placed in one row followed by the
denominator (1'OLCOD) ones in the next row, for each block, one block at a time.
3. Data to be prepared for each block, NB sets of data being the input.





Gains may alternatively be the input as multiplier of polynomial coefficients in the
numerator. NB sets of data are the input.
6.6.8.1 $ SPECIFICATION FOR SYSTEM OUTPUTS, NYB = NY + NB NUMBER OF DATA
Format (FREE)
6.6.8.2 ISO1, ISO2 ..... ISONYB
Format (1615)




1. Plant output are numbered 1 through NY.
2. Each block output is numbered as NY + IBN.
ISOI = desiredoutputfrom any sensor(correspondingrow of C roan'ixfortheplant)
and any controlelement (augmented thereafter)
$ SPECIFICATION FOR SYSTEM INPUTS, NUV = NU + NV NUMBER OF DATA
Format (FREE)











1. Plant input are numbered 1 through NU.
2. Each block input is numbered as NU + IEXI.
ISII = plant input (corresponding column of B matrix for the plant) and external input







= number of connections from plant outputs to external inputs
= number of block outputs connected to plant inputs





ffi row number of C matrix corresponding to output from plant to feedback
control system
= external input number which describes connection of plant output to control
system







= block number to be connected to plant input
= column of B matrix to which block is connected





Output NBTOK times,IBN (ANALOG) toIBN (DIGITAL).
6.6.11.1 $ FREQUENCY RANGE SPECIFICATION
Format (FREE)















= number of frequencieswithinrange,logarithmicallyspaced







(Required if ILOOP = 1)
ILOOP = integer defining loop type
= 0, for closed lo0p case








block having the inputsignal




(STARS Integrated Aero-Structural-Control Systems Analysis)
A simplifiedaircraftestmodel (ATM) isselectedas a standardproblem for the fullspccm_m of
ASE analyses.Inthissection,therelevantdata(fig.30),forassociatedSOLIDS, AERO, and ASE
modules arcpresentedin detail.Each such datasetisalsofollowed by relevantoutput of results.The
inputdataarc prcparcclin accordance with proceduresdescribedinsection6.
Three perfectrigidbody modes (Y-translation,X-rotationroll,and Z-rotationyaw about centerof
gravity-4)PR) and two rigidcontrolmodes (aileronand rudderdeflections-4)C)are generatedin this
module along with eightelastic(4)g)and threeusualrigidbody modes (4)R),of which the latterare ex-
cluded from considerationas GENMASS datainput.The perfectrigidbody modes 4_R arcmoved in
the frontthrough convertdatainputforsubsequent ASE analysis(4)= 4)PR + _E + 4)C)-
7.1 ATM: Free Vibration Analysis (STARS-SOLIDS)
The inputdatapertaintOthefreevibrationanalysisof thefinitelement model. The directmodal
interpolationoptionisused forsubsequent flutterand ASE analyses.
The finite element model (fig. 31) of the symmetric half of the aircraft is utilized for the vibration
analysis. Only the typical antisymmetric case is presented here; figure 32 shows a direct inter-




( ANTIS_METRIC _tLF MOOEL
C IINTP = 1, OIRE_ INTER_LATION OF NOOAL0ATA
(
C NCNTRL- S, FIRST THREETO GENEILATEPERFECT RZGTO BOOY1400£5
C Y TRANSLATION, ROLL AN0 YUl, PLUS AILERONS AND RUOOERCONTROL
C MOOES.
¢11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
74, 149, 1, 4_. 22, S, O, e, O, O
e, 0, Q, 0, e, e, S, 132
1, 1, Q, •, •, 1, •, 1
2, O_ 2, e, 1
1, 11, e, 0.?=._10E.o.03, e.NegE._o, o.e
$ NOOALDATA
1. _._ _._ O._ O O O O O O O O
2 312.,_)00 2N,0N0 0,•000 0 O O O 0 0 0 •
3 32S.II_Q 2N._ 0.0000 O • O • O 0 0 •
4 337.$•N _._ O._ O • • • 0 O O 0
S 350._ 2N._ O._ • O O • O O O O
6 287.._)00 150.NO0 O.0000 • • • O O • • O
7 303.12541 1..5e._ O.0000 • • • 0 • • O 0
8 31_.75N 1.5•.0000 0.0000 • • • 0 0 0 0 O
9 33,4,$7'50 1.Se.00R O.0N0 • • • 0 • 0 • •
10 35Q._ 1._.NN O.000O 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0
11 335.3750 149._ 0.0ON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12. 3541.0000 149.0N0 0.00N 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 O
1.3 2?Z.0OO0 1N.IINe O.UO0 • O O O 0 0 0 0
14 293. _ 1N.0N0 0.0000 O 0 • 0 0 0 0 0
15 312._ 1_._ •.NO0 • • • O • • • •
16 331.2CM)0 100.0000 0.0000 • • • • 0 0 0 0
17 332.2e'M_ I00.0000 •.O0OQ • O • 0 • • • 0
18 354D.00_ 1_._ •.Nee 0 • O • • • 0 O
19 26Z.SNe 5•._ O.0000 O • O O O • • •
20 284,37'_) 5@.00QO 0.00Q0 0 • 0 - • O • • O
21 _6.Z5,_ 5¢._ O.0N0 • O O O • • O •
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22 328.1254 50.Me0 0.M00 0 • • 0 0 0 0 •
Z3 129.12_ 51.0UO O.MN 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 •
24 3_). 0000 S1.0000 0.0010 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
25 350.0000 50.0000 0.Me0 0 0 O • 0 0 0 •
26 2_4). 0000 0.Me0 O.N00 I O 1 0 1 0 0 0
27' 27'3.0000 0.0N0 0,00M 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
_._ O._ O._ 1 • 1 O 1 O O O
M 35e.0000 O.0000 qJ.M00 1 • 1 • 1 qJ • O
32 4M.qIoN O.0OM g.0O0O 1 • 1 g 1 • • 0
33 _._ O._ O._ 1 • 1 O 1 O O •
4_._ O._ O,_ 1 • 1 O I O • •
35 loQ.oeoe O.0000 0.0OM 1 O 1 O 1 O • O
36 500,00M 0.0000 0.0000 1 0 1 0 1 0 • 0
37' M.O000 O.O00e O.OMO 1 • 1 • 1 • • •
38 5M.0000 0.0M0 0.0000 1 0 I 0 1 0 0 •
39 0.0000 0.Me0 0.0M0 1 • 1 • 1 0 0 •
40 600. O000 O.OMO (l. O000 I • 1 • 1 0 0 0
41 520.0N0 0.0Me .50.NM 1 0 1 0 1 e 0 0
42 580,00M lee.0eee 0.0OM 0 O 0 • 0 0 0 0
_._ O._ _._ 1 0 1 O 1 • • O
_._ _._ O._ • O • O O O • •
4S 580.0000 O.0000 20.8M0 1 • 1 • 1 • 0 •
_._ _._ O._ • • O O O • O •
47' Me,M00 O,0000 20.00M 1 O 1 O 1 0 • •
411 MO,(IMO 20.OMO 0,0000 q) 0 O O • • 0 •
49 _._ O._ IO0.OOOe 1 O 1 O 1 O O O
M 520.6666 46.6667 O.0000 O O O O • O O O
51 580.00O0 O. 0000 50.0O00 1 0 1 0 1 qJ O qJ
52 5M.0000 44.6667 0.0000 0 O O • 0 0 O 0
53 581.00N 0.00N 21.0M0 1 O 1 0 1 O 0 0
54 Me.0NO 44.6667 0.0000 • O • • 0 O 0 •
i._ O._ 21._- 1 • 1 O 1 O O •
M 533.3331 93.3333 O.O000 • • • • 0 O • •
S? MS.MO0 O.0000 100.O000 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
58 5M.0ON 9'3.3333 0,0000 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
59 58e.0000 0.8000 M,MM 1 0 1 O I 0 0 O
M Me.0000 73.3333 0.00N • • 0 0 e 0 0 0
61 541.00N O._ _._ 'L • 1 • 1 O O O
62 5M.qDNe IO0.ONO O._ • O • • O O O O
63 _._ O._ _,_ 1 O 1 • 1 • • •
64 5N._ 100.0000 O.N00 • 0 • • 0 0 0 O
_,_ O._ 1M,_ 1 O I O 1 • O •
66 600.0000 100.0000 0.M00 O • O • O 0 O O
6P' 6M,O000 O.OON JO.(IMe 1 • 1 • 1 O O •
M 580.0000 73.333] 0,0M0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0
69 _._ 46.6667 O._ • • • • O O O O
70 .5_L 0000 20.00_ O.M00 • • O O 0 qD 0 •
581.ooee 1N. one O,_ • O O O O O • O
581.MN 73.3333 O.0M0 O O O O O • O •
73 5al. OeeO 46,6667 0,0000 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
74 $81. eOee 2e. 0000 O,qmOe O O O O O • O O
$ ELEMENT¢ON_CTZVZTY CONO_'_OHS
2 1 6 ? 2 1 O O • O 1 1 O O O O
2 2 7 8 3 2 • 0 0 0 1 1 0 O 0 0
2 3 J 9 4 3 O O O • 1 1 • O O O
2 4 9 10 5 4 • O e O 1 1 O O O O
Z 5 )3 14 7 6 O • O O 1 1 O O O O
2 6 14 ].S 8 7 • O O O 1 1 O O • q)
2 ? 15 16 9 8 0 0 O 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
2 8 19 20 14 1.'3 O O 0 0 1 1 IF O O O
2 9 2Q 21 lr, 14 O O • O 1 1 • • • O
2 10 21 22 16 15 O • O O 1 1 O O • •
Z U 26 Z?' 2_ 19 • 4 • • 1 1 O O • 0
2 12 27 28 21 20 0 • 0 • 1 1 0 O 0 0
2 13 28 29 22 21 O 0 0 0 1. 1 O 0 0 O
2 14 29 34) ZS 22 • O O O 1 1 O O O O
15 17 18 12 11 0 O 0 0 1 2 • • • 0
2 16 23 24 18 17 O O O O 1 2 0 0 0 0
1 17' 1 2 39 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 • 0 0 •
1 18 2 3 39 e O O O O 1 11 O O • O
1 19 3 4 39 O • • • • 1 1 • • • •
1 2ql 4 5 39 O • • • O 1 1 O • O •
1 21 6 7 39 O O • O O 1 11 O O O O
1 22 7' 8 39 • O O e O 1 11 O O • •
1 23 8 9 39 O O • • 0 1 1 • • O 0
1 24 9 le 39 O • • O O 1 1 • O • O
1 25 6 1 39 0 0 0 0 O 1 11 0 • 0 0
1 26 7 2 39 ql e O O O 1 11 O O • O




1 28 9 4 39 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 Z9 10 5 39 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 • • 0 0
1 34 13 14 39 0 0 0 0 • 1 11 0 0 0 0
1 31 14 1S 39 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 0
1 32 15 16 39 0 O 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 33 3.3 6 39 O O O 0 • 1 11 • 0 O 0
1 3.4 14 7 39 O • O 0 O 1 11 0 O O O
1 35 15 8 39 0 0 O 0 0 1 1 • O O 0
1 36 16 9 39 O O 0 O • 1 1 O O 0 O
1 37 19 20 1 O 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 • O •
1 38 2e 2). 1 O 0 • O O 1 11 O O O O
1 3g 21 Z2 1 0 O O 0 0 1 1 0 • • O
1 44 22 2S 1 O 0 0 0 O 1 1 O O O O
1 41 lg )3 39 O O O O 0 1 11 O • O •
1 42 29 14 39 0 O O O O 1 1.1 O 0 O •
1 43 21 1.5 3g O O O O 0 1 1 O O O O
1 44 22 16 3g O O O O • 1 1 • • O O
1 45 26 27 1 O • O O 0 1 11 O • O O
1 4_ 27 28 1 O 0 O O • 1 11 O O • O
1 47 28 29 1 O 0 • O O 1 1 • O O O
1 48 29 30 1 O O • 0 O 1 1 • • O O
1 49 26 1.9 3g • O O 0 O 1 11 O O • O
1 54 27 29 39 O 0 qJ O O 1 11 O O O O
1 51 28 21 3g O 0 O O O 1 1 0 • O O
1 52 2g 22 39 0 0 • O 0 1 1 • • • O
1 53 34 25 3g 0 O 0 O O 1 1 O 0 0 0
1 54 11 12. 39 O O O O qJ 1 2 • O • O
1 SS 17 5It 39 0 0 • O 0 1 2 O • 0 O
1 5E 23 24 3g O 0 O • • 1 2 • • • 0
1 57 Z3 17 39 O O O O • 1 2 O O O O
1 58 17 11 39 O O • O O 1 2 0 O O O
1 59 24 18 39 O O O O O 1 2 O O O O
1 60 18 12 39 O O • O O 1 2 O O O O
1 61 11 9 39 O O . O O • 1 .5 O e • O
1 62 16 17' 3g O O O O • 1 5 O O O O
1 63 22 Z3 1 • O O O O 1 S O O • O
2 6.4 56 5_ 64 62 0 O • 0 1 3 • O O O
2 a5 54 68 42 64 O O O • 1 ) O • O O
2 66 541 52 5_J 56 0 O 0 0 1 3 O • • O
2 67 52 69 68 58 O O O • 1 3 O • O •
2 68 44 46 52 5e O O O O 1 3 • O O O
2 69 46 7e 69 52 O O O O 1 3 O O O O
1 70 62 64 1 0 O 0 O O 1 3 O O • O
1 71 64 42 1 O O O 0 O 1 3 O • • O
1 72 56 58 1 O 0 O O O 1 3 O O O O
1 73 58 68 I O e O O O 1 3 O O O O
1 74 $6 62 1 i) 0 • O 0 1 3 O • O •
1 75 58 64 1 e O O O e 1 3 e O O O
1 76 6e 66 1 o o o o o 1 2 o O O o
1 77 50 52 1 o o o O o 1 3 O 0 O o
1 78 52 69 1 • o o 0 o 1 3 0 o • o
1 ?9 5e 56 1 o o o • o 1 3 o o o o
1 lie 52 58 1 O O O • O 1 3 O O • O
1 81 54 6e 1 O o O 0 O 1 2 O • O O
1 82 44 46 I o o O O O 1 3 O o O O
1 83 445 ?9 1 e O • O O 1 3 O O • O
1 84 44 54 1 O e • O O 1 3 • O O O
1 8S _ 52 1 0 O O • O 1 3 O O O O
1 86 48 54 1 0 O O O O 1 2 • • • O
3 87 36 38 43 • O O O O 1 4 • • • O
3 88 36 43 41 O O O O O 1 4 • O O •
2 89 41 43 57 49 O IJ i) O 1 4 O O O O
2 go 38 45 51 43 e • O O 1 4 O O O •
2 91 43 51 59 57 iJ • IJ e 1 4 O O O O
2 g2 38 4e 47 4.5 O • • O 1 4 O O O O
2 93 5g 67 65 57 O • O O 1 4 O • • O
2 g4 53 55 63 61 O • O • 1 5 O O O •
1 g5 36 41 1 O O • O • 1 4 O O i) O
1 g6 41 49 1 O O O O O 1 4 O O O O
1 97 _ 43 1 O O O • O 1 4 O O O O
1 g8 43 57 1 O O O O O 1 4 iJ • • •
1 _ 49 57 1 O 0 O O • 1 4 • • O O
1 lOG 38 43 1 O O • • • 1 4 O O e O
1 101 38 45 1 O O O O O 1 4 O O i) O
1 102 45 51 1 • O O O • 1 4 O O • O
1 103 41 43 1 O O IJ i) O 1 4 O • O •
1 104 43 51 1 O • O O O 1 4 O • • •
1 105 51 5g 1 O e O e e 1 4 O O O O
1 le6 59 57 1 O e O O O 1 4 O O O O
1 le7 sg 67 1 e O • • O I 4 O O • O
1 108 57 65 1 e • o • O 1 4 O O • O
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1 109 67 65 1 0 0 O 0 0 1 4 qJ 0 0 0
1 _0 44 47 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 • 0 0 0
I 111 4S 47 1 0 • 0 O 0 1 4 0 • 0 0
1 112 53 $5 1 0 • e O • 1 9 • • • 0
1 113 53 61 1 O • • O • 1 9 • O O •
1 114 $5 63 1 0 • • 0 0 1 9 0 • 0 0
I 11.S 61 63 1 0 • 0 0 • 1 9 0 O • 0
1 116 45 $3 1 • 0 0 • 0 1 10 0 0 • •
1 5'17 61 5g 1 • 0 O 0 • 1 10 O 0 0 •
1 118 38 445 1 0 0 0 • 0 1 8 0 0 0 •
I 119 36 44 't • 0 • 0 0 1 | 0 0 • O
1 _ 3g 37 1 0 • 0 0 • 1 _ 0 • 0 0
1 12.1 37 35 1 O O O • e I 121 0 O 0 O
1 1.22 35 33 1 • • 0 0 • 1 1.22 • • 0 0
1123 33 31 1 • • 0 0 0 1 123 0 O 0 •
1 124 31 26 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 124 0 0 0 •
1 125 _ 28 1 0 • O 0 0 1 125 0 O • O
1 126 28 3e 1 0 • • 0 • 1 126 • • O 0
]. 127 M 32 1 0 0 • • • 1 127 • O 0 0
1 121 32 34 1 • • 0 • 0 1 128 0 0 • •
1 _ 34 36 1 0 0 0 • 0 1 129 0 0 • 0
1 130 36 311 1 • 0 0 0 • 1 130 0 0 0 0
1 131 38 dl0 1 • 0 0 • 0 1 131 0 0 0 0
2 132 72 M 66 71 • O • 0 1 2 0 O 0 O
2 133 ?3 54 M 72 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
2 134 74 48 $4 73 • • 0 0 1 2 0 O • 0
1 135 42 71 1 0 • 0 0 • 1 S 0 0 0 0
1 136 68 72 1 0 • • 0 • 1 S 0 • • 0
1 1.37 60 73 1 • 0 0 • • 1 S O 0 0 0
I 3.38 70 74 1 • 0 0 0 0 1 S 0 • 0 0
1 139 74 ?sJ 1 • • 0 0 0 1 2 0 • 0 •
1 140 753 7"2 1 • • 0 • 0 1 2 • 0 • 0
1 141 72 71 1 0 0 • 0 O 1 2 0 0 • •
1 142 70 69 1 • 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 • 0
1 143 60 68 1 • O" O • O 1 3 O O 0 O
1 14,1 M 42 1 O O 0 • O 1 3 O O O O
1 145 71 66 6S O 0 0 0 0 1 2 O • 0 O
I 1445 72 M 65 • O 0 0 0 1 2 • 0 0 0
1 147 73 $4 65 • O O O • 1 Z • O • O
1 148 74 48 IS O • • • O 1 2 0 • • •
1 149 40 7'0 6S • • • 0 • 1 8 0 0 • •
S LIN£ ELENEN'TBASIC PIK_RT2ES
1 1.5000 37.5N0 5t.MI0 18.tIM0
2 O.SM0 3.80M 1.9000 1.gMe
3 O.TM0 19.Oeee 9.MM 9.0000
4 O._ 1.MN O._ O._
S O.4N0 1.5000 O. TM0 O.9_N
6 Lg.eMe 75e.eeee 375.0000 375.0000
8 3.75M 1.See.Nee 7M.MeO 75e.MeO
g 0.eM0 0.80N 0._M 0._ANe
10 0.01M 0.44e0 0.20M 0.2M0
11 1.12c_ 28.1234 14.0600 14.0N0
11.2540 675,0 33a.0 338.0
12,1 11._ _.O _.0 t.O
18._ 1_.0 11;_.0 _,O
18.7_Je _.O 22S0.0 2250.0
1.24 UI. 7SO0 1654.0 24_5.0 2625.0
1.25 UI.TSO0 UI75.0 187S.0 1875.0
126 1.8.7544 2250.0 1.125.0 1.125.0
1.27 1.8.75N 3000.0 1275.0 1275.0
128 lJ.75eO _00.0 1275.0 1275.0
18.7500 NM.O 1275.0 1275.0
1.34) 16.54e0 Z25e.O g7'5.0 g75.0









1.e(447 O.M O. .2SgE-e3
$ N(XItL MASSOATA
39 1 O.OLq5 3
37 1 O. 0389 3
35 1 0.0584 3
33 1 0.097'2 )
31 1 O. 1943 3
26 1 O. 291S 3




3e 1 e.29_ 3
32 1 e.29Ls 3
34 1. e.2915 3
36 1 e.291s 3
38 1 e.291s 3
44) 1 e. 2943 3
-1
$ OUTPUT POINT SPECIFICATION FOR DIRECT INTERPOLATION OF MOOALDATA
1 36
2 36 36 41
3 36 41 41 41
4 41
5 41 49
G 41 49 49
? 49
$ 36 38
9 38 38 43
le 38 43 43 43
11 43
12 43 5?




17 45 51 51
18 51












31 13 19 19




36 1 6 6





42 14 20 2e










53 15 21 21




58 3 II II





64 16 22 22




69 4 9 9






76 5 le le
77 S S le
73 5
T9 23
lie 17 23 23
81 17 17 23
82 17
83 11 17
84 11 ONGINAL PAG'IE IS
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14 2 -41. 3454
14 3 8.3045
14 4 1.eeee
15 2 -O. 3454
15 3 8.3045
15 4 1.11eee






111 2 -O. 3454
1,11 3 8.34)45
11 4 1.NN
19 2 -O. 1727
1.9 3 4.1522
19 4 1.e_e
2e 2 -I. 1727
2e 3 4,1S22
20 4 1.oeee
21 z -o. 1727
21 3 4.1S22
21 4 1.eeee
22 2 -o. 1727
22 3 4.1.522
22 4 1.eeee
23 2 -O. 1762
23 3 4.2353
Z3 4 1.eeee
24 2 -e. 1762
24 3 4. Z353
24 4 1.eeee
2S 2 -o. 1727

















41 3 -O. 1727
41 4 1.eeee
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1 1 16. 5227










































15 z - 3. 4596
15 6 1.eeee
16 1 8.11e2
16 2 -5. e167
16 6 1.eeee
17 1 8. le68












21 2 -2. 7679
21 6 1.eNe
Z2 1 3.96M




















28 2 -2. e761
28 tS 1.NN
29 1 -e. 1727
29 Z -4.1S_
29 6 1.eeN
34) 1 -e. 2S91
3e 2 -6.2284
N 6 1.Nee
31 1 e. 2S91
31 2 6.2284
31 6 1.tleee
32 1 -e. 4318
32 2 -lO.3N7
32 6 1.eeee
33 1 e. 431,1
33 2 le.31MD7
33 6 1,eeN







36 2 - 18. fdIS2
36 6 1.0000
37 1 e. T/72
37 2 1JI. US2
37 6 1.elel





























































57 2 -24. M32
57 6 1.eeee
56 1 s. 1e56
56 2 -23.9212
58 6 1._




























M 2 -2S. 5422
M 6 1.eeee
69 1 2.8219
69 2 -2S. 49el
69 6 1.Nee









73 1 2. |lJ_S
73 2 -25.5731
73 6 1.eeee
74 1 e. 6e39






































Figure 31. ATM symmetric half finite element model with nodes.
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Top view, vertlr.sI deflectlonl







_! .+_A ?? __lS 29 -30 _ ,34
Leroe case. STARS node numbers















Figure 32. ATM antisymmctric case, direct-surface interpolation scheme.
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ATM STARS-SOLIDS analysis results:
Table 21 depicts the results of the free vibration analysis. Figure 33 shows the eight elastic mode
shapes, whereas the three perfect rigid body and the two control modes are shown in figure 34. In order
to effect correct response from the controllers, the perfect rigid body and control modes need to be
defined in the fashion shown in table 22.
Table 21. AERO test model (ATM): Antisymmetric free vibration analysis results.
Mode shape Eigenvalue Generalized
mass, lb Mode shape




4 1 10.175 63.931 8.2
5 2 12.448 78.217 235.1
6 3 14.632 91.934 44.62
7 4 28.741 180.584 60.53
8 5 29.810 187.301 204.3
9 6 32.450 203.890 47.87
10 7 35.815 225.030 3.233
11 8 51.138 321.309 239.3
12 9 ...... 2,534
13 10 ...... 151,200
14 11 ...... 589,000
15 12 ...... 128.60














Rigid body yaw at 275 in.
Flap deflection
Rudder deflection


















In the table, the term A is defined as A = (dN- dA)/12, where d N and d A represent the coordinates of the
node under consideration and the axis of rotation, respectively.
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Mode 4, fkl 1B
Mode S, luselage 1B
Mode 5, win O 1B
MocJe 7. wing _t
_11, wing SB
Figure 33. ATM antisymmetric case, elastic (4)E) mode shapes.
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(a) Rigid body mode, X-Y plane motion.
n
<-
(¢) Kind body' mode, Z-rotation morion.
(d) Conu'ol mode, rudder motion.
(e) Rigid body mode, X-roution motion.
Figure 34. ATM antisymmetric case, perfect rigid body (¢]_PR) and control (OC.) modes.
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7.2 ATM: Generalizedmassanalysis
This run is made by deleting the In'st three rigid body modes so that
¢_= ¢_ + _h,R+_c
STARS-AERO-GENMASS input data:
$ AERO TEST I,IOOE$, ANTISW4,1ETRI¢ VEASrON
4 ]9 31_.MII











































Theinputdatausedfor eventualASEresponseanalysisaregivenin this section. These data also
enable flutter and divergence analysis of the aircraft. For a k or p-k method of flutter solution, the
number of reduced frequencies in the data is increased from 10 to 28, and rigid body and con-
trol modes are eliminated. Figures 35 through 37 show the ATM relevant aerodynamic element
arrangements.
STARS-AERO input data - ASE analysis:
AEROTEST ROOEL - ANTTS_I4ETRIC CASE - NCNTRL- S
SET UP FOIl ASE SOtUTTON.
DIRECT SURFACEINTERPOLATION.
EIGHT ELASTIC NOOES, PLUS FIVE ADOEDRIGID BOOY-CON'TROLNOI_S;
REVISED RIGID ll30Y Y TI_NSLATIONS, ROLL, YAIV, PLUS AILERON ANORUIX_R MOOTS.
MACH NO.- 0.90
1 13 3 10
1 O e e
1 e • •























































1 0 0 0 O 0
• • 0 0 0 0
0 0 • 0 0 0































































• .• O.• 3 2 O.•
O.O 1.0
• .• 0.5 1.0
M4.O 600.O 5IO.O 6OO.O
O.O O,O 4 2 O.O
O.• 1,0
• .• •.34 0.66 1.•
-S .• 6gO.• -5.• 600,•
5O.O 100.•
O.O 20.0
-20.0 O.O 2 11 O.O
• .O 0,1074 0.2149 0.3223 •.4298 0.5083
0.58_ •.6Tr7 O. 7'769 0.8671 1.0gee
• .o I.o
-S.• 600.• -5.• 614.• 20.0 •.•
O.O 20.0 2 11 O.O
O.O 0.1074 0.2149 0.3223 0.42M •.5M3
0.58M 0.67T7 0.77m 0.8671 1.OOeO
• .• 1.•
• .• O.O 14 1 • O.• 76 95
-_.i _.i _.i 145.I _.l 245._
_.i 33S.OOO _.l _.i 485.0eO _.t
695.1e0 64S.MI
e.o lo.o 20.0 20.0 20.0 44,0
40.0 44,0 4e.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
20.0 1S.O
1 • O 2 18 •
T 16 1



































37.0 S0.0 ?_.0 IS.0 18e.0
2.1 .r_0. o - I•0.0
37.0 50.0 75.0 IS.0 100.0
2.0 S78.0 100.0























67.o 83.o IIR.O 12S.0 1SO.O
20e.o
(ST.• 83.o 112.o 125.o 15o.o
20o.o
67.o 83.o lO2.O 125.o 1.,,_e.o
20e.o
67.0 83.0 11_.0 12S.0 1Se.•
48.0
2 0 1 1
6 33e.0 52.0 336.0 1441.0
52.0 67.0 13.0 11_.0 12S.0 148.0
8 344.0 52.0 )441.0 148.0
S2.0 67.0 83.0 IlR.0 12S.0 14t.0
T 15 1
3 • 1 1
qs 522.0 20.0 $42.0 104.0
20.0 441.0 55,0 72.0 87.• 195,0
6 5541.0 20.0 .54_.0 111.0
20.0 40.0 55.0 72.0 87.0 IOe.O
6 571.0 20.0 578.0 IO0.O
20.0 40.0 55.0 72.0 87.0 IO0.O
58e.0 20.0 541t.0 100.O
2 O 1 1
6 582.0 20.0 $82.0 100.0
20.0 40.0 55.0 72.0 87.0 100.0
6 SM.• 20.0 5M.O lOe.O
20.0 40.0 SS,O 72.0 87.0 100,0
12 2 14
O.O IOe.O 150.0 200.0 250,0 _le.O
35e.0 44e.0 450.0 500.0 S60.0 6N.•
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(I)) $1cndcr body definitions.
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S00 e00
Figure 37. ATM andsymmcu'ic case, aerodynamic boxes.
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STARS-AERO input data-k-type flutter analysis:
The data presented here pertain only to changes required in the corresponding ASE analysis case,
and occur within the fhst 16 lines.
AERO TEST MODEL - ANTISY_IETRIC CASE -
K-FLU'I'rER SOLUTION
ELASTIC MODE 8 * DIRECT FRCM SOLIO MOOEL 11 (-3 GENI4ASS)
DIRECT SURFACE INTERPOLATION /// CORRECTED INTERP FORMAT ANO POINTS
STARS STRUCTURAL MOOEL, BYPASS RIGID BOOY MO(_S IN GENMASS
I4ACH No.,,e.ge ALTITUfX: SEA LEVEL
1 8 3 28 1 e e e • 4
1 1 O e e e O o e e
1 e o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o 99 o o
1
38.89 o.ge
.35e .745 .940 1.45)1 1.615 1.6911 1.864
2.ooe 2.450 2.2_) 3. lS4J 3.270 3.4ee 3.850
4._50 4.551 S. L:_-JO 7.oee 9._ 11.11o 15.ooe
19. eee 24.070 5e.oee 14e. oee 31s. 774 616.7445 1200. eoe
STARS-AERO analysis results:
Table 23 provides the results of flutter analysis by various methods using direct interpolation of
modal data. The flutter solution based on the ASE method utilizing state-space formulation employs
a data file as in section 6.5. Figures 38 through 40 depict the pattern of root location as a function of
velocity for the k, p-k, and ASE methods. In this connection it may be noted that only the elastic
modes are considered in these analyses. In the ASE method, the real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of
the eigenvalues, termed as damping and frequencies, of the state-space plant dynamics matrix (A) are
plotted against the air speed. In the k and p-k methods, the damping term is expressed as g' = 2ab / CO2n
where con is the relevant natural frequency.
Table 23. ATM: An acroclastic antisymmetric analysis using a direct interpolation for AERO paneling.
k - SOLN p-k ASE
Mode Instability Velocity,Frequency, Velocity,Frequency Velocity,Frequency
number keas rad/sec keas rod/see keas rad/sec
Fuselage first bending F1
Wing second bending F2
Fin first bending D1
Fin first torsion D2
445.6 77.9 444.0 77.4 434.8 77.4
859.3 147.4 861.2 147.1 727.6 136.3
650.6 0.0 .... 653.7 0.0
729.3 0.0 ..... 727.6 0.0
Analysis notes:
1) F - Flutter point
2) Mach = 0.90
3) Altitude = Sea level
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Veloctiy.V. kels
o _.2.: moo _3 zooo
lOO0 2OOO
Figure 38. STARS ATM-k flutter analysis--damping (g'), frequency (J3), velocity (v) plot,



















,,_4_'" I Mo(:le3 ,M
Mode2,J I "1 .w _----_.2 _3 '
Figure 39. STARS ATM-pk flutter analysis--damping (g'), frequency (I]), velocity (v) plot,








Figure 40. STARS ATM-ASE flutter analysis--.-damping (a), frequency Co), velocity (v) plot,
antisymmetric case, using direct interpolation.
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7.4 ATM: Aeroclastic analysis (STARS-ASE-CONVERT)
The input data presented here enable appropriate reordering of generalized matrices. Thus, the three
perfect rigid body modes (_PR) are placed in the front, followed by eight elastic modes (_E) and two
rigid control modes (_C) for the ASE solution. For the flutter analysis, only the eight elastic modes
are used.
STARS-ASE-CONVERT input data:
















$ COMVERTFILE FOR ASE FLUTTER ANODIVERGENCESOLUTZON
8










7.5ATM: Aeroservoelastic analysis (STARS-ASE-PADI_)
The input data presented here effect curve fitting of unsteady aerodynamic forces employing Pad6
polynomials. The state-space matrices are also formed in this module. Version I of the input fle
pertains to the ASE flutter solution, whereas version I? corresponds to subsequent ASE frequency
response and damping solution.
STARS-ASE-PADI_ input data:
$ ATN ASE FLuTrER ANALYSIS, 0.9 I_CH AT SEA LEVEL - V[RSZON Z _TA




.25_E44m 0.0 0.e 0.O 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0
._14E._41 O.0 O.O O.0 0.0 e.o t.O
.1._1_.o41 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.O
.1J_lE._1 0.O 0.0 0.0 O,0




._,+4m .Ue0NWE._4e .owue_E<41e ._._4m
.immmwE_ .NW0UOE,dl0 ._,dlO ._._lO
$ Notur_l FPequencie$ (r_ldi_m$)
.63933iS_442 .71230537E442 .91.q33533E,'4R .11e511362E_43
.187299O9(44)3 .ze3uge_+e3 .22542;_e(+03 .32130740(_03


































































s ATI4 ASE ANAL_P'SXS,1.9 IA_CHAT 4OK FEET - VERSTONZT OATA




0.78711E,_Z O.0 e.0 0.0 O.O
0.4701E+04 o.0 o.o o.o O.o
0.1831E45 o.o O.O O.O e.o
0.2S7_._o e.e o.o o.o O.O
0.7314E41 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
0.138_.,.el o.o O.O O.O e.o
O.l&91E+01 O.e O.O O.O O.O
O.E35eE+el 0.0 O.0 0.0 O.0
0.144_E_4)1 O.O O.O O.O e.o





O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O
O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O
O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O 0.0
0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0







e.eeeeeee_R_4e o.NeeeeNE_ee o.eeeeeeNE440 o.eeeeeee_+ee
o.eeeeeee_R,ee o.eeeeeeeeE44)e o.eeeeNe_e o.eeeeeee_440
o.Neeeee_4e o.eeeeeeee£+ee o.Neeeee_,41e o.weeeee_440
o. eNe6_le
$ Natural Fr_luen¢ies (rodf.mls)
0.e o.0 o.o ._93_as_4,o_
.71123_37E,o42 .919335331E+412 ._E,o43 .18729909E,_4)3
.20388907E,_413 .22502760E.,o43 .32130740E+03 O.O
O.O
$ PHI,THETA, PSI, US, VS, WS, PS, QS, RS, PHID, THAI), PSIO, N00F




0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.e
3oo.oo o.e so.o
e.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 1.o
STARS-ASE-PADI_ analysis results:
The state-space ma_iccs generated in this module by the Version I data file arc utilized for the flutter
solution; the rcsults arc given in table 24. Rcsults derived through utilization of Version II data arc uscd
for subsc_ ucnc ASE frcqucncy rcsponsc and damping analyses in the next scccion.
i
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7.6 ATM: Aeroservoelastic analysis (STARS-ASE-FRESP)
The input data presented here pertain to the frequency response analysis of the ATM at Mach 0.9 and
40,000 ft altitude. Thus, phase and gain margins as well as damping and frequency values are generated
from this module. Figure 41 shows the block diagram for the ATM lateral mode analog control system.
STARS-ASE-FRESP input data:
Open-loop case-
S ATM AXTISYWMETRICTHREE RIGID, EIGHT ELASTIC, A/CO1110 COWTROLWOO(S, Olin LO_ ROLL RESPONSE
C LOOP OPEN 8k'TW_ENBLOCKS3 AN0 9 AS WELL AS BLrTIIEEN4 ANO 10
48, 12, 4, 4, 58, O.O, 0.0
10 4 10 6 10 4 2 1 1
5; |LOCK CONNECTIVITY
1 3 0 0 0 0 0
2 10 0 0 0 0 0
3 -9 7 0 0 0 0
4 6 o o o o O
5 o o O 1 O O
6 O 0 • 2 • •
7 0 O • 3 • O
8 O O O 4 • O
9 5 0 • 0 0 O












S LISTING OF P04.YNGIGALCOEFFICIENTS
.2ee_442 .eeee(_ee .eee_441e






• 10eeE440 . loeoE_Ol .OeME_IO
.1|;'_45 .OOO_4O .eeooE44e
• 1877E445 , l__q34R443• 100_.041
.18TPY_,45 .oee_4e .eooo(44e
• 1117;_*05 , z.q34E_43 . 10_E4411
.100_*01 .000_*0_ .000_*00
.1ONE+01 .eoeoE_e ,eeeeE_4e
• 1008(,01 . eeo_0 . _10
• 1_0K_01 . oeo_+oo . e_4E+ee
.1N_E_4_ ._4_ .m_4_
• 1N_E_4Z . 11_41_ .1N_E*01
.lOee(_41.0_.d_ .llN_.dl_
.100_41 .OO00_4e .O0O_O0
S GAIN IWPUTSFOR E_CH BLOCK
• 1N_E+01 . 11_E_01 . 1NOE_41
• 1N_E+01 ,1E_E_01
$ SP_ECIFICATIONFOR SYSTEMOUTPUTS
7' 8 0 0 0 0 O e
O O O O • O
S _CIFICJ_TIOX FOR SYSTEMINPUTS
7 8 O • O 0 O •






























• 1N_E_4_ • 11_E_01 , lU4E_01 . 1N_E+01 . 10N(_01






$ ATM Awrz-S'_METRIC-THE ROLL ANO YAII CLOSEDLOOP CASE
C
48, 12, 4, 4, 53, 0.11, O.e,
12 4 10 6 14 • O
S BLOCKCONNECTIVITY
1 3 O O O O O
9 S O O 0 • O
1.1. O O O • 3 9
3 7 O O O O O
S • O O 1 O 0
7 0 O O 3 O O
2 10 0 0 O 0 0
4 S 0 0 0 O 0
12 O O • 0 10 4
6 O O O 2 O o
8 0 0 0 4 0 0














S LISTING OF POLYIO_L COEFFICIENTS
I .2eee(_412 .eeeeE441e .NeeE+4e
o .2to_42 .1eeeE44)1 .0OOOE+00
2 .200_12 .O00O(_le .oooeE_le
0 .2oooE+o2 .100OE,,Ol .0OO_4O
3 . 5eeeE+el . leeeE4ee .0eo_o
0 .oeeeE_e .lOee(441 .oNeE+oo
4 .oooeE._le .lo0_)1 .ooooE_le
o . lOOe(_oo . lOeeE_)l .oeo_44e
s .1877E44B .oeoo(4oe .oeeeE+oe
O . 1877E4416 . 1930(443 . lOOeE,04)l
6 .1877E445 .ooeoE44e .oeeeE_o
o . 1877E_45 . 19_E443 . looeE+ol
7 .leOe(_01 .eeeeE44)e .oee_.o41e
o .1eOOE441 .e_eE,,41e .eeeeE+41e
8 .leee(_41 .eeeeE+ee .0N_+00
0 .1000(,'41 .oeee£.a4o .0N_.04_
9 .10o_.04o .oee_.0_ .oNe£._4e
O . 1000(+02 . 11eeE_42 . 1eeeE_41
10 . leee(+el .000_.o40 . 00QOE_O0
O . leeOE41 . OOOOE4,gO . 0NOE_00
11 .1_41 .000_ .oee_4e
O .leee(+el .ooe_40 .ONO_40
12 . lee_+el .0eee£._4o . ee_E+ee
O .leee£_41 .eeeeE_4e .eeeeE+ee
$ GAIN INPUTS FOR EACH BLOCK
1 . leeeE_41 2 . 1_eeE_41 3
6 . 1000£441 7 . leee£+el 8
11 -. 1eeE_41 12 -. 100£+el
S SPECIFICATZCN FOR SYSTEMQUTIq;TS
7 8 O O • O O
(J O O • O O O
$ SPECZFZC_T]ON FOR SYSTEM ZNPUTS
7 8 • O • O O •

















0 • • 0 O 0 0
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Filter RoLl rate sensor
9
0.1 _ 1372








l Rudder actuator V2_
s _ 1372s +0.1 s2+ 19 s + 1372
Filter Yaw rate sensor
P -- roll rate
r = yaw rate
6
Figure41. ATM lateralmode analogcontrolsystem.
STARS-ASE-PADR analysisresults:
Figures42 and 43 depictthelateraloop gains fortherolland yaw modes, respectively.The gain
margins arctabulatedintable24.
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Figure 44. ATM closed-loop damping, v-g, and frequency, v-f.
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8. STARS NONLINEAR MULTIDISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS - CFD, AEROELASTICITY AND
AEROSERVOELASTICITY
A number of consistent disciplines and innovative algorithms must be incoporated into an integrated
system required to simulate nonlinear peformance characteristics of advanced engineering systems such
as aerospace vehicles. Since the finite element technique can be commonly utilized to discretize
relevant solids and fluids continua, its employment ensures accurate interaction of various disciplines.
Figure I depicts a number of disciplines that are involved in the multidisciplinary modeling simulation
of such systems. Some relevant details of finite element formulations, adopted for computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) as well as nonlinear stability analysis, arc presented next.
8.1 Finite Element Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
The CFD analysis requies two major fundamental solution capabilities:
I. Effective generation of unstructured and solution adaptive fluids domain meshes
2. Finite element analysis of the relevant flow problem
and effective development of related numerical tools that are vital to the efficient solution of complex
practical problems; these have been appropriately incorpormted in the STARS program.
8.1.1 Mesh Generation
An advancing front technique, developed for automated generation of unsu'ucmred meshes, has been
found to be rather suitable for discretization of complex domains. This procedure has the following
advantages:
1. Flexibilty with regard to specification of arbitrary shapes and varying grid density throught the
dorr_n
2. Facility in adaptive mesh generation in accordance with solution trend
Such an algorithm was initially developed 21 for arbitrary, multi.connected, planar domains in which
the interior nodes are generated first, then suitably linked to yield the best possible triangulation; during
this process, the generation front is continually updated each _ne a new element is constructed. Further
improvement and extension of this technique in three dimensions is described in reference [22]; here the
nodes and triangles are formed simultaneously for all boundary surfaces. This is followed by generation
of tetrahedra by the advancing front approach to f'dl the entire solution domain. Suitable background
grids are utilized to specify importam mesh parameters defining node spacing, stretching parameters and
directions.
The 3-D automated unstructured mesh generation scheme, as above, has been found to be rather
versatile for modeling of practical CFD solution domain around complex semcmral forms such as an
aircraft. However, since the advancing front technique involves a rather extensive search for nodes and
faces on the front, the grid generation time tends to be rather large for such complex configurations. A
simple modification of the procedure, implemented during our current effort, proves to be ra.ther
efficient and economical. In this method, the usual technique is fL,st utilized to generate a grid whose
cells have linear dimensions about twice the desired size, and then each cell is reduced locally to its
desired size (ref. 23).
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8.1.2 Finite Element CFD Analysis
The dynamic equation for a viscous, heat-conducting, compressible fluid obeying conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy can be expressed by a set of partial differential equations
_V _Fi
+ _ -- fb, i = 1,2,3 (68)
_x i
where the solution,fluxand body forcescolumn vectorsas wellas theviscous stresstensoraredefined
as below
V= {p puj pE} (69)
Fi ={PUi PUiUj+l_ij+Oij ui(PE+p)+uioli+k_iit (70)
fb={ 0.fbj Ulfbl} (71)
2 auk- (au, aui'l
oij + +
•) u_ k _,u_j vA i )
(72)
in which p, p, E are the density, average pressure intensity and total energy, respectively, 8ij the
Kronecker delta;ujthevelocitycomponent inthedirectionxjof a cartesiancoordinatesystem, l.the
viscosity,k the thermal conductivity,and fbthe body forces.The above equationsaresupplemented
with stateequations
I
P = (Y" l_E-_uiui] (73)
I uiui]c vT=[E-7 (74)
fora complete solution,in which y istheratioof specificheatsand Cv isthe specificheatatconstant
volume, such a formulationbeing validfora perfectgas.
o
Solutionof the non-viscousform of equation(68)isachieved by firstobtaininga Taylor series
expansion of V in time domain. The spatialdomain f_isnextdiscretizedby unsn'ucturedmeshes
consistingof 3-D telrahedronelements.Using linearfinitelement approximations V = aV, V being
nodal variablevalues,and employing Oalerkin weighted residualprocedure,a time-dependentform of
the governing equationsmay be obtainedas below
(75)
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in which R includes artifical viscosity effects essential for capturing shocks. Solution of equation (75) is
effected by advancing this time-dependent form until steady conditions are obtained; an explicit time-
stepping iterative scheme as well as an alternative quasi-implicit solution scheme has been implemented
in the STARS program to that effect. An accelerated Euler solution procedure based on the Aitken
acceleration technique has recently been implemented (reL 24) that effects considerable improvement in
solution convergence rate.
8.2 Nonlinear Aeroelastic and Aeroservoelastic Analysis
Such a process starts with the finite element structural modeling and subsequently computes the
natural frequencies (m) and modes (0) that consist of rigid body, elastic, and control surface motions, by
solving
Mii + Ku = 0 (76)
in which M and K are the inertial and stiffness matrices, respectively, and u is the displacement vector.
This is achieved by an efficient block Lanczos procedure that fully exploits matrix sparsity.('/25) Next, a
steady-state Euler solution is effected in which optimum solution convergence is achieved through an
explicit or an alternative quasi-implicit, local time-stepping solution procedure that also employs a
residual smoothing strategy. The resulting vehicle equation of motion is then cast into the frequency
domain as follows:
l_l_i+ C/i + Kq + f. (t) + fI(t) = 0 (77)
in which the generalized matrices and vectors are as below:
fl(t)
inm'fia matrix (= oTM_), and similarly
= stiffness and damping matrices
: displacement vector (=OTu)
= aerodynamic (CFD) load vector (= _TpA), where p is the Euler pressure, A the
appropriate surface area, and @a the modal vector pertaining to areodynamic grid points
interpolatedfrom relevant structuralnodes
= impulse force vector (-@Tfi)
where f!istheuserinputthatcontainsa number ofmodes ofinterest.Equation(77)may nextbe
formulatedinthestate-spacemalrixequation form as








and a time response solutionofequat/on (78)inan intervalAt (= tn+l-in) isobtained as
Xn+i --e,CtXn + A'I [e,¢t- I][ha(h)+ bI(tn)] (79)
Data consistingof q and q vectorsare next storedforlaterprocessing.The structuraldeformations u
and velocities,',are then computed from q and q, respectively,and the aerodynamic mesh isupdated
only iflargemotions areencountered. Such u and ,',valuesarenext fed intothe CFD code to change
velocityboundary conditionsatthesolidboundary. This isthen followed by a one-stepEuler solution
using a globalt/me-steppingscheme, and the entiresolutionprocessisthenrepeatedforthe required
number of lime steps.
The response data,as above,may next be resolvedintomodal components utilizingan FFT, as
below:
P t
x = T__.e (amCOS mt+ m.,t)
m=l
(80)
yieldingthe damping (_)and frequency (co)values.This processisrepeated fora number of dynamic
pressurevalues,_[= _pV 2 and the_ and tovaluesplottedagainst_ or Mach number. Such a plot
depictingstabilitycharacteristicsof thevehicleenablespredictionof onsetof flutteror divergence
occurringwithinthe entireflightregime. Figure45 depictsa flowchartof the nonlinearflutteranalysis
methodology adopted inthe STARS program. Alternatively,the generalizedmodal velocityvaluesare
alsoplottedas a functionof time and an onsetof fluttermay alsobe predictedfrom theirpatternof
convergence. Similarsolutionisalsoeffectedby a roottrackingprocedure thatidentifiescoalescenceof
the roots.
In aeroservoelastic analysis, assuming that a control law has been designed based on linear
characteristics of the control derivatives, such a conmol law may be interfaced with the CFD analysis
procedure. Thus, the input to the control law will consist of angle of attack, a, and also, q, ¢1,q, and the
control hinge moment, Me. Based on such input, the flight conwol derives the necessary control surface
deflections to alleviate the aircraft response.
For the more realistic case, where the control derivatives are not known a priorL since the nonlinear
CFD analysis has been used, an autoregression procedure may be utilized to reconstruct a model based
on pasthistoryof aircraftinputand outputinformation.Thus, fora smallincrementalmotion of a
control surface, the vehicle body forces and moments are fLrst computed from the surface pressure
distribution.This isfollowed by an estimationof such parameters as angleof attack(a),sideslip(_),
controlsurfacedeflectionsand hinge moments, as wellas roll,pitch,and yaw ratesemploying q and ¢I
















Figure 45 Nonlinear Flutter Analysis Methodolgy
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large number of time steps that represent the entire range of control surface morion, and the resulting
data are then employed to obtain static and dynamic stability derivatives for the vehicle simulation
analysis.
8.3 Numerical Examples
A large number of CFD analyses has been performed in sup lx2n of such NASA projects .as
PEGASUS, SR71, SR71-HALO, High Speed Civil Transport _t-t_t.O, _ationat Aerospace franc
(NASP), and generc hypersonic vehicle, among others. Some such analysis results have also be_. n.
correlated with those obtained from flight testing. In the area of aeroelasticity, the associateo sotuuon
module has been checked out by comparing such results with those obtained from tests as well as other
analysis methods. Some of these analysis results are presented next.
8.3.1 PEGASUS Vehicle - CFD Analysis
•- An Euler solution for the vehicle was achieved for Mach 5.0 and angle of attack (a) of 0.5 degrees.
The aerodynamic model has the following details:
1. Number of tetrahedral elements = 728,022
2. Number of nodes = 128,600
and figure 46 depicts the external surface grid. Detailed calculalons were made to extract the CFD
pressure data and such values in the flUet region were compared with flight test data, and also with
results from a parallel analysis employing a Navier-Stokes finite difference flow solver code 26. Such
results are compared in table 25, whereas figure 47 depicts the pressure (P/Pi) distribution on the vehicle
surface that includes the fillet area.
Table 25. PEGASUS vehicle - comparison of numerical
and flight pressure (lb/ft 2) data, Mach = 5.0, a = 0.5 deg
Sensor # Flight data STARS Pare 3D
1 28 28 29
2 31
3 17 22 26
4 16
5 32 23 22




Figure 46. PEGASUS external aerodynamic surfaoe grid
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8.3.2 Generic Hypersonic Vehicle - CFD Analysis
A generic hypersonic vehicle (fig. 48) was chosen for some aeroelastic analyses. The 3-D
aerodynamic grid (fig. 49) developed in this connection has the foLlowing details:
1. Number of tetrahedral elements ffi 1,293,112
2. Number of nodes ffi 221,893
An Euler solution was effected for Mach of 7.0, and figure .50 depicts a typical density distribution on
and around the top surface of the vehicle.
8.3.3 Oscillating Double Wedge Airfoil - Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces Computation
To check the STARS nonlinear aeroelastic and ASE analysis capabilities, a double wedge airfoil 24
(length ffi2, depth = 0.092, span ffi2.5) undergoing pitching motion along the trailing edge (fig. 51) and
oscillating at a frequency of 670 rad/sec was analyzed using STARS-ASE(NL) module. The associated
aerodynamic grid (fig. 52) consists of 33,850 tewahedron elements. The unsteady aerodynamic forces
were computed for an airspeed of Mach 3.0, the maximum pitching angle being 0.1 rad. Figure 53
compares such results with those obtained by the simple piston theory.
8.3.4 Clamped Plate - Nonlinear Flutter Analysis
Some parametric flutter solution studies were performed on a clamped rectangular panel of length-
width ratio, afo and uniform thichness h, with air flowing over the surface and along the length at a
Mach number, M. The panel aerodynamic model consisted of over 100,000 elements, and STARS
unsteady CFD calculations were performed for a number of flutter parameters for each panel test case
pertaining to a specific aspect ratio. A comparison of such nonlinear flutter :solution results with
experimental and approximate aerodynamic theory 27 is shown in figure 54; _. is the flutter parameter
defined as
=  a3/l D
in which
q = airstreamdynamic pressure(=I/2pV2),V beingvelocity
= _ ,M beingthe Mach numberr
D = panel stiffness parameter (=Eh3/12(l-v2)), E is the elastic modulus and v the Poisson's
ratio.
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Figure 48. Generic hypersonic vehicle
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Figure 53. Double wedge airfoil - comparison of uns':eady aerodynamic forces obtained
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Figure 54. Clamped rectangular panel - comparison of experimental, approximate
aerodynamic theory and STARS nonlinear aeroelastie solution
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APPENDIX A _ PREPROCESSOR MANUAL
The preprocessorroutinePREPROC isan integralpartof the setof routinesthatform the STARS
program. Ithas been developed toautomate generationof finitelement models and corresponding data
fries.Insteadof defininga complete structureby independentlydescribingeach node and element, the
preprocessorallows theformation of such dataautomatically.The preprocessorminimizes datainput,
eliminatesdata editing,and therebyenhances theefficiencyof the STARS program.
To run the preprocessor, the user may type the command GRUN followed by the command
PREPROC; the program will prompt a list of different terminals. The user may then choose the type of
terminal to be used, namely F_,/SPS390, Tektronix, and various compatible terminals. Next, the user will
be prompted with menu options in a progressive fashion. At any level of the menu, the user may exit by
entering Control-Z.
Only a briefdescriptionof theprimary menu isgiven here;because of the interactivenatureof the





I COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
generategraphicsobjects





















generate surfaces from existing line segments
5 REPRODUCE
generate new segments using existing ones
6 DRAW








generate strai'ght line segment
PARABOLIC CURVE
generate parabolic line segment
CIRCULAR CURVE
generate circular line segment
4 ELLIPTIC CURVE





generate four node surface segment
2 COMPLEX SURFACE
generate nine node surface segment
3 ELLIPTICAL SURFACE




1 8 POINT SOLID




3 4 POINT SOLID
generate four node segment
4 6 POINT SOLID (PRISM)




1 ARC: LINE SEGMENT--> SURFACE
generate surface segments by moving a line segment along a curve
2 GLIDE: 2 LINE SEGMENT--> SURFACE





reproduce by method of direct copying
2 MIRROR
produce a mirror image
3 ROTATE
reproduce by rotating the original about an axis
1.6 DRAW
The preprocessor will draw the generated su'ucture on a standard terminal with multiple options.
2 PROPERTIES AND ANALYSIS
This option enables automatic generation of a complete STARS data set in which the user is
prompted for appropriate input.
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IAPPENDIX B _ POSTPROCESSOR MANUAL
The POSTPLOT routine is designed to provide graphic depiction of analysis results pertaining to
the threemajor modules, namely SOLIDS, AEROS, ASE, and CFD. This iseffectcdby the main
command GRUN, followed by the POSTPLOT command. The program runs on a varietyof terminals























Displacement as a function of time











Deformed or mode shape

















Displacement as a functionof time





Interpolatedmode shape foraerodynamic loadcalculation
Aerodynamic pressuredistribution
Frequency-clamping-velocityplots,k,p-k,and ASE solutions
Phase and gain plotsas a functionof frequency foranalog and digital
systems
ASE damping and frequency plots as a function of velocity
CFD density, Mach, and pressure plots.
DeleteDatabase




APPENDIX C _ SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
The STARS computer program is set up using a main directory and many subdirectories. The setup
described in this section uses the directory names employed on various computer system at NASA. The
top-level directories are shown in figure 55. [KGUPTA.STARS] is the main directory which contains
the five major subdirectories named as COMMANDS, SOURCES, OBJECTS, EXECUTIONS, and
TESTCASES. The COMMANDS subdirectory contains the command files which are used to guide the
user in running the STARS program system. The SOURCES subdirectory contains the source elements
for the program. It is further subdivided into the SOLIDS, AERODYNAMICS (linear), ASE (linear),
CFD, ASE (nonlinear), CONTROLSD (Control law design)and associated GRAPHICS subdirectories.
The OBJECTS sulxiirectory contains the object elements required for creating the execution elements.
The object elements have been combined into various object libraries to ease the linking process. The
EXECUTIONS subdirectory contains the execution elements used to run the program. The
TESTCASES subdirectory contains a variety of representative example problems that facilitate the
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The purpose of this literature study was initially to give a brief overview on
recent research projects related to aircraft gas turbine engines, fuel
consumption, combustion and emissions. Papers and reports that have been
consulted in this research with almost no exception, point out the importance
and necessity of reducing the volume of pollutant exhaust gas components.
This is a general environmental concern, and in near future one will probably
have to face strict national and international regulations and requirements
regarding aircraft pollution. Considering this situation the study was focusing
mainly on how to reduce the exhaust gas emission without suffering
significant losses in the combustion efficiency and engine performance.
There are at least four more or less obvious ways to search for a solution:
1. introducing a new combustor concept that is able to burn the fuel in
such a way that the amount of harmful emissions is reduced,
2. conducting a direct treatment of the exhaust gases to remove certain
species,
3. performing a more fuel efficient operation and control of the aircraft.
Again, less total fuel burnt means reduced emissions,
4. designing and building a more fuel efficient engine, this engine will
burn less fuel for the same thrust, and generate less pollution.
In this paper my investigation will mainly concentrate on the first of these
options, but I will also give a few examples related to the other three.
The volume of written material on these subjects is large and therefore my
research is mainly reflecting work that has been documented during the last
5 - 10 years.
Access to the NASA Dryden library was my opportunity to perform literature
search in the NASA library computer catalog and the manual systems that are
available there. The "NASA Open Volumes on Aerospace", NOVA and
"Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports", STAR have also been extremely
useful. For a listing of the search objects see Appendix 1.
1. THE COMBUSTION PROCESS
1.1 COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
NO x, CO and CO2 are the exhaust emission components causing the greatest
concern. These gases are posing a threat to the ozone layer and they are
causing the so-called greenhouse effect. Particulate emissions, smoke, from
aircraft engines may also be a problem in certain phases of engine operation.
One of my references (16) is showing an increase in smoke with higher power.
Other papers say that in most regular operation conditions such emission is
almost non existent.
The NOx mainly consists of NO and NO2 (42). In the combustion process the
nitrogen oxides for the most part develop as the nitrogen in the air reacts with
free oxygen atoms in the air. This product is called thermal NO x (2). Nitrous
components in the fuel will also contribute, and this part is called the prompt
NO x. According to (4) the fuels for aeroengines have practically no fuel bound
nitrogen, and the thermal NOx formation is dominant. To a cer-tain extent one
is able to control several parameters that have influence on the total amount
of NO x being developed.
When burning fossil fuels, carbon dioxide (;02, like water vapor, is a main
product. If sufficient oxygen is not available, the combustion is incomplete and
some of the carbon forms mono-oxide CO. Avoiding CO in the exhaust stream
is therefore possible in most operating conditions by letting enough air into the
combustion zone. CO2 on the other hand is always present. The only ways to
reduce CO2 are by burning less fuel, or eventually find some other source of
2
energy, a different kind of fuel (20).
Based on these facts the efforts to reduce exhaust emissions should concentrate
on lowering the NO x. This has been the case with most of recent research (20)
and will also be the essence of this paper.
1.2 COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY
Ideally all the energy potential in the fuel should be utilized. No pressure
losses or temperature losses should occur. Starting and relighting capability
and a wide operating range are other important concerns, in aircraft engines
in particular. Combustors in modern gas turbine engines are optimized very
close to the ideal limits.
Modifying a design to incorporate capabilities not considered in the past will
most likely lead to a reduction in the efficiency originally built in.This is so
crucial in all attempts of improving the combustor design. It is important to
keep an eye on figures like NOx level per power unit and NO x per thrust,
rather than just watching the NOx per fuel, or mass percentage of NOx in the
exhaust gas. Many of the references, when discussing new combustion
concepts, do not take the efficiency into consideration in their presentations.
The efficiency may be reduced and the mass fraction g[NOx]/kg[fuel] alone
does not necessarily give the true and complete picture of the total emission
level when this combustor becomes part of a jet engine.
1.3 THE COMBUSTOR
Developing more advanced combustor designs is said to be the only relevant
option for aircraft engines (20).
From this study it is evident that temperature, pressure and time are essential
to the NO x emission (1). The availability of free oxygen in the hot zone is
also necessary for the NO x to form, and one paper is reporting that radiation
from the burning gases has an impact on NOx.In this case temperature means
the actual temperature in the burning zone and in the hot areas close to that
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zone. The higher the temperature the more the tendency of the nitrogen to
form oxides.
The combustor inlet pressure is by some of the references said to have an
influence (1, 40). A relation NO x ~ p0.4 (g/kg fuel) is found, while other
papers claim that the NO x level is independent of the inlet pressure (and inlet
temperature) except for their effect on the flame temperature.
Time is the residence time, when the air/fuel mixture is in the combustion
zone. As NOx formation takes time, the level increases with the residence
time. Reference (13) gives a rather complicated expression for the NOx
reaction rate where the influence of system pressure, reaction temperature,
mass concentrations of oxygen and carbon mono-oxide, and residence time are
all included.
The relations that are mentioned above are the governing rules in all low NOx
combustor design proposals documented in the literature. The practical
consequences can be found in five different principles developed for low NO x
burning. These principles are all based on one or more of the governing rules,
and they are:
1. A very lean mixture (low fuel/air) combustion:
all the cold dilution air mixed in will keep the temperature
causing little nitrogen to react.
low and
2. Premixing and/or prevaporization:
the fuel/air is prepared for burning as it reaches the hot zone. The fuel
is either free molecules or small particles evenly distributed in the air.
When the fuel mixture reaches the flame zone it will bum much faster
then a fuel sprayed directly into the combustion zone. There will be no
extremely hot spots in the flame zone and the residence time is reduced.
3. A very rich (high fuel/air) combustion:
the major part of the combustion occurs at richer then stoichiometric
mixture (fuel exceeds air by 20 % - 80 % (4)). NO x is not likely to
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form because so little free oxygen atoms are available. This very rich
combustion of course requires a second stage of burning to complete the
combustion.
4. Introducing rotating motion, swirl, in the combustion chamber:
that will contribute to a better mixing upstream and downstream from
the combustion zone. The reason why this is giving a low NOx level is
probably that the residence time is reduced and high temperature spots
are not likely to form. A more extreme way to introduce motions and
thus encourage mixing in the burner is by letting strong jets of air hit
the fuel sprays when entering the chamber. By doing this, so-called
shear layers are generated. The flames will be located in these shear
layers, and it appears to give a low NO x combustion.
5. Varying the combustor geometry along with changing operating con-
ditions:
by being able to do this one can optimize the fuel/air mixture, where
and how much dilution air is dumped in, how much air motions, what
the residence time is etc., and such obtain control of the parameters that
are influential to fuel consumption and emissions.
2. THE COMBUSTOR, GEOMETRY AND DESIGN
These five principles have been incorporated in several combustors that are
evaluated with respect to NOx through numerical analyses and experiments.
This is well documented. A closer description of the most common designs
will be given here.
2.1 STAGING
Most frequently mentioned are probably the staged combustors. The rich,
quench, lean combustor (RQL) and the lean/lean combustor are both staged
combustors.
2.1.1 The RQL Combustor
The rich, quench, lean concept has a rich fuel/air mixture primary zone
followed by a quench zone where cold dilution air is mixed in to stop the
burning and cool the gases, and finally a lean burn zone where the combustion
is completed at a relatively low temperature.
This burner has shown good NOx characteristics, though not quite as good as
some other concepts. A NOx reduction of 50 % compared to conventional
combustors is indicated (1). It also has a wide rage of operation where stability
is still acceptable. One disadvantage is the complexity and the length of this
combustor. For the quench zone it is difficult to match the optimum amount
of air, therefore much of NO x develops here (25).
2.1.2 The Lean/lean Combustor
The lean/lean burner as presented in the references usually has two primary
zones where the fuel is mixed with air and where also the reaction is taking
place. The two stages are called the pilot burner and the main burner, and they
are partly separated by a wall. Only the pilot burner will operate at low power
then as a lean burner. At higher power the main burner is lit, also burning a
lean mixture. The lean combustors in general do not have a wide range of
operation because of problems with flame stability. The two stages will extend
this range, make the combustor far more flexible. The lean/lean combustor is
documented to have low NOx levels and the efficiency is said to be good.
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2.1.3 The Variable Geometry Combustor
This combustor concept in some way belongs in the staged combustion
category. Some designs have several combustion stages, some are running
rich/lean and some are the lean/lean concept. The key feature though is that
the variable geometry combustor will adjust its size and shape according to the
current conditions. The NOx potential is a 40-50 % reduction (35).
2.2 MIXING
2.2.1 Premixing/Prevapo rization
In the one stage lean mixture combustor mixing of air and fuel aerosol / fuel
vapor is completed before the mixture enters the flame zone. A pre-chamber
is sometimes fitted to accommodate the mixing. The LPP, lean/premixed/pre-
vaporized combustor has good NOx characteristics, according to (4) better than
the RQL. Reference (13) is indicating a NOx level at 70 % of that for the
RQL, and according to (34) the level is 1 - 2 g[NOx]/kg[fuel]. Conventional
combustors are running at 3 - 5 g/kg (28).
The disadvantage with this kind of combustor, as mentioned above, is its
narrow range of operation.
2.2.2 Swirlers
Several of the references are documenting the advantage of generating a
rotational motion in the flow inside the burner. Through either radial or axial
vanes the air is given velocity component transverse" of the main flow.
Depending on how the airflow encounters the fuel spray, this will contribute
to a better mixing of the two, and probably also better mixing of the hot and
cold air downstream from the flame zone. Both effects are positive with
respect to NOx.
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Reference (10) is suggesting one further step by introducing what is called
vane fuel injection, the fuel is injected into the air in the vane region. The
conclusion in the report though, is that there is no significant influence on the
NO x level.
2.2.3 Jet Shear Layer Combustion
A different mixing principle is presented in reference (9), the shear layer
combustion. Air and fuel are both injected, through axial and radial jets
respectively. A simultaneous mixing occurs, which is supposed to cause allow
NOx emission, 4 - 7 ppm NOx in the exhaust according to (27). The principle
has proven to give very good flame stability. The emission characteristics are
dependent on geometric parameters like the distance the fuel have to travel
before it hits the air jets.
This combustion concept is sometimes called the lean direct injection, LDI
(28).
3. COMBUSTOR INDEPENDENT NOx ABATEMENT
In gas turbine and aerospace research and development achievements are made
that may lead to a reduction on NOx and other emissions, directly or
indirectly.
3.1 EXHAUST GAS SCAVENGING
Reference (12) is a discussion on how nitrogen oxides will dissolve in water
that has condensed in the exhaust stream. Water vapor will condense on
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carbonaceous particles as the temperature decreases downstream of the aircraft.
Methods for laboratory measurements and simulations are presented, yet no
NO x level reduction is quantified.
3.2 NOx REDUCING ADDITIVES
A study on how additives such as ammonia to the exhaust can reduce the NOx
emissions is documented (14). This method has been used in stationary gas
turbines and is now mainly being investigated for the High Speed Civil
Transport project. A simulation is performed which shows that from 40 % to
60 % reduction of NOx is achievable. The big question mark though, as
pointed out in the paper, is whether excess ammonia, that may be present at
times, has any detrimental effect on the atmosphere.
3.3 ENGINE AND AIRCRAFT OPERATION
Recent work at NASA Dryden (43, 44) shows that through a more careful
control of the flight, the fuel consumption can be lowered considerably.
Integrated controllers for flight and engine operation will assist the pilot, and
tests prove that a reduction in thrust specific fuel consumption of
approximately 15 % is achievable.
If such controller devices are implemented in flying airplanes it will of course
pay a great contribution to the effort on exhaust emission abatement.
4. EVALUATION AND SUGGESTIONS
There is still lot of research work to be done to develop the usable low NOx
combustor for aircraft applications. This is emphasized in many of the
reference papers. Many important results have been obtained. To incorporate
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these achievements into an applicable design is still ahead it seams. Several
new concepts are found to be useful in stationary gas turbines, where size and
weight are not critical. Still they may not be useful in aircraft engines.
In this last chapter I will pinpoint a few aspects that my background literature
do not cover and suggest some topics for further investigation.
4.1 EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS
Like I pointed out earlier, the effort on low NOx abatement so far has very
much been on
how to perform mixing of fuel and air,
the principals of combustion and governing parameters,
how and where to supply the dilution air.
Not so much has yet been done investigating how much energy is left in the
gas when leaving the combustor. The number one requirement for an engine
will still be on the power it is capable to deliver or what thrust it can supply
in different conditions.
The new combustor concepts that are introduced in many of my references are
complicated and sophisticated compared to traditional combustors. They prove
to be low NOx, they are also capable of reasonable stability and reliability in
certain ranges of operation.
What we do not see so much is how well these combustors perform in
transforming energy from the fuel into increase of air temperature. Some of
the papers though (8, 9), present what is called the inefficiency, an efficiency
loss. The inefficiency indicated for low NOx industrial combustors is in the
range of 0.05 -0.35 %. So we can not necess_u'ily assume that a complete low
NOx combustion is the most efficient way to utilize all the available fuel
energy.
I do suggest a more close look into these capabilities of the new combustor
concepts to investigate how well they supply high energy air. I would like to
see if there are significant correlation between NOx emissions and combustor
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efficiency. Major energy transformations are taking place in shear layers,
turbulence, mixing processes, multistage combustion and in the
nitrogen-oxygen reaction itself. It is the total amount of NOx dumped in the
atmosphere that matters. And going back to the introduction, we see the need
to limit CO 2 emissions as well. Especially because of the direct relation
between CO 2 and fuel consumption we would not like to see our attempts to
reduce NO x emissions leading to an increased overall fuel consumption.
Relevant questions are:
- Do these advanced low NOx combustor designs allow us not to increase the
specific fuel consumption for the combustor, and the engine?
- Low NOx burners tend to be bigger than the conventional. Will the larger
burners give wider/longer engines, leading to increased drag and reduced
aircraft performance, and thus higher fuel consumption? And if so, what is this
increase going to be?
To limit this discussion to just deal
address the first question here.
with the combustor itself I will only
A series of tests must be carried out to evaluate the efficiency of one or more




jet shear layer lean combustor.
The results from these tests should be compared to similar figures from a
traditional combustor of same size and for the same range of fuel consumption
and operating conditions. Many parameters may be interesting to evaluate in
this investigation, the basic ones being:
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* pressure drop over the combustor (Pt4/Pt3)
* total temperature increase over the combustor (TtJTt3)
* emission level of NO x, g[NOx]/kg[fuel ]
Based on such experiments it will be possible to go one step further in the
evaluation of low nitrogen oxide combustors.
4.2 HIGH SPEED COMBUSTION AND COOLING
Considering temperature, residence time and possibly pressure, the more
important parameters in the development of nitrogen oxides, one should search
for alternative ways to manipulate these parameters.
For a subsonic airflow though a convergent nozzle both temperature and
pressure will drop, while the speed is increasing. This is common knowledge,
and just to show some figures:
reducing the duct area for an isentropic air flow by 40 %, when Mach
number is initially 0.3, we will obtain an increase in flow velocity close
to 100 %, and the pressure and temperature will drop 16 % and 4 %
respectively.
A 65 % area reduction will give a Mach number increase from 0.1 to
0.3 and a pressure drop of 5 %.
The temperature alone is not going to have any significant influence on the
NO x level, and the flame will be unstable at high speeds.
Reference (8) is a research on flameholders. The flow duet itself is diverging,
but the report only evaluates the combustion and NO x regarding the sudden
pressure drop over the flameholder. I have not seen any other study on the use
of nozzle flow associated with combustion, and here may be a potential. I will
describe two possible applications.
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4.2.1 Quenching at High Speed/Low Pressure
The RQL combustor is a stable low NO x combustor, with a wide range of
operation. From reference (25) it is clear that the quench zone is where lot of
the NOx is produced. The quenching air meets hot, burning gases, and leaves
free oxygen for NO x to form. The quenching process must be conducted
without using cold air, or at least cold air alone. Two of my written sources
emphasize the prospects:
Ref.(25) quote:
"- if an effective (low NOx producing) technique to rapidly mix the
secondary air with the fuel-rich primary mixture can be determined, then
this concept may become practically feasible."
and ref.(34) quote:
"It is likely that innovative quick-quench mixing
significantly reduce the overall RQL NOx levels."
schemes can
By leading the hot gases from the rich burning reaction zone directly into a
converging duct, the pressure will drop, speed will increase and even the
temperature will fall slightly. These three phenomena together will contribute
to a prompt quenching of the combustion. "l-he convergent duct should be
followed by a divergence to slow down the flow. In the divergent section
(after quenching) some cold air must be added to limit the inlet temperature
in the lean combustion stage. See sketch on figure 1.
4.2.2 Divergent Duct Burning
The PPL combustion is amongst the most efficient to obtain NOx abatement.
The problem with this concept is the stability at varying conditions. This
stability problem could possibly be overcome by letting the combustion take
place in a diverging duct. See figure 2.
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The premixed fuel/air would decelerate through this duct and two advantages
can be seen:
1. At some stage downstream, the flow velocity is equal to the flame
propagation speed. The flame will position itself at that point. When the
combustor inlet conditions are changed, higher/lower speeds and
pressures occur, the flame front will move upstream and downstream
accordingly. The flame front surface area will automatically adjust
relating to speed/amount of mixture entering the combustor.
2. The flame front is going to be wide, probably curved and
semi spherical if the duct is designed correctly. The fuel/air
mixture will flow through the flame zone uniformly and fast giving a
short residence time.
The combustor duct probably ought to diverge further downstream from the
flame zone, due to gas expansion and the dilution air that will be mixed. No
degree of stagnation causing temperature rise must happen in the hot gas zone.
There seems to be many unanswered questions in the area of combustion
associated with converging and diverging flow. Especially related to NOx
abatement there may be a potential for some achievement.
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A number of combinations in groups of two, three and four of the objects
formed the entities.
In the NOVA and STAR I have more specifically looked for references related














FIGURE 1. High speed guenching.
FIGURE 2. Divergent duct burning.
